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Abstract
In recent decades, nanoparticles have been found to possess unique, tunable properties with an enormous
variety of applications. The atomic and nanoscale structures govern these functional properties, and structural
deviations from the bulk, in part, are responsible for the vast technological uses of nanoparticles. This
dissertation tackles the understanding of structure in a number of metal, metal phosphide, and metal oxide
nanoparticle systems. Additionally, the syntheses of monodispersed nanoparticle systems allow for correlating
their structure with functional properties. Real space analysis using pair distribution functions of
monometallic (Ni, Pd) nanoparticles of less than 5 nm in diameter revealed a deviation from the bulk face-
centered cubic structure. Their local atomic packing disorder and lack of long-range order resemble that of
bulk metallic glasses, which often consist of complex mixtures of a multitude of elements. Bulk metallic glasses
have high mechanical strength and can sustain elastic deformations. The significant connection between these
two seemingly disparate systems lie in the short-range ordering of their atomic packing motifs, which consist
of icosahedral symmetry as seen in their pair distribution functions. Cobalt phosphide (Co2P) nanorods are
promising as inexpensive, earth abundant catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction in fuel cells. Additionally,
their 1-D structures demonstrated greater stability as compared to conventional Pt catalysts. Their structure
was investigated using high-resolution electron microscopy and a suite of X-ray scattering and absorption
techniques. The dynamic structural nature of the solid-solid phase transition in vanadium dioxide (VO2) thin
films was investigated using X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy. Substitution of transition metal
dopants into lattice sites revealed the structurally-driven depression of the metal-to-insulator transition
temperature. Bridging form and function, this dissertation reports the colloidal synthesis of monodispersed
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In   recent   decades,   nanoparticles   have   been   found   to   possess   unique,   tunable  
properties  with  an  enormous  variety  of  applications.  The  atomic  and  nanoscale  
structures  govern  these  functional  properties,  and  structural  deviations  from  the  
bulk,  in  part,  are  responsible  for  the  vast  technological  uses  of  nanoparticles.  This  
dissertation   tackles   the  understanding  of   structure   in  a  number  of  metal,  metal  
phosphide,  and  metal  oxide  nanoparticle  systems.  Additionally,  the  syntheses  of  
monodispersed   nanoparticle   systems   allow   for   correlating   their   structure   with  
functional   properties.      Real   space   analysis   using   pair   distribution   functions   of  
monometallic   (Ni,   Pd)   nanoparticles   of   less   than   5   nm   in   diameter   revealed   a  
deviation  from  the  bulk  face-­‐‑centered  cubic  structure.  Their  local  atomic  packing  
disorder   and   lack   of   long-­‐‑range   order   resemble   that   of   bulk   metallic   glasses,  
which   often   consist   of   complex   mixtures   of   a   multitude   of   elements.   Bulk  
metallic   glasses   have   high   mechanical   strength   and   can   sustain   elastic  
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deformations.  The  significant  connection  between  these  two  seemingly  disparate  
systems   lie   in   the   short-­‐‑range   ordering   of   their   atomic   packing   motifs,   which  
consist   of   icosahedral   symmetry   as   seen   in   their   pair   distribution   functions.  
Cobalt  phosphide  (Co2P)  nanorods  are  promising  as  inexpensive,  earth  abundant  
catalysts   for   the  oxygen   reduction   reaction   in   fuel   cells.  Additionally,   their   1-­‐‑D  
structures   demonstrated   greater   stability   as   compared   to   conventional   Pt  
catalysts.   Their   structure   was   investigated   using   high-­‐‑resolution   electron  
microscopy   and   a   suite   of   X-­‐‑ray   scattering   and   absorption   techniques.   The  
dynamic   structural   nature   of   the   solid-­‐‑solid   phase   transition   in   vanadium  
dioxide   (VO2)   thin   films  was   investigated  using  X-­‐‑ray  absorption   fine  structure  
spectroscopy.  Substitution  of   transition  metal  dopants   into   lattice  sites  revealed  
the   structurally-­‐‑driven   depression   of   the   metal-­‐‑to-­‐‑insulator   transition  
temperature.  Bridging   form  and   function,   this  dissertation   reports   the   colloidal  
synthesis   of   monodispersed   nanoparticles   alongside   structural   investigations  
and  functional  testing.    
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1. Introduction:  Synthesis  and  Characterization  of  
Nanoparticles  
  
1.1 Glossary  of  Terms  
Description   Acronym  
Alkaline  fuel  cells   AFCs  
Atomic  displacement  parameter   ADP  
Bulk  metallic  glass   BMG  
Electron  energy  loss   EELS  
Extended  X-­‐‑ray  absorption  fine  structure   EXAFS  
Grazing  incidence  small-­‐‑angle  X-­‐‑ray  scattering   GISAXS  
High-­‐‑angle  annular  dark  field   HAADF  
High-­‐‑resolution  transmission  electron  microscopy   HRTEM  
Hydrogen  evolution  reaction   HER  
Inductively  coupled  plasma  spectroscopy   ICP  
Metal-­‐‑insulator  transition   MIT  
Microwave-­‐‑assisted  synthesis   MAS  
Nanoparticles,  nanorods   NPs,  NRs  
Oxygen  reduction  reaction   ORR  
Pair  distribution  functions   PDF  
Polymer  electrolyte  fuel  cells   PEMFCs  
Rotating  disk  electrode   RDE  
Scanning  electron  microscopy   SEM  
Scanning  transmission  electron  microscopy   STEM  
Small-­‐‑angle  X-­‐‑ray  scattering   SAXS  
Transmission  electron  microscopy   TEM  
Wide-­‐‑angle  X-­‐‑ray  scattering   WAXS  
X-­‐‑ray  absorption  near-­‐‑edge  spectroscopy   XANES  
X-­‐‑ray  diffraction   XRD  




Facilities   Acronym  
Advanced  Photon  Source   APS  
Brookhaven  National  Laboratory   BNL  
Center  for  Functional  Nanomaterials   CFN  
European  Synchrotron  Radiation  Facility   ESRF  
National  Center  for  Electron  Microscopy   NCEM  
	  
Chemicals   Acronym  
1-­‐‑Octadecene   ODE  
Benzyl  ether   BE  
Cobalt  acetate  tetrahydrate   Co(Ac)2  
Nickel  acetylacetonate   Ni(acac)2  
Oleic  acid   OLAC  
Oleylamine   OLAM  
Palladium  acetylacetonate   Pd(acac)  2  
Tributylphosphine   TBP  
Trioctylphosphine   TOP  
Trioctylphosphine  oxide   TOPO  
1.2 Motivation  
Investigations  of  structure-­‐‑property  relations  encompass  the  study  of  correlating  
inherent   and   emergent   properties   to   both   crystallographic   and   disordered  
structures.   The   body   of   this   dissertation  will   focus   on   the   synthesis,   structural  
characterization,   and   functional   testing   of  monodispersed   nanoparticles   (NPs).  
As   a   central   theme,   structural   deviations   from   the   bulk   in   metal,   metal  
phosphide,   and   metal   oxide   NPs   will   be   discussed.   As   systems   tend   towards  
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greater   entropy,   disorder   and   crystallographic   distortions   in   these   systems  
provide  for  a  lifetime’s  worth  of  exploration.  
In  this  introductory  section,  I  will  discuss  the  theory  of  nucleation  and  growth  of  
NPs,  electron  microscopy,  Bragg  diffraction,  grazing  incidence  and  transmission  
small-­‐‑angle   X-­‐‑ray   scattering   (GISAXS,   SAXS),   total   X-­‐‑ray   scattering,   pair  
distribution  functions   (PDF),  Debye  function  calculations,  X-­‐‑ray  absorption  fine  
structure  (XAFS),  and  inductively  coupled  plasma  spectroscopy  (ICP).    
Chapter  2  is  a  discussion  on  long-­‐‑range  atomic  packing  disorder  within  Ni,  Pd,  
and   Ni1-­‐‑xPdx   NPs.   As   efficient   catalysts   for   numerous   reactions,   including  
hydrogenation,1   cross-­‐‑coupling,2   and   CO   oxidation,3   these   materials   are   of  
significant   interest   to   both   the   homogeneous   and   heterogeneous   catalysis  
communities.   Atomic   structure   plays   an   important   role   in   catalytic   properties.  
The  elucidation  of  the  NPs  icosahedral  local  atomic  packing  within  a  certain  size  
involved   the   combination   of   aberration-­‐‑corrected   transmission   electron  
microscopy  (TEM),  total  X-­‐‑ray  scattering,  and  pair  distribution  analysis.  
Chapter   3   is   a   discussion   on   synthesis,   characterization,   and   electrocatalytic  
testing   of   cobalt   phosphide   (Co2P)   nanorods   as   a   less   expensive   alternative   to  
commercial  Pt/C  catalysts  for  the  electroreduction  of  oxygen.  This  reaction  is  of  
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particular  interest  because  it  is  used  in  low  temperature  fuel  cells,  which  convert  
chemical  energy  into  electrical  energy.  
Chapter   4   is   a   discussion   on   the   synthesis,   characterization,   and   optical  
spectroscopy   of   doped   vanadium   dioxide   (VO2)   thin   films.   The   solid-­‐‑state  
transition  of  this  fascinating  correlated  material  from  a  monoclinic  to  tetragonal  
phase  is  probed  by  in-­‐‑situ  powder  X-­‐‑ray  diffraction,  optical  spectroscopy,  and  in-­‐‑
situ  X-­‐‑ray  absorption  fine  structure.  
Chapter  5  is  a  discussion  on  single  crystal  diffraction  of  trioctylphosphine  oxide,  
a  compound  often  used  for  heavy  metals  removal  and  particularly  as  a  particle  
stabilizer  in  nanomaterials  synthesis.    
1.3 Synthesis  
Michael   Faraday’s   pioneering   work   on   “gold   leafs”,   published   in   his   1857  
“Bakerian  Lecture”,  marks  an  early  success  in  controlled  colloidal  synthesis.4  Since  
then,   at   least   8,3761   publications   have   been   produced   reporting   colloidal  
synthesis  via   thermal  decomposition   (heat-­‐‑up  and  hot   injection),  polyol   sol-­‐‑gel,  
solvothermal,  hydrothermal,  microwave-­‐‑assisted,  and  seed-­‐‑mediated  techniques  
to  generate  a  diverse  library  of  NPs.  Synthesis  of  monodispersed  quantum  dots  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Since 1945 from ISI Web of Science 
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received  wide   attention  with   the  work   of  Murray   et   al.   for   the   hot   injection   of  
sulfur,  selenium,  and  tellurium  precursors  into  a  solution  of  cadmium  precursor,  
organic  ligands  and  solvent.5  Monodispersed  NPs  of  metal  oxides  such  as  Fe3O4  
have  allowed  for  insight  into  magnetic  assemblies  as  well  as  bioimaging  and  cell  
ablation  treatments  against  certain  types  of  cancer.6  Control  over  size  and  shape  
of   metal   NPs   allow   for   higher   activity   and   selectivity   of   heterogeneous  
catalysis.7,8  Recent  developments   include   the   scaling  up  of   synthetic   techniques  
for  gram-­‐‑scale  production  as  well  as  work  towards  green  synthesis.9–11  
LaMer  and  Dinegar  proposed  in  1950  that  a  thermodynamically  favorable  period  
of  nucleation  of  precursors  precede  periods  of  subsequent  growth,  ripening,  and  
saturation   of   colloids.12   The   concentration   of   precursor   as   a   function   of   time   is  
shown   in   Figure   1.1,   accompanied   by   a   cartoon   of   the   experimental   set-­‐‑up   for  
production   of   monodispersed   NPs.   The   adjustable   parameters   of   reaction  
temperature,   heating   rate,   chemical   precursors,   organic   surfactant  
concentrations,   and   solvent   volume   direct   the   products’   supersaturation  
concentration,   free   energy   and   eventual   nanoparticle   size.   After   monomer  
nucleation   reaches   a   critical   concentration   at   the   supersaturation   point,   the  
nucleation   process   digests   remaining  monomeric   species   until   a   critical   size   is  
achieved.  As   demonstrated   by  Murray   et   al.  with   the   hot   injection  method   for  
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combining   reactants   at   an   elevated   temperature   (typically   200-­‐‑300°C),  
supersaturation   is   achieved   then   quickly   cooled   to   quench   growth   for  
monodispersed  CdSe  NPs.13  Ostwald  ripening  may  result  in  a  dispersion  of  sizes,  
thus   control   of   nucleation   and   growth   processes   is   key   for   producing  
monodispersed  NPs.  Despite   the   inherent   high   surface   energy  within  NPs,   the  
Kirkendall   Effect   has   been   reported   for   spherical   metal   NPs   transforming   to  
hollow  shell  metal  oxides.14    
  
Figure   1.1.   Cartoons   of   (left)   nucleation   and   growth   plot   from   LaMer   and  
Dinegar   and   (right)   solution   based   thermal   decomposition   synthesis   set-­‐‑up  




The   synthetic   procedure   most   often   used   in   this   dissertation   is   that   of   a  
surfactant-­‐‑assisted   heat-­‐‑up   chemical   decomposition   of  metal   salt   precursors   in  
high   boiling   point   organic   solvent.   Additionally,   there   is   a   multitude   of  
techniques  that  involve  gaseous  precursors  in  ultra-­‐‑high  vacuum  such  as  atomic  
layer   deposition   (ALD)   and   vapor   liquid   solid   (VLS)—both   forms   of   chemical  
vapor  deposition  (CVD)—as  well  as  aqueous  chemistry.  
The  nucleation  and  growth  of  the  NPs  will  be  discussed  to  provide  insight  into  
factors   that   influence   their   resulting   atomic   and   superlattice   structure.   At   the  
nanoscale,  the  surface  energy  is  an  important  factor  in  the  precipitation  reaction  
via   both   homogeneous   nucleation   in   the   solution   as   well   as   heterogeneous  
nucleation  from  cracks  within  the  glassware  surfaces.  The  surface  energy,  γ, as  it  
relates   to   the   critical   radius,   r,   is   shown   in   Equation   1.1   in  which  R   is   the   gas  
constant,   T   is   the   temperature,   S   is   the   ratio   of   free   monomers   to   monomer  
concentration   in   equilibrium   on   a   flat   surface,   and   V   is   the   volume   of   the  
monomer1.11.1.  A   complete   derivation   can   be   found   in  Phase   Transformation   of  
Metals   and   Alloys   by   Porter   and   Easterling   covering   nucleation   and   growth  
theory.15  While  the  NPs  reported  in  this  work  were  synthesized  at  temperatures  >  
200°C,   lower   melting   point   metals   such   as   lead,   indium,   and   bismuth   have  
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interesting   chemistry that   produce   monodispersed   NPs   up   to   500   nm   in  
diameter.  An  example  for  Bi  is  provided  in  Appendix  A.  
   𝑟 =    2𝛾𝑉𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝑆)   (1.1)    
  
Figure   1.2.   Increasing   organic   surfactant   concentrations   (oleylamine   and  
trioctylphosphine)  decrease  the  resulting  size  of  Ni  NPs.  
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Microwave-­‐‑assisted   synthesis  has  been   reported   to  be   successful   for  high-­‐‑yield  
production  of  organic  compounds.16–18  Recently,  this  method  has  been  translated  
to   produce   transition   metal,19–22   transition   metal   oxide,23   transition   metal  
phosphide,24  and  semiconductor  metal  chalcogenide  NPs.25–27  The  appeal  of  using  
microwave   irradiation  as   the  dielectric  heat   source   is   the  potential   reduction  of  
reaction   time,   increase   in   product   yield,   and   increase   in   selectivity   of  
morphology.28   A   typical   surfactant-­‐‑assisted   microwave   reaction   consists   of  
loading   precursors   into   a   vessel   with   polar   solvents.   The   choice   of   solvent   is  
determined   by   its   loss   tangent   (tan   δ   =   ε’’/ε’)   in  which   ε’’   is   the   dielectric   loss  
(efficiency   of   electromagnetic   radiation   conversion   into   heat)   and   ε’   is   the  
dielectric   constant.  A   loss   tangent   of   0.1   to   1.3   at   reaction   temperature   is  high-­‐‑
absorbing,  and  thus  efficient  for  converting  microwave  energy  to  heat.  
Simply   changing   the   heating   source   from   traditional   convective   heating   to  
microwave  irradiation  is  less  successful  in  terms  of  yield  and  monodispersity  of  
products  due  to  heat  conduction  in  the  solvent  bath.  However,  this  method  has  
scale-­‐‑up   potential   with   small   volume,   high   throughput   batch   synthesis   for  
nanoparticle   production.   An   example   of   direct   translation   of   EuS   synthesis   is  
provided  in  Appendix  B.  A  decrease  in  reaction  time  by  a  factor  of  5  is  reported  
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relative   to   convective   heating   with   a   heating   mantle,   while   maintaining  
nanoparticle  monodispersity.  
1.4 Electron  Microscopy  
Probing  the  size,  shape,  elemental  composition,  and  crystal  structure  can  be  done  
with   electron   microscopy   using   transmission   electron   microscopy   (TEM)   and  
scanning   electron  microscopy   (SEM).  With   TEM,   the   de   Broglie  wavelength   of  
electrons   allows   for   measurement   at   the   atomic   length   scale   where   optical  
microscopy  fails  due  to  physical  limitations.  Equation  1.2  relates  the  wavelength  
of  an  electron  to  its  momentum  p  and  Planck’s  constant.  For  an  electron  traveling  
at  the  speed  of  light,  its  wavelength  is  2.4  x  10-­‐‑12  m.  Current  technologies  such  as  
the   FEI   Titan   80-­‐‑300   provide   for   access   to   sub-­‐‑Ångstrom   resolution.   The  
detection  of  electrons  transmitted  or  scattered  by  a  sample  provides  a  wealth  of  
structural  information.  The  types  of  interactions  are  summarized  in  Figure  1.3.  
	   λ= hp= hmv	   (1.2)  





Figure   1.3.   Diagram   of   the   paths   of   the   electron   beam   before   (blue)   and   after  
(gray)   its   interaction   with   matter   (black)   in   TEM.   AES   =   Auger   electron  
spectroscopy;  EDXS  =  Energy  dispersive  X-­‐‑ray  spectroscopy;  WDS  =  wavelength  
dispersive  spectroscopy;  EPMA  =  electron  probe  microanalyzer;  EELS  =  electron  
energy  loss  spectroscopy;  ESI  =  energy  spectroscopy  imaging;  STEM  =  scanning  
tunneling  electron  microscopy;  SAED  =  selected  area  electron  diffraction;  CBED  =  




Scanning   electron   microscopy   (SEM)   utilizes   emitted   secondary   and  
backscattered   electrons   from   the   sample   for   imaging   and   elemental   analysis.    
Secondary   electrons   are   generated   from   inelastic   collision   and   scattering   of  
electrons  from  the  beam  with  electrons  in  the  sample.  Backscattered  electrons  are  
generated   from  elastic   collision  and   scattering  of   electrons   from   the  beam  with  
electrons   or   the   nuclei   from   the   sample.   For   in-­‐‑depth  discussion   of   the   theory,  
capabilities,  and  limitations  of  TEM  as  well  as  SEM,  please  refer   to  the  electron  
microscopy  tome  by  William  and  Carter.29  
1.5 X-­‐‑ray   Scattering:   Wide-­‐‑Angle,   Small-­‐‑Angle,   Grazing   Incident  
Small  Angle,  Total  Scattering  &  Pair  Distribution  Functions  
1.5.1 Wide-­‐‑Angle  X-­‐‑ray  Scattering  (WAXS)  
The  diffraction  of  X-­‐‑ray  light  with  matter  is  elegantly  and  succinctly  summarized  
by   Bragg’s   Law   in   Equation   1.3.   The   wide-­‐‑angle   range   in   X-­‐‑ray   diffraction   is  
illustrated  in  Figure  1.4.  The  periodicity  (or  lack  thereof)  of  a  crystal’s  planes  in  
real   space   can   be   represented   in   reciprocal   space.  More   broadly,   the   scattering  
wavevector  q  (Equation  1.4),  which  is  independent  of  the  type  of  X-­‐‑ray  radiation  
and  wavelength,  is  the  difference  between  the  exit  and  incident  wavevectors.  
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   𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin(𝜃)   (1.3)  
	   𝑞 = 𝑞 = 2𝜋𝑑 = 4𝜋  sin  (𝜃)𝜆 = 𝑘! − 𝑘! 	   (1.4)  
  
Figure   1.4.  Bragg  diffraction   from  a  periodic   crystal  with   an  X-­‐‑ray   source  with  
wavelength  λ,  incident  angle  θ,  and  dhkl  is  the  distance  between  planes.  
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Figure  1.5.  Scattering  vector,  q,  is  the  difference  between  the  incident  wavevector  
ki  and  the  exit  wavevector  kf.  
	  
Beyond   TEM,   average   particle   size   can   be   determined   with   data   from   X-­‐‑ray  
diffraction  (XRD).  Nanoparticles  on  the  order  of  1  to  10  nm  size  do  not  have  as  
many  parallel  planes  available   for  sharp  diffraction  peaks.  Therefore,   the  peaks  
become   broadened.   The   Scherrer   Equation   as   given   in   Equation   1.5   relates   the  
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diffraction  peak  broadening  from  XRD30  in  which  β  is  the  diffraction  peak  width  
at   full-­‐‑width  half-­‐‑maximum,  θ   is   the  angle  of  diffraction   in  degrees,  λ   is   the  X-­‐‑
ray  wavelength  in  Å,  and  t  is  the  crystallite  size  in  Å.  The  0.9  shape  factor  has  a  
typical   range   of   0.9-­‐‑1.36.31   For   bimetallic   species,   lattice   constants   can   be  
determined   using   Vegard'ʹs   Law,32   which   states   that   the   relationship   between  
lattice   parameter   a   is   directly   proportional   to   the   atomic   percent   of   the   solute  
present  in  the  solid  solution  (Equation  1.6)  in  which  a1    and  a2  are  lattice  constants  
of  the  pure  species  and  f1  and  f2  are  the  fractional  weights.  
 
 𝑡 = 0.9𝜆𝛽 sin𝜃	   (1.5) 
 𝑎 =   𝑓!𝑎! + 𝑓!𝑎!   (1.6)  
1.5.2 Transmission   and   Grazing   Incidence   Small-­‐‑Angle   X-­‐‑ray  
Scattering    
The  theory  of  small-­‐‑angle  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  (SAXS)  is  used  to  measure  properties  
such   as   particle   morphology   (size,   shape,   defects,   pore   size),   interactions,  
superlattice   assembly,   microstructure   orientation,   or   macromolecular  
conformations   for  hard   and   soft  matter.33   Transmission  SAXS   can  be  used   as   a  
tool  for  determining  size  distribution  of  NPs.  In  contrast  to  WAXS  experimental  
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set-­‐‑up,   SAXS   2θ   range   is   typically   <   10°   for   a   laboratory   Cu   Kα   source.   For  
detailed   theory   of   SAXS,   please   refer   to   excellent   publications   by  Guinier   and  
Fournet34  and  Glatter  and  Kratky.33  
Grazing   incident   small-­‐‑angle   X-­‐‑ray   scattering   (GISAXS)   measures   the  
(dis)ordered   assemblies   of   samples   such   as   nanoparticle   assemblies.35   The  
wavevector,   q,   can   be   written   as   components   of   incoming   and   exit   angles   as  
defined  in  Equation  (1.9).  A  cartoon  schematic  of  GISAXS  geometry  is  shown  in  
Figure   1.6.   The   q   range   probes   structural   parameters   beyond   1   nm,   which   is  
useful  for  studying  interparticle  interactions.  Additionally,  surface  thickness  and  
roughness  can  be  ascertained  given  the  grazing  incident  wavevector.    The  exiting  
wavevector  can  be  reflected  and/or  refracted   from  the  sample  and/or  substrate.  
The   four   combinations   shown   in  Figure   1.7   are   summarized   in  Equation  1.8   in  
which   the   components   of   q   are   defined   in   Equation   1.7.   The   ⊥q and   llq are   the  




Figure   1.6.   Cartoon   diagram   of   incident   and   scattering   angles   from   a   sample  
(adapated  from  Renaud  et  al.).36  
 𝑞 =    𝑞!𝑞!𝑞! = 2𝜋𝜆 cos𝛼! cos 2𝜃   cos𝛼!cos𝛼! sin 2𝜃sin𝛼! + sin𝛼!   
(1.7)  
	  
Figure  1.7.  Four  possible  interaction  of  incident  X-­‐‑ray  beam  with  particle  and  
substrate  (adapted  from  Zhang  Jiang  from  APS).37  
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 𝐹 𝑞∥, 𝑘!!𝑘!! =F 𝑞∥, 𝑞!! + 𝑟(𝛼!)F 𝑞∥, 𝑞!! +  𝑟(𝛼!)F 𝑞∥, 𝑞!! +   𝑟(𝛼!)𝑟(𝛼!)F 𝑞∥, 𝑞!!  (1.8) 
For   theory  and  experimental  development  of  GISAXS  using  the  distorted  wave  
Born  approximation  (DWBA),  please  refer  to  excellent  publications  by  Renaud  et  
al.36   and   Lazzari38   as   well   as   helpful   resources   such   as   www.gisaxs.de,  
www.gisaxs.com,  and  www.bornagainproject.org.    
1.5.3 Debye  Equation  
X-­‐‑ray   scattering   simulation   can  be  done  using   the  Debye  Equation   as   noted   in  
Equation  1.9.  The  calculation  equates  the  observed  intensity  to  the  weighted  sum  
of   the   sinc   of   pair-­‐‑wise   distances   of   atom   i   and   j.   The   Debye   Equation   also  
captures   exponentially   damped   intensity   as   a   function   of   q   due   to   static   and  
dynamic   thermal   parameters   similar   to   the   Scherrer   Equation   in   Equation   1.5.  
Computationally,  execution  can  be  on  the  order  of  seconds  to  minutes  on  current  
systems  depending  on   the  binning  of   the  pair-­‐‑wise  distances.  The  atomic   form  
factors   fi   and   fj   are   computed   from   Equation   1.10   in   which   ai,   bi,   and   c   are  
experimentally   determined   Cromer-­‐‑Mann   coefficients   as   tabulated   in   the  
Appendix   C.   Scattering   intensity   can   also   be   damped   by   thermal   atomic  
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displacements.   The   Debye-­‐‑Waller   factor,   B,   is   explicitly   expressed   in   the  
exponential  damping  term  in  which  u  is  the  atomic  displacement  in  Å.  
 𝐼 =    𝑤! 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑞4𝜋 ! 𝐵 𝑓!𝑓! 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑞𝑟!")𝑞𝑟!"!,!!    (1.9)  
 𝑓 𝑞4𝜋 = [𝑎!!!!! 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −𝑏! 𝑞4𝜋 !]+ 𝑐   (1.10)  
 B  =  8𝜋! 𝑢!    (1.11)  
1.5.4 Total  Scattering  and  the  Pair  Distribution  Function  
The  atomic  pair  distribution  function  (PDF)  analysis  method  performs  a  Fourier  
transform   of   X-­‐‑Ray   scattering   data   into   real   space   to   solve   for   the   crystal  
structure   of   a   material.   In   ordered   bulk   material,   the   crystal   structure   can   be  
determined  by  analyzing  the  peaks  at  specific  2θ  values.  In  the  case  of  NPs,  there  
is   greater   disorder   and   disregistry   in   the   crystal   structure   due   to   the   greater  
percentage  of  surface  atoms  in  the  sample.  The  PDF  can  solve  for  local  ordering  
of   atoms   in   NPs   from   the   diffuse   scattering   and   Bragg   peaks   of   the   Fourier  
transformed  X-­‐‑Ray  diffraction  pattern.  The  PDF,  noted  as  G(r)   in  Equation  1.12,  
is   the  Fourier   transform  of   the   total   scattering   structure   factor   function,  S(q)   in  
Equation  1.13.    
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   𝐺 𝑟 =    2𝜋 𝑞 𝑆 𝑞 − 1 sin(𝑞𝑟)𝑑𝑞!!    (1.12)  
   𝑆 𝑞 =   1+ 1𝑞 𝐺 𝑟 sin 𝑞𝑟 𝑑𝑟!!    (1.13)  
Bragg   diffraction   gives   information   regarding   the   average   structure   of   the  
material.  The  PDF  extracts  data   from   the  diffuse   scattering   to  give   information  
regarding  the  local  structure  in  addition  to  the  overall  structure  from  the  Bragg  
diffraction.   This   is   especially   useful   for   nanostructured  materials   in  which   the  
Bragg   diffraction   pattern   is   broadened   by   the   small   particle   size.   The   Fourier  
transform   of   a   finite   q   range   introduces   termination   defects.39   The   nearest  
neighbor  peak  in  G(r)  vs.  r  plots  gives  information  on  the  local  structure.  Its  peak  
width  and  area  give  information  regarding  the  atomic  thermal  motions  as  well  as  
the  coordination  number,  respectively.  
Illustrative   examples   are  provided   in   simulated  PDF  patterns   in  Figure 1.8a   for  
bulk  fcc  (Ni,  Pd,  Pt),  hcp  (Co),  and  bcc  (Fe).  For  the  alloy  mixtures  of  Ni  and  Pd,  
the   PDFs   are   calculated   in   Figure   1.8b   in   which   occupancy   of   Ni   or   Pd   at   an  
atomic  site   is  weighted  by   the  stoichiometry.  The  nearest  neighbor  peaks  of  Ni  
and   Pd   have   become   one   broad   peak   in   which   either   the   Ni-­‐‑Ni   or   Pd-­‐‑Pd  




Figure   1.8.   (a)   Calculated   PDFs   for   nickel   (Ni),   palladium   (Pd),   platinum   (Pt),  
iron  (Fe),  cobalt  (Co),  and  (b)  nickel-­‐‑palladium  alloys.  
	  
Synchrotron   facilities   around   the   world   (Figure   1.9)   provide   access   to   greater  
brilliance  light  source,  large  q  range,  and  rapid  acquisition  which  allow  for  total  
X-­‐‑ray  scattering  data  collection  for  PDF  analysis.  Rapid  acquisition  can  be  done  
using   2D   detectors.40   A   cartoon   of   a   typical   scattering   experimental   set   up   is  
shown   in   Figure   1.10.   Photographs   of   an   experimental   set-­‐‑up   are   provided   in  
Appendix   D.   Software   used   for   processing   collected   data   from   the   Advanced  
Photon  Source  at  Argonne  National  Laboratory  and   the  European  Synchrotron  
Radiation  Facility   includes   iPDF,  PDFgetX2,41  PDFgetX3,42  PDFgui,43  and  SrFit.44  
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(in  DiffPy-­‐‑CMI)44.  Both  PDFgui  and  SrFit  are  robust  for  PDF  calculations.  PDFgui  
has   a   user-­‐‑friendly   interface  while   SrFit   is   suited   for   batch   processing   of   large  
data  sets  in  a  Python  environment.  Recent  developments  of  xPDFsuite  improves  
upon   current   packages   to   provide   a   GUI   interface   with   high   throughput   of  
multiple  data  sets.    
	  
Figure   1.9.  A  map  of   synchrotron   radiation   facilities   and   their   names   (adapted  
from  www.light2015.org).  
	  
Figure   1.10.   Schematic   of   an   incident   X-­‐‑ray   beam   (black   arrow)   scattered   by   a  
sample  in  a  capillary  tube  and  detected  on  a  2D  detector.  
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1.6 X-­‐‑ray  Absorption  Fine  Structure  
X-­‐‑Ray  absorption  spectroscopy  (XAFS)  involves  the  use  of  synchroton  radiation  
to  excite  a  core  electron  from  the  K,  L,  or  M  shell.  Analysis  of  absorption  (near-­‐‑
edge   and   extended   fine   structure)   by   the   ejected   photoelectron   and   the  
backscattering  signal  caused  by   interactions  with  neighboring  atoms  can  reveal  
important   information   regarding   the   identity   of   its   neighbors   as   well   as   the  
interatomic   distances.   The   momentum   of   the   photoelectron   is   related   to   its  
kinetic  energy  (Equations  1.14  and  1.15)  to  give  the  relationship  in  Equation  1.16  
in  which  ℏ   is   Planck’s   constant  divided  by   2π   and  E0   is   the   amount   of   energy  
required  to  remove  the  photoelectron  from  the  absorbing  atom.    The  wavevector  
k   is   related   to   its  momentum  The   intensity   of   the   Extended  X-­‐‑Ray  Absorption  
Fine  Structure   (EXAFS)   is  dependent  on  a  number  of   factors   such  as   the  phase  
(ϕ(k))   and   amplitude   (Fj(k)))   of   the   spherical  wave   function,   dampening  due   to  
amplification   reduction   effects,   S0,   change   in   half-­‐‑path   length,   ΔR   (Equation  
1.17),  finite  lifetime  of  the  excited  state  (𝑒!!!!!(!)),  and  disorder  due  to  thermal  and  
static   motions   (𝑒!!!!!!!)   (Equation   1.18).   The   extended   X-­‐‑ray   absorption   fine  
structure   is  defined  for  each  type  of  scatterer   in  Equation  1.19  and  their  sum  is  
the   overall   EXAFS   equation   is   in   Equation   1.20.   The   incoming   X-­‐‑ray   and   its  
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conversion   to  photoelectrons  are  depicted   in  Figure  1.14  with  defined   the  half-­‐‑
path  lengths.  
 𝑝 =   ℏ𝑘   (1.14)	  
 KE  =   !!!!! = 𝐸 − 𝐸!   (1.15)	  
 𝑘 =    2𝑚!ℏ2 𝐸 − 𝐸!    (1.16)	  
 𝑅! = 𝑅! + 𝛥𝑅   (1.17)	  
 𝐴!(𝑘) = 𝑒!!!!!!!𝑒! !!!!(!)   (1.18)	  
 𝜒! 𝑘 =   𝐴!(𝑘)𝑁!𝐹! 𝑘 𝑆!!𝑘𝑅!! 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝑘𝑅! + 𝜙!(𝑘))   (1.19)	  
 𝜒 𝑘 =    𝜒! 𝑘!!!! 	   (1.20)	  
There   are   two   areas   of   interest   in   an   absorption   spectrum   obtained   for   fine  
structure  analysis:  the  near-­‐‑edge  (XANES)  and  extended  (EXAFS)  regions.  These  
regions   are   shown   schematically   in   Figure   1.11.   The   absorption   edge   (E0)   in   a  
spectrum  is  defined  as  “the  energy  at  which  there  is  a  sharp  rise  (discontinuity)  
in   the   (linear)   absorption   coefficient   of   X-­‐‑rays   by   an   element.”45   Up   to   50   eV  
beyond  the  edge   is   the  XANES  region.  Beyond  the  XANES  range   is   the  EXAFS  
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region   (Figure   1.12).   The   absorption   nomenclature   is   shown   in   Figure   1.13  
(adapted  from  Feidman  and  Mayer).46  
 
Figure   1.11.   Schematic   of   an   atom’s   energy   potential   and   affiliated   absorption  













Figure   1.14   The   cartoon   depicts   an   impinging   X-­‐‑ray   converting   a   core-­‐‑level  
electron  (pink)   into  a  photoelectron  without   (top)  or  with   (below)   its  neighbors  
(blue)  at  a  center-­‐‑to-­‐‑center  distance  R  away.  
  
The   EXAFS   measurements   may   be   performed   in   transmission   or   fluorescence  
mode   using   a   typical   set   up   as   shown   in   Figure   1.15.   An   incoming   X-­‐‑ray  
synchrotron  source  is  tuned  to  the  desired  energy  using  a  variety  of  Si  crystal  hkl  
planes  with  high-­‐‑order  harmonic  rejection.  The  monochromatic  X-­‐‑rays  excite  K,  
L,  and  M-­‐‑level  electrons  and  the  absorption  is  detected  in  fluorescence  mode  at  
45°   or   in   transmission.   The   intensity   values   are   If/I0   or   It=I0e(-­‐‑µμt)   (Beer-­‐‑Lambert  
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Law)48–50  in  which  If  is  the  fluorescence  signal,  It  is  the  transmission  signal,  I0  is  the  
corrected   incident   photon   intensity,   µμ   is   the   product   of   the   material’s   density  
(g/cm3)  and   its  mass  absorption  coefficient  µμ/ρ(E)   (cm2/g)  cross-­‐‑section,  and   t   is  
the  thickness  of  the  sample  in  cm-­‐‑1.  The  absorption  intensity  will  be  subsequently  
normalized  so  that  the  step  size  is  unity.  
 
Figure  1.15.  Schematic  X-­‐‑ray  path  of  a  typical  EXAFS  experiment.47  
The  Fourier   transform  of   the  normalized  absorption  data   from  ATHENA51  was  
input  into  ARTEMIS51   for  fitting  in  which  path  lengths  were  built  starting  from  
ATOMS.52   The   modeling   procedure   involves   iterative   cycles   of   simultaneous  
fitting   of   correlated   key   parameters   such   as   the   half-­‐‑path   length,   reduction  
amplitude,   degeneracy,   Debye-­‐‑Waller   factor,   and   E0.   To   calculate   the   Fourier  
transform  of  the  EXAFS  equation,  a  Hann/Hanning  window  was  used  with  a  sill  
(dk)  of  1  Å-­‐‑1.  Another  window  option  is  the  Kaiser-­‐‑Bessel,  which  is  schematically  
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shown   in   Figure   1.16.   These  windows   are   important   for   smoothly   reducing   all  
paths   to   zero   by   being   small   in   intensity   at   the   endpoints   of   the   k   range   and  
smooth   within   the   range.   For   more   in-­‐‑depth   discussions   of   Fourier   transform  
windows,  please  refer  to  texts  by  Robert  Ramirez53  and  William  Hartmann.54    
 
Figure   1.16.   Example   of   the   Hanning   and   Kaiser-­‐‑Bessel   windows   used   for  
forward   Fourier   transform   of   the   EXAFS   equation   (adapted   from   S.   Calvin,  




Metrics  used  for  determining  “goodness  of  fit”  or  quantity  of  mismatch  include  
the  reduced  χ2   (Equation  1.21)  and   the  Hamilton  R   factor56   (Equation  1.22).  For  
the  reduced  χ2,   the  average  squared  difference  between  data  and  fit   is  weighed  
by   the  ratio  of   independent  points   (Nindependent)   to   the  degrees  of   freedom  (ν)  and  
the   number   of   measured   points   (N).   The   R   factor   is   the   sum   of   the   squared  
differences  between  data  and  fit  over  all  measured  points  normalized  by  the  sum  
of  the  square  of  the  measured  points  over  all  measured  points.  
	   𝜒! = 𝑁!"#$%$"#$"&𝑣𝑁 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎! − 𝑓𝑖𝑡!)!𝜀!!!!!!    (1.21)	  
	   𝑅 = (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎! − 𝑓𝑖𝑡!)!!!!! (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎!)!!!!! 	   (1.22)  
Figure  1.17  is  adapted  from  Russell  and  Rose  to  provide  illustrative  examples  for  
comparing  photoelectron  interaction  with  different  types  of  neighbors  as  well  as  
their  degeneracies  and  distances.  According  to  definition  of  k   (Equation  1.16),  a  
lighter  element  will  have  a  smaller  wavevector  due  to  its  smaller  absorption  edge  
energy.   Therefore,   the   backscattering,   Fj(k),   from   an   atom   with   lower   Z   will  
decrease   in   amplitude   more   quickly   than   from   that   of   a   heavier   atom.   The  
number  of  neighbors  of  a   certain   type  of  element  would   factor   into   the  EXAFS  
equation  via  the  Nj  term.  The  decreasing  the  amplitude  decays  more  rapidly  with  
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fewer   neighbors.   Different   bond   lengths   would   lead   to   a   phase   difference—




Figure   1.17.   k-­‐‑weighted   EXAFS   equations   for   comparison   of   different   types   of  
neighbors  as  well  as  their  degeneracies  and  distances  (modified  from  Russell  and  
Rose).  57  
	  
For  more  information  on  X-­‐‑ray  absorption  fine  structure,  please  refer  to  excellent  
publications   by   Grant   Bunker,58   Scott   Calvin,55   Shelly   Kelly,59   Matt   Newville,47  




1.7 Inductively  Coupled  Plasma-­‐‑Optical  Emission  Spectroscopy  
Inductively   coupled   plasma   (ICP)   spectroscopy   is   a   technique   used   for  
quantitative   elemental   analysis   of   samples.   Coupled   with   optical   emission  
spectroscopy  or  mass  spectrometry,  the  quantitative  measurements  are  accurate  
to   parts   per   billion   amounts.   ICP   is   heavily   used   in   agricultural,   biological,  
geological,   and  chemical   fields   for  accurate  measurements  and   identification  of  
samples.62,63  Typically,  powders  or  dried  NPs  are  digested  in  caustic  media  such  
as   nitric   acid,   hydrochloric   acid,   sulfuric   acid,   hydrofluoric   acid,   or   various  
combinations   such   as   aqua   regia   or   piranha   solution.   The   digested   parts   per  
million   quantities   of   samples   are   nebulized   and   their   optical   emissions   are  
analyzed.  The  elementally  characteristic  emissions  are  results  of  relaxation  from  
excited  states  of  the  atoms  in  collision  with  the  radio  frequency-­‐‑induced  plasma  
as  well  as  from  excited  ions.  Concentrations  are  determined  against  a  regression  
of   calibrated   standards   containing   the   same   elements   of   interest.   For  more   in-­‐‑
depth  discussions  of  ICP  theory  and  operations,  please  refer  to  the  excellent  text  
by  Boss  and  Fredeen.64    
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2. Bulk  Metallic  Glass-­‐‑Like  Scattering  Signal  in  Small  
Metallic  Nanoparticles  
  
Chapter   2—in   part—has   been   published   in   ACS   Nano.   V.V.T.   Doan-­‐‑Nguyen,  
S.A.J.   Kimber,   D.   Pontoni,   D.   Reifsnyder   Hickey,   B.T.   Diroll,   X.   Yang,   M.  
Miglierini,  C.B.  Murray,  S.J.L.  Billinge.  ACS  Nano  8  (6),  6163-­‐‑6170  (2014).  
  
2.1 Introduction  
The   structure   of   small  metallic   nanoparticles   has   been   the   subject   of   extensive  
research  for  many  years.65–69  Although  the  boundary   is  somewhat  blurred,  such  
nanostructures   have   often   been   separated   into   clusters   on   the   one   hand   and  
colloidal  nanoparticles  (NPs)  on  the  other.    The  former  tend  to  be  smaller  and  are  
often  formed  in  atomic  beam  experiments70,71  whereas  the  latter  are  made  using  
approaches   such  as   arrested  precipitation   from  a   solvent,   and  are   capped  with  
organic   ligands   that   stabilize   them.5,10,72–74   Clusters   may   be   separated   into  
perfectly  monodisperse  samples,  and   it   is  meaningful   to  discuss   the  solution  of  
their   structure   on   the   assumption   that   it   is   unique   and   well-­‐‑defined.      The  
structures   of   small   metallic   clusters   have   been   extensively   studied   using  
transmission   electron   microscopy   (TEM)   with   a   prevalence   of   decahedral   and  
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icosahedral  packing  motifs.75–77  Furthermore,  through  seeded  or  ripening  growth  
mechanisms,   larger   NPs   with   the   same   platonic   morphology   have   also   been  
synthesized  and  characterized  via  electron  microscopy.78–86  
On   the   other   hand   colloidal   nanoparticles   are   made   in   bulk   quantities   and  
samples   have   a   range   of   structures   and   sizes   for   a   library   of   technological  
applications.3,87–92   Larger   NPs   take   the   structure   of   the   parent   material   and  
resemble   small   chunks   of   the   bulk   parent,   albeit   with   different   defects.93–96  
However,  at  very  small  sizes,  their  structures  may  modify  qualitatively  from  the  
bulk,97,98  with   a   tendency   towards   structural   disorder.      Some   very   stable   small  
NPs   form   crystals   of   identical   particles   and   the   structure   may   be   refined   by  
crystallographic   methods.   These   are   characterized   by   lower   symmetry—even  
chiral—structures  built  around  decahedral  or   icosahedral   cores   similar   to   those  
seen  in  the  metallic  clusters.99–104  Nanoparticles  that  crystallize  are  the  exception  
rather  than  the  rule,  and  it  is  important  to  develop  methods  to  study  structure  of  
small  metallic  NPs  in  general.105  
Improvements   in   colloidal   synthesis   methods   of   metallic   nanoparticles   have  
resulted   in  bulk   samples  of  very   small  particles   that   are  highly  monodisperse.5  
Concurrently,   powerful   new   methods   are   emerging,   such   as   the   atomic   pair  
distribution  function  (PDF)  approach,106  for  characterizing  the  structure  of  small  
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clusters  and  nanoparticles.  Here  we  combine  these  developments  in  a  study  with  
synchrotron   based   total   X-­‐‑ray   scattering   PDF   methods   applied   to   highly  
monodisperse  Ni,  Pd,  and  NixPd1-­‐‑x  NPs.     
We  find  that,  below  a  certain  NP  size,  the  scattering  signal  and  the  resulting  PDF  
from  these  systems  changes  from  that  of  the  bulk  close-­‐‑packed  fcc  structure  to  an  
amorphous   scattering   signal.      Interestingly,   the   amorphous   signal   is   nearly  
identical   to   that   observed   in   bulk  metallic   glasses   (BMGs)   formed   from  highly  
tuned   mixes   of   particular   elements.107,108   The   PDFs   of   BMGs   are   very  
characteristic  with  broad  sinusoidal  oscillations  extending  a  significant  range  up  
to  r  ≈  20  Å,109–111  and  quite  different  from  network  glass  PDFs  where  the  features  
disappear  by  r  =  10  Å  in  general.112,113  Given  the  isotropic,  non-­‐‑specific,  nature  of  
the   metallic   bonding,   and   the   extensive   disorder   coming   from   the   BMG  
materials,   the   extent   of   the   range   of   structural   correlations   is   somewhat  
surprising.   Furthermore,   the   presence   of   icosahedral-­‐‑like   packing   in   the   BMGs  
has  been  studied  using  a  combination  of  electron  diffraction  and  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  
techniques.114,115  It  is  striking  that  the  ultra-­‐‑small  nanoparticles  studied  here  have  
a   signal   that   can   be   mapped   onto   BMG   signals   with   only   a   rescaling   of   the  
frequency  and  the  phase  of  the  sinusoidal  signal.  Additionally,  the  range  of  the  
oscillations   and   their   damping   envelope   do   not   have   to   be   rescaled.   The  
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frequency   of   the   oscillations   is   re-­‐‑scaled   by   the   mean   metallic   radius   of   the  
sample  to  bring  the  curves  into  agreement.  
Quantitative   nanoscale   structure   determination   requires   bulk   probes   that   yield  
structural   information   on   length   scales   below   10   nm.   Recent   developments   of  
hard  X-­‐‑ray   total   scattering   and   atomic   pair   distribution   function   analysis   have  
proven  ideal  for  examining  the  structure  of  such  nanoparticles.116,117  PDF  studies  
complement   high-­‐‑resolution   transmission   electron   microscopy   (HRTEM)  
experiments,  which  yield  atomically  resolved  images  of  individual  nanoparticles,  
by   providing   high   precision   measurements   of   bond-­‐‑length   distributions   and  
atomic  arrangements  averaged  over  the  whole  sample.  Since  the  PDF  is  a  sample  
average,   the  most  precise  structural   information  about   individual  nanoparticles  
requires  samples  that  have  great  structure,  size  and  shape  uniformity,  otherwise  
sample  polydispersity  may   limit   the   information  available   in   the  PDF.   In   cases  
where  X-­‐‑ray  methods  do  not  yield   sufficient   information   to   constrain  a  unique  
structural   solution,116   combining   PDF   data  with   complementary  measurements  
such  as  HRTEM  should  be  pursued.    
In  the  current  study,  we  use  nanoparticle  samples  prepared  with  precise  control  
over   size   and   shape   uniformity,   taking   advantage   of   recent   developments   in  
metallic   nanoparticle   synthesis   control.118   We   characterize   the   particles   by  
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acquiring   both   high   quality   PDF   and   HRTEM   data.   The   uniformity   of   our  
samples  is  demonstrated  by  TEM  images  of  Ni  particles  in  Figure 2.1  and  bilayer  
superlattice   in  Figure 2.2.   TEM   images   of   the  Pd   (Figure 2.3)   and   alloy   samples  
(Figure 2.4)  exhibit  similar  uniformity.  The  PDF  analysis  was  carried  out  on  high-­‐‑
energy   synchrotron   X-­‐‑ray   data   from   size   selected   Ni,   Pd,   and   NixPd1-­‐‑x   alloy  
nanoparticles   as   a   function  of   size   and   composition.  HRTEM   images  were  also  
collected  for  the  smallest  nanoparticles.        
2.2 Methods  
Nickel   (II)   acetylacetonate,   palladium   (II)   acetylacetonate,   oleylamine   (70%),  
trioctylphosphine  (97%),  and  1-­‐‑octadecene  were  purchased  from  Sigma  Aldrich.  
Synthesis  of  nanoparticles  involves  Schlenk  line  techniques  that  utilized  thermal  
decomposition  of   a  metal-­‐‑salt  precursor   in  a   flask  with   surfactants   and  a  high-­‐‑
boiling   solvent.   The   reactant   amounts   and   reaction   and  purification   conditions  
are  detailed  in  Table  2.1.  Before  heating,  the  reaction  was  evacuated  at  100°C  for  
30  minutes.   After   degassing,   the   reactants  were   quickly   heated   to   the   reaction  
temperature   as   indicated   in   and   maintained   for   30   minutes   with   constant  
magnetic   stirring   then   cooled   to   25°C.   The   nanoparticles   were   obtained   by   a  
washing  process   that   involved  addition  of   excess  acetone  and  centrifugation  at  
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8000  RPM  for  10  minutes.  The  supernatant  was  discarded,  and  the  nanoparticles  
were  redispersed  in  toluene.    
Table  2.1.  Surfactant  amounts  for  synthesis  of  1  mmol  of  metal  nanoparticles.    






Ni  17.7  nm   2.5   1   220  
Ni  9.0  nm   10   1   220  
Ni  5  nm   2.5   5   220  
Pd  2  nm   10   2.5   290  
Pd  3  nm   10   2.5   290  
Pd  4  nm   20   2.5   290  
NiPd   20   10   290  
Ni9Pd   20   10   290  
 
The   nanoparticles   were   deposited   on   300-­‐‑mesh   carbon-­‐‑coated   copper   grids  
purchased   from  Electron  Microscopy   Sciences.   TEM  was  done   on   a   JEOL   1400  
TEM  with   a   LaB6   filament,   operating   at   120   kV   and   equipped  with   an   SC1000  
ORIUS  CCD  camera  and  Digital  Micrograph   software.  HRTEM  was  done  on  a  
JEOL  2010F  TEM/STEM,  equipped  with  a  field  emission  gun  (FEG),  operating  at  
200   kV   as   well   as   the   National   Center   for   Electron   Microscopy’s   Philips  
CM300FEG/UT  TEM  with  an  FEG  and  low  spherical  aberration  (Cs  =  0.60  mm),  
operating   at   300   kV.   For   ICP-­‐‑OES,   the   nanoparticle   samples   were   digested   in  
69.4%  HNO3   for   24  hours.  The   solutions  were  diluted   to  0.7-­‐‑7  ppm.  The  nickel  
and   palladium   calibration   standards   (0.1-­‐‑500   ppm)   were   prepared   by   diluting  
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from   Sigma  Aldrich   TraceCERT-­‐‑grade   stock   solutions   of   nickel   1000   ppm   and  
palladium   970   ppm.   The   measurements   were   done   using   a   Spectro   Genesis  
spectrometer.  The  operating  conditions  are  as  follows:  RF  power:  1350  W;  plasma  
Ar  flow  rate:  13.50  L/min;  auxiliary  Ar  flow  rate:  1.00  L/min;  nebulizer  flow  rate:  
0.9   L/min.   For   each   metal,   calibration   standards   were   made   ranging   in  
concentration  from  0.1-­‐‑50  ppm.  The  dilutions  were  used  make  a  regression  curve  
for   intensity   vs.   concentration.   The   unknown   sample   concentrations   were  
calculated  using  this regression.  The  errors  and  dilution  limits  in  ppm  are  listed  
in  Table  2  for  each  wavelength.  The  maximum  error  is  0.0693  ppm  (0.001  mmol)  
for  Ni  and  0.0622  ppm  (0.0005  mmol)  for  Pd. 
Table  2.2.  Regression  errors  and  dilution  limits  for  each  metal  wavelength.  
Metal   Wavelength   Dilution  Limit   Std.  Error   R2  
Ni   231.604   0.00363   0.0318   1  
Ni   300.249   0.00779   0.0105   1  
Ni   341.476   0.00374   0.0693   0.99999  
Pd   340.458   0.00324   0.0168   0.99998  
Pd   360.955   0.00144   0.0622   0.99999  
  
Small-­‐‑angle  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  data  was  collected  at  Penn  using  a  Multi-­‐‑Angle  X-­‐‑
ray  Scattering  system  with  1.54  Å  X-­‐‑ray  wavelength  with  detector  distances  at  11  
and   54   cm  as  well   as   at   the  ESRF   at   ID02  using   12.5   keV  X-­‐‑rays  with  detector  
distances  at  1.5  and  10  m  covering  a  q  range  of  0.5-­‐‑0.001  Å-­‐‑1.  Collection  of  the  X-­‐‑
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ray  scattering  data  was  done  at  the  ESRF  at  ID15B  using  87.8  keV  X-­‐‑rays  (0.1412  
Å)   and   a   Mar345   detector.   The   raw   images   were   integrated   using   Fit2D119.    
Background   contributions   from   the   2   mm   Kapton   capillary   tubes   as   well   as  
Compton  and  fluorescence  contributions  were  subtracted  from  the  data.  An   in-­‐‑
house  Igor  Pro  code  ‘iPDF’  written  by  Dr.  Simon  Kimber  was  used  to  correct  and  
Fourier   transform   the   data   into   real   space   pair   distribution   functions.   PDFgui  
was   used   to   model   the   PDFs   in   the   small-­‐‑box   approximation.43   The   PDFs   of  
icosahedral   clusters  were  calculated  using  SrFit—a  program  framework   for  not  
only   calculating   functions   but   also   co-­‐‑refining   structures  with  multiple   sets   of  
characterization  data  and  model  inputs.44  
2.3 Results  and  Discussion  
  The  PDF  is  the  Fourier  transform  of  the  properly  corrected  and  normalized  total  
scattering  powder  diffraction  intensity,  and  may  be  understood  as  a  histogram  of  
the  atomic  distances  in  the  material106.  For  example,  the  nearest  neighbor  distance  
in  fcc  nickel  is  2.5  Å  corresponding  to  the  first  peak  in  the  PDF.  The  PDFs  of  the  
larger  particles   show  sharp  peaks  across   a  wide   range  of   r   as   shown   in  Figure  
2.5a.  These  could  be  modeled43  using  the  fcc  structure  of  bulk  nickel  modified  by  
a   spherical   envelope   function   responsible   for   the   fall-­‐‑off   in  PDF  peak   intensity  
with   increasing   r   due   to   the   finite   particle   size.   However,   this   model   fails   to  
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reproduce  our  data  for  the  5  nm  particles.  For  the  smallest  particles  (5  nm),  the  
PDF   peaks   are   extremely   broad,   reflecting   significant   disorder.   Even   with  
extensive   peak   broadening,   the   model   peaks   from   the   best-­‐‑fit   fcc   model  
(continuous  lines  Figure  2.5)  are  completely  out-­‐‑of-­‐‑phase  in  the  high-­‐‑r  region  and  
clearly   do   not   reproduce   the   measured   PDF,   which   therefore   is   not   simply  
describing  disordered  fcc  local  order:  it  is  not  possible  to  fit  self-­‐‑consistently  with  
an   fcc  model   both   the   low-­‐‑r   and  high-­‐‑r   peaks   in   the  PDF.   Similar   results  were  
found   in   all   small-­‐‑sized   (<   5nm)   nanoparticles   throughout   the   entire   solid  
solution   of   NixPd1-­‐‑x   nanoparticles.   The   SAXS   patterns   for   the   Ni-­‐‑Pd   NPs   are  
shown  in  Figure  2.6  and  Figure  2.7.  
There  is  a  striking  resemblance  between  the  PDFs  of  the  small  nanoparticles  and  
those  of  bulk  metallic  glasses.120–122  This  is  illustrated  in  Figure  2.8,  which  shows  
the  PDF  of  a  macroscopic  ribbon  of  Fe76MoCuB15,  plotted  with  the  scattering  from  
the  small  nanoparticles.  The  PDF  of  the  ribbon  is  representative  of  a  wide  range  
of   BMG   samples   and   is   used   as   a   convenient   reference   for   this   class   of  
materials.123–129  In  Figure  2.8a,  the  BMG  PDF  is  over  plotted  by  the  PDF  of  5  nm  
Pd  nanoparticles  with  only  a   scale   factor  applied.     The  overall   similarity  of   the  
curves   is   immediately   apparent   with   broad   sinusoidal   features   in   both   cases,  
although  the  phase  and  wavelength  of  the  oscillations  differ.  However,  a  simple  
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re-­‐‑scaling   of   the   distance   axis   brings   the   two   curves   into   correspondence.      In  
Figure  2.8b  we  show  the  two  curves  plotted  on  top  of  each  other  after  rescaling  
by  the  average  metallic  radius  <rmetallic>  of  each  sample.    This  simple  scaling  yields  
an  agreement  between  the   two  data  sets   that   is   remarkable  and  superior   to   the  
best-­‐‑fit  fcc  model.    This  is  a  strong  indication  that  the  nanoparticles,  despite  being  
made  from  elemental  Ni,  are  mainly  characterized  by  BMG-­‐‑like  disorder  rather  
than  a  cubic-­‐‑close-­‐‑packed  structure.  While  “disorder”  has  been  observed  in  some  
small   metallic   nanoparticles,   this   close,   quantitative,   relationship   to   the   BMG  
structure  is  heretofore  unnoted.  
The   similarity   between   the   nanoparticle   and   the   rescaled   BMG   PDFs   extends  
beyond  peak  positions  and  widths  to  the  damping  envelope,  which  is  a  measure  
of  the  range  of  structural  coherence  of  the  local  order.  The  BMGs  obtained  from  a  
wide  range  of  compounds  exhibit  universal  PDF  features.123,130  Our  results  extend  
such  universality  to  simple-­‐‑metal  nanoparticles.    
We  now  explore  the  ubiquity  of  this  type  of  disordered  structure  for  a  range  of  
small   Ni,   Pd   and   Ni1-­‐‑xPdx   alloy   nanoparticles.   As   shown   in   Figure   2.9a,   the  
similarity   of   the   intermediate   range   structure   in   all   the   samples   is   clearly  
apparent,  with  a  broadened  and  non-­‐‑fcc-­‐‑like  PDF  above  ≈  5  Å.  This  PDF  can  be  
well  fit  with  a  damped  single-­‐‑mode  sine  wave  as  shown  in  Figure  2.9a.  This  fact  
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suggests   that   in   this   intermediate   range   the   structure   is   isotropic,  distinct   from  
close-­‐‑packed  structures  such  as  fcc  and  hcp  that  have  different  periodicities  in  the  
different   crystallographic   directions.   In   order   to   test   whether   all   our   samples  
show  the  same  <rmetallic>  scaling  that  we  reported  above,  in  Figure  2.9b  we  show  
all   the  rescaled  curves  plotted  on   top  of  each  other.     This  simple  scaling  works  
remarkably   well   for   all   the   Ni   and   alloy   samples   showing   that   the   isotropic  
atomic   packing   is   robust   to   a   large   variation   in   mean   metallic   radius.   The  
agreement  is  still  good,  but  less  perfect,  for  the  pure  Pd  nanoparticles.  
The  simple  <rmetallic>-­‐‑scaling  is  different  from  the  fractal  scaling  reported  in  Ma  et  
al.,131   and  has   a   simpler   explanation:   that   the  packing   is   isotropic   and  depends  
only  on  the  mean  metallic  radius  for  a  wide  range  of  BMGs.131  Figure  2.10  shows  
that  the  new  data  from  these  nanoparticle  experiments  significantly  extends  the  
range   of   <rmetallic>   over   which   the   scaling   analysis   can   be   carried   out,   giving   a  
more  accurate  determination  of  the  exponent,  if  indeed  it  is  valid  to  combine  the  
NP  and  BMG  signals.    
Ultra-­‐‑small   metallic   clusters   often   form   in   cuboctahedral,   decahedral   or  
icosahedral   morphologies,   as   suggested   by   HRTEM   measurements.76   HRTEM  
images   of   the   5   nm   Ni   clusters   are   shown   in   Figure   2.11b,   top,   where   it   is  
immediately   clear   that,   despite   the   “glassy”   PDF   signal,   lattice   fringes   are  
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evident  in  the  images,  suggesting  a  well-­‐‑defined  short-­‐‑range  structure.  By  tilting  
the  microscope  stage  appropriately  it  is  possible  to  see  lattice  fringes  in  virtually  
all  the  particles  suggesting  that  this  is  not  a  minority  effect  affecting  only  a  few  
particles.   To   reconcile   these   apparently   contradictory  HRTEM  and  PDF   results  
we   calculated   the  PDFs   of   icosahedral   clusters,  which  have  well   defined   order  
but   are   highly   isotropic.      The   calculated   PDFs   for   309-­‐‑atom   icosahedra,  which  
consist  of  a  core  atom  surrounded  by  four  additional  atomic  shells,  are  shown  in  
Figure  2.11a  with  the  icosahedral  structure  shown  in  the  upper  inset.  The  green  
curves  are  all  PDFs  calculated  from  this  icosahedral  model  with  different  atomic  
displacement  parameters  (ADPs),  which  are  a  measure  of  the  static  and  dynamic  
atomic  disorder.    The  top  curve  has  an  unrealistically  small  ADP  of  0.001  Å2  but  
it  serves  to  illustrate  the  large  number  of  distinct  atomic  distances  present  in  the  
perfect  icosahedral  cluster.    The  second  green  curve  was  calculated  with  an  ADP  
of  0.01  Å2,  which   is  a   reasonable  value   if   there  was   just   thermal  motion  but  no  
static  disorder  in  the  material.    The  bottom  green  curve—overlaid  on  top  of  the  5  
nm  Ni  PDF—was  calculated  with  a   large  value  of  0.1  Å2.     This   is  appropriate   if  
there   is   a   broad   atomic   positional   distribution   around   the   average   sites   in   the  
icosahedral  cluster.  In  the  latter  two  cases  a  damped  sine  wave  is  shown  overlaid  
in  black.     The  good  agreement   shows   that   the  PDF  of  a  broadened   icosahedral  
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model  is  well  represented  by  a  damped  single-­‐‑mode  sine  wave,  consistent  with  
the  measured  PDF  of  the  icosahedral  clusters.    Moreover,  we  have  attempted  fits  
of   the   icosahedral   model   to   the   nanoparticle   PDFs   where   the   only   tunable  
structural  parameters  are  an  isotropic  breathing  parameter  that  allows  the  cluster  
to  uniformly  shrink  or  expand,  and  a  single  global  ADP.     Additionally,   the   fits  
include   a   tunable   scale   factor   and   a   correlation   parameter   that   allows   lower-­‐‑r  
PDF   peaks   to   be   sharper,   thus   bringing   to   5   the   total   number   of   fitting  
parameters.    The  results  of  the  fit  are  shown  as  the  bottom  curve  in  Figure  2.11a.  
The  agreement  between  the  fit  and  experimental  data  shows  that  a  well-­‐‑defined  
local  icosahedral  atomic  geometry,  albeit  with  a  large  atomic  density  distribution  
around  each  average  atomic  position,  is  consistent  with  the  PDF  data.     We  note  
that  the  PDF  peaks  are  too  broad  and  the  nanoparticles  too  disordered  to  claim  
that   the   icosahedral   model   gives   the   “correct”   packing   arrangement.      Other  
isotropic   models   such   as   decahedral   might   also   be   expected   to   give   good  
agreement  with  the  data  after  broadening.  However,  models  such  as  cubic  close  
packing  that  have  different  frequencies  in  different  directions,  are  not  consistent  
with  the  data.      
The  fringes  in  the  TEM  survive  presumably  because  the  intermediate  range  order  
is   well   defined.      Even   though   the   positional   order   of   the   atoms   around   each  
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average   atomic   position   is   loose,   the   average   position   itself   is   well   enough  
defined  to  yield  interference  and  fringes  in  the  HRTEM  image.  Furthermore,  the  
disorder  within  the  nanoparticle  can  be  compared  with  calculated  PDFs  of  bare  
icosahedral  clusters  ranging  in  size  from  0.4  to  2.5  nm  as  seen  in  Figure  2.12.  The  
corresponding  number  of  shells  for  the  icosahedral  clusters  has  been  tabulated  in  
Table   2.3.   The   broadened   G(r)   curves   for   the   clusters   are   overlaid   with  
experimental  Ni  5  nm  data  to  demonstrate  the  consistency  of  the  model.    
The   appearance   of   isotropic   glassy   packing   consistent   with   non-­‐‑space   filling  
packing  of  atoms  below  a  critical  diameter   in  Ni   suggests   that   the  vicinity  of  a  
surface   may   be   important   to   stabilize   it.   Atomic   arrangements   routinely  
reconstruct  at  surfaces  and  highly  curved  surfaces  may  result  in  reconstructions  
that  appear  quite  disordered.132,133  However,   in  these  nanoparticles  the  structure  
of   the   core   and   the   surface  modifies   below   a   critical   diameter,  which   is  much  
larger  than  the  first  one  or  two  atomic  layers,  but  comparable  to  twice  the  range  
of  coherence  of   the   intermediate  order.     This  means  that   the   icosahedral  cluster  
around  any  origin  atom  will  not  span  the  diameter  of  the  particle,  but  is  likely  to  
impinge  on  a  surface  in  some  direction.  We  speculate  that  the  large  ADP  values  
may   arise   from   the   need   to   create   interpenetrating   icosahedra,   centered   on  
different   atoms   and   randomly   oriented.   In   this   picture   the   nanoparticles  
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apparently  prefer  defective  icosahedral  packing  to  fcc  order  at  these  small  sizes.  
We  speculate  that  the  alloying  of  elements  with  a  large  size  distribution  in  BMGs  
may   achieve   a   similar   effect   by  packing  mismatches   that   create   voids   and   free  
volume  in  the  system.  This  allows  for  the  non-­‐‑space  filling,  such  as  icosahedral,  
packing  to  form,  with  small  interstitial  atoms  filling  the  voids  to  lower  the  energy  
further.   Such   ideas   are   not   new110,134   but   this   work   gives   direct   experimental  
support  to  their  validity.  
The  idea  that  the  presence  of  a  surface  might  stabilize  the  icosahedral  state  led  us  
to   explore   the   possibility   that   there   is   a   thin   layer   of   icosahedrally-­‐‑packed  
structure  at  the  surface  of  the  larger  Ni  nanoparticles.    Close  examination  of  the  
difference  curves  in  Figure  2.10  indicates  that  after  fitting  the   fcc  model  there  is  
considerable  signal  left  in  the  residual  which,  although  noisy,  appears  to  have  an  
oscillatory   nature.      The   difference   curves   are   plotted   in   Figure   2.10b   and  
compared   to   the   PDF   of   the   5   nm   Ni   nanoparticles.      The   similarity   is   again  
striking,   and   the   same   Gaussian   damped   single-­‐‑mode   sine   wave   fits   the   data  
well.  These  observations  are  highly  suggestive  of  the  existence  of  glassy  isotropic  




In  summary,  we  have  shown  that  an  isotropic,  non-­‐‑space  filling,  structure  such  
as  icosahedral  clusters,  highly  analogous  to  the  structure  of  bulk  metallic  glasses,  
emerges   in  very   small  Ni  and  Pd  nanoparticles.  We   show   that   this   structure   is  
consistent   with   the   presence   of   an   average   geometry   of   four   shell   icosahedral  
clusters   with   significant   atomic   smearing.   The   stabilization   of   this   non-­‐‑space-­‐‑
filling   cluster   in   very   small   nanoparticles,   in   the   presence   of   a   nearby   surface,  
suggests   the   importance   of   the   presence   of   free   volume   in   stabilizing   the  
structure  in  the  bulk.    The  likelihood  of  this  type  of  layer  on  the  surface  of  larger  
Ni   particles   has   profound   implications   for   catalysis   employing   supported  
nanoparticles,  since  heterogeneous  catalysis  is  mediated  by  the  surface.    
2.5 Future  Directions  
This  work  has  focused  on   fcc  monometallic  and  bimetallic  transition  metals.  An  
extension  of   the  study  can  be  done  to   include  bcc  metals  such  as  Fe,  Cr,  and  V.  
Precious   metals   such   as   Pt   and   Au   are   also   of   interest   given   their   use   in  
homogeneous   and   heterogeneous   catalysis   such   as   CO   oxidation.3,135   The   pair  
distribution   functions   can  also  benefit   from  additional  modeling  using  Reverse  
Monte  Carlo  coupled  with  SAXS  and  EXAFS  data.  Going  forward,  packages  such  
as   xPDFsuite   can   simulataneously   fit   complementary   sets   of   data   for   a   given  
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system.  An  advantage  of  using  this  Python-­‐‑based  package  is   its  ability  to  batch  
process  large  data  sets  collected  from  en  operando  measurements.    
2.6 Figures  
 
Figure  2.1.  Transmission  electron  micrograph  of  superlattice  assembly  of  Ni  17.7  
nm   nanoparticles   at   the  micrometer   length   scale.   The   insets   show   the   electron  










Figure  2.3.  TEM  image  of  Pd  5  nm.  
	  




Figure  2.5.  (a)  Structural  characterization  of  size  controlled  Ni  nanoparticles.  Pair  
distribution   functions   for   the   three   samples,   as   determined   by   Fourier  
transformation   of   high   energy  X-­‐‑ray   scattering  data.   The   blue  points   represent  
the  data,  and  the  red  lines  are  fits  of  fcc  type  models.  The  residuals  of  the  fits  are  
shown  as  black  lines.  (b)  TEM  images  of  nickel  nanoparticles,  note  the  formation  
of   well-­‐‑defined   superlattices,   which   indicates   uniformity.      The   scale   bars  





Figure  2.6.  Small-­‐‑angle  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  for  three  sizes  of  Ni  nanoparticles.  









Figure  2.8.  (a)  Comparison  of  pair  distribution  functions  of  Pd  nanoparticles  and  
a   representative   bulk   metallic   glass,   Fe76MoCuB15.   Comparison   of   the   pair  
distribution  functions  after  correction  for  an  overall  scale  factor.  (b)  Comparison  
of   the   pair   distribution   functions   after   scaling   for   the   different   metallic   radii  




Figure   2.9.   (a)   The   ubiquity   of   the   disordered   structure   in   the   Ni1-­‐‑xPdx   solid  
solution  series  shown  in  pair  distribution  functions  of  the  solid  solutions.  The  red  
lines  show  fits  to  the  high-­‐‑r  region  of  the  PDF  of  a  Gaussian  damped  single-­‐‑mode  
sine   function   as   described   in   the   text.   (b)   Comparison   of   the   pair   distribution  




Figure  2.10.  (a)  Scaling  of  PDFs  of  synthesized  NPs  and  bulk  metallic  glasses  and  
evidence   for  a  surface  contribution   in   larger  Ni  particles.  Linear  dependence  of  
the  density  wave   fluctuations   in  NPs   and  BMGs  on   the   average  metallic   radii.  
Data  points  were  extracted  using  the  fits  shown  in  Figure  2.9a  and  from  Ma  et  al.    
(B)   Residuals   from   the   fits   of   an   fcc   model   to   the   data   for   larger   Ni   particles  
compared  to  the  data  for  the  5  nm  particles.  Red  lines  show  fits  using  a  damped  




Figure  2.11.  (a)  PDFs  of  icosahedral  models:  Green  curves  are  all  PDFs  from  the  
309-­‐‑atom   icosahedral  model   shown   in   the   inset.      In   the   top  curve   the  PDF  was  
calculated   with   an   unrealistically   small   ADP   of   0.001   Å2.      A   more   reasonable  
value  for  the  ADP  in  the  absence  of  static  disorder  is  0.01  Å2,  which  is  shown  in  
the   second   curve   from   the   top.      The   bottom   green   curve   is   the   same   model  
calculated   with   an   ADP   of   0.1   Å2,   which   implies   a   considerable   non-­‐‑thermal  
distribution  of  atomic  positions  around  the  average  site.    The  black  curves  are  fits  
of   a   damped   single-­‐‑mode   sine  wave   to   the   icosahedral   PDFs.      The   underlying  
blue  curve  at  the  bottom  is  the  measured  PDF  from  the  5  nm  Ni  nanoparticles.    In  
this  case,   the  single-­‐‑mode  sine  wave  is   the  best-­‐‑fit  PDF  of   the  same  icosahedral  
model   where   the   only   tunable   parameters   for   refinement   were   a   stretching  
parameter  that  allows  the  cluster  to  increase  and  decrease  uniformly  in  diameter,  
a  scale  factor  and  a  single  ADP  parameter  applied  to  all  the  atoms,  plus  a  PDFgui  
“delta2”  parameter   that   sharpens   the  PDF  peaks   in   the   low-­‐‑r   region.   (b)  High-­‐‑
resolution   TEM   images   of   5   nm   (top)   and   17.7   nm   (bottom)   Ni   nanoparticles  
show   lattice   fringes   indicating   existence   of   twinning   and   local   ordering  within  





Figure   2.12.  Calculated  G(r)   for   icosahedral   increasing   in   the  number   of   shells,  
thus   increasing   in   size   (blue).   The   curves   of   calculated   PDFs   of   icosahedral  






Table  2.3.     Calculated  number  of  atoms  and  size  of  icosahedral  clusters  ranging  
from  1-­‐‑6  shells.  
Number  of  Shells  
Number  of  
Atoms  
1   13  
2   55  
3   147  
4   309  
5   561  
6   923  
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3. Synthesis  and  X-­‐‑ray  Characterization  of  Cobalt  
Phosphide  (Co2P)  Nanorods  for  the  Oxygen  Reduction  
Reaction  
  
Chapter  3—in  part—has  been  submitted  as  a  manuscript.  V.  V.  T.  Doan-­‐‑Nguyen,  
S.   Zhang,   E.   B.   Trigg,   R.   Agarwal,   J.   Li,   D.   Su,   K.   I.   Winey,   C.   B.   Murray.  
Synthesis  and  X-­‐‑ray  Characterization  of  Cobalt  Phosphide   (Co2P)  Nanorods   for  
the  Oxygen  Reduction  Reaction.  
3.1 Introduction  
This   chapter  will   discuss   the   synthesis,   characterization,   and   electrocatalysis   of  
cobalt   phosphide   (Co2P)   nanorods.   The   motivation   of   the   development   of   a  
relatively   inexpensive,   earth   abundant   electrocatalyst   to   replace   Pt   for   oxygen  
reduction  reaction  (ORR)  is  first  summarized.  This  is  proceeded  by  a  discussion  
of  fuel  cell  applications  and  experimental  testing  conditions  using  a  rotating  disk  
electrode.  High-­‐‑resolution  transmission  electron  microscopy  (HRTEM)  and  high-­‐‑
angle   annular   dark   field   scanning   transmission   electron  microscopy   (HAADF-­‐‑
STEM)  combined  with  X-­‐‑ray  total  scattering  and  extended  X-­‐‑ray  absorption  fine  
structure   (EXAFS)   and   modeling   lead   to   greater   understanding   of   the   active  
catalyst  structure,  morphology,  and  architecture  for  electroreduction  of  oxygen.  
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Electrocatalytic   tests   show   durable   cobalt   phosphide   nanorods   that   are   highly  
efficient  and  selective  for  the  ORR  four-­‐‑electron  pathway.  
3.1.1 Oxygen  Reduction  Reaction  
Global   needs   for   energy   are   rising   rapidly   so   the   search   for   alternative   energy  
production  methods   is   important   for  not  only  meeting   those  demands  but  also  
minimizing   greenhouse   emissions   from   the   combustion   of   fossil   fuels.   The  
hydrogen   economy   encompasses   technologies   that   improve   hydrogen  
production   efficiency,   storage,   and  use   in   applications   such   as   fuel   cells.137   The  
attractive   features  of   fuel  cell   technology   include   their  zero  pollution  emissions  
and  their  electrical  output  can  be  tailored  to  the  specific  needs  such  as  portability  
for   small   electronics   or   large-­‐‑scale   industrial   plants.138   The   various   input   and  
output  parameters  of  polymer  electrolyte  membrane  (PEMFCs),  alkaline  (AFCs),  
phosphoric  acid  (PAFCs),  molten  carbon  (MCFCs),  and  solid  oxide  (SOFCs)  fuel  
cells  are  listed  in  Table  3.1.    
In  this  chapter,   I  will   focus  on  the  anode  catalyst   for  oxygen  reduction  reaction  
(ORR),   which   is   one   of   the   half-­‐‑reactions   in   PEMFCs,   AFCs,   and   PAFCs  
(Equations   3.1   and   3.2).      The   FCs   target   applications   with   low   operating  
temperatures   (approximately   <   250°C)   and   portability   requirements.   PEMFCs  
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and  PAFCs  are  efficient  proton  conductors  and  produce  water  as  a  byproduct.  In  
contrast,  AFCs  conduct  hydroxides  through  the  electrolyte.    
   H2  à  2H+  +  2e-­‐‑   (3.1)  
   ½O2  +  2H+  +  2e-­‐‑  à  H2O   (3.2)  
For   ORR   specifically,   the   4   electron   and   2   electron   pathways   are   summarized  
below  for  acidic  environments   (Equations  3.3-­‐‑3.5)  and  in  alkaline  environments  
(Equations  3.6-­‐‑3.8).    
	  
   O2  +  4H+  +  4e-­‐‑  à  2H2O   (3.3)  
   O2  +  2H+  +  2e-­‐‑  à  H2O2   (3.4)  
   H2O2  +  2H+  +  2e-­‐‑  à  2H2O   (3.5)  
   O2  +  H2O  +  4e-­‐‑  à  4OH   (3.6)  
   O2  +  H2O  +  2e-­‐‑à  HO-­‐‑2-­‐‑  +  OH-­‐‑     (3.7)  

















Table 1-1  Summary of Major Differences of the Fuel Cell Types 
 































Catalyst Platinum Platinum Platinum Electrode material 
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In parallel with the classification by electrolyte, some fuel cells are classified by the type of fuel 
used: 
 
• Direct Alcohol Fuel Cells (DAFC). DAFC (or, more commonly, direct methanol fuel cells or 
DMFC) use alcohol without reforming. Mostly, this refers to a PEFC-type fuel cell in which 
methanol or another alcohol is used directly, mainly for portable applications. A more 




Figure   3.1.   Fuel   cell   stack   diagram   depicting   half-­‐‑reactions   at   the   anode   and  
cathode  with  ion  pathways.139  
  
Figure  3.2.  Possible  oxygen  reduction  pathways  on  platinum.140  
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Electrode  materials  for  fuel  cells  have  been  actively  investigated  for  decades  with  
high   activity   achieved   for   Pt-­‐‑based   systems.141,142   Platinum   nanoparticles   (NPs)  
with   high   surface   area   have   proven   to   be   robust   as   electrocatalyst   for   both  
hydrogen   oxidation   and   ORR.139,141–143   However,   the   high   cost   of   Pt,  
approximately   50%   of   a   fuel   cell   stack,   has   motivated   many   investigations,  
including   this   study,   to   find   less   expensive,   more   earth   abundant   materials  
alternatives  for  catalyzing  either  of  the  two  half-­‐‑reactions.142,144–148  We  focus  on  the  
cathode   material   because   ORR   still   presents   many   serious   commercialization  
challenges   such   as   efficiency,   materials   cost,   and   stability.   Even   though  many  
recent   reports   on   non-­‐‑precious   metals,149   metal-­‐‑polymer   composites,150,151   and  
graphene-­‐‑based   systems152–154   have   shown   promise   in   fabricating   a   catalyst  
beyond  the  Pt   for  ORR,   it   is  still  a  challenge  to  provide  a  non-­‐‑Pt-­‐‑based  catalyst  
with  comparable  or  better  activity,  durability  or  selectivity  to  Pt  catalysts.    In  this  
chapter,   I  will  present  a  non-­‐‑precious  metal  alternative  from  colloidal  synthesis  
for  enhanced  stability  in  ORR  in  fuel  cell  applications.    
The   electrochemical   potential   for   ORR   of   1.23   V   versus   a   normal   hydrogen  
electrode  (NHE)  is  quite  high  even  for  relatively  stable  materials  such  as  Pt-­‐‑based  
systems.  Platinum  can  oxidize  at  E0  =  0.88  V.  The  ideal  standard  potential  (E°)  for  
the  cell  reaction  and  the  ideal  equilibrium  potential  (E)  at  other  partial  pressures  
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of  reactants  and  products  is  given  by  the  Nernst  Equation  (Equation  3.9)  for  the  
overall  fuel  cell  reaction  in  which  R  is  the  gas  constant  (8.3145  VC  K-­‐‑1  mol-­‐‑1),  T  is  
the   temperature   (K),   F   is   the   Faraday   constant   (9.64853   x   104   C   mol-­‐‑1),   P   are  
partial  pressures  of  the  denoted  species.  
   𝐸 = 𝐸! +   𝑅𝑇2𝐹 𝑙𝑛 𝑃!!𝑃!!! + 𝑙𝑛𝑃!!!/!    (3.9)  
The  ideal  operating  potential  as  a  function  of  temperature  for  FCs,  according  to  
the  Nernst  equation,  is  plotted  in  Figure  3.3.  At  25°C  the  ideal  operating  voltage  
is  1.18  V;  for  AFCs,  the  ideal  voltage  would  be  1.16  V  at  80°C.  
  




3.1.2 Rotating  Disk  Electrode  
Electrocatalytic  studies  can  be  carried  out   in  a  variety  of  configurations  such  as  
steady-­‐‑state  polarization,  cyclic  voltammetry  (CV),  rotating  ring-­‐‑disk  electrodes,  
and  rotating  disk  electrode.  Here,  I  will  focus  on  the  rotating  disk  electrode  and  
the   governing   equations   for   current.   One   of   these   is   the   Koutecky-­‐‑Levich  
Equation,  provided  in  Equation  3.10,   in  which   j   is   the  disk  current  density,   jL   is  
the  Levich  current  density,  and  jK  is  the  kinetic  current  density.  The  values  jL  and  
jK  can  be  expanded  as  shown  in  Equation  3.11  and  3.12  in  which  n  is  the  number  
of   electrons,  A   is   the   area   of   the   electrode,   F   is   Faraday’s   constant,   𝐶!!   is   the  
concentration   of   dissolved  molecular   oxygen,  𝐷!!is   the   diffusion   coefficient   of  
molecular  oxygen,  ν  is  the  kinematic  viscosity  of  the  electrolyte  solution  (ratio  of  
solution  viscosity  to  density),  Γ  is  the  surface  concentration  of  the  catalyst,  and  ω  
is   the   experimental   rotation   velocity   in   radians/second.   From   the   current-­‐‑
potential  polarization  curves,  the  jlim  (for  𝜔  à  ∞)  can  be  determined  as  a  function  
of   rotation   rate.   The   inverse   of   jlim   has   a   linear   relationship  with  𝜔!!,   and   the  
slope  of  such  a  Koutecky-­‐‑Levich  plot  is  the  number  of  electrons  transferred  in  the  
reaction.    
    
1𝑗 = 1𝑗! + 1𝑗! = 1𝐵𝜔! + 1𝑗!   (3.10)  
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   B = 0.62nAFCO2DO22/3ν −1/6    (3.11)  
       𝑗! = 𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐾!!𝐶!!Γ   (3.12)  
3.1.3 Cobalt  Phosphide  (Co2P)  Nanoparticles  
Herein,   we   report   a   solution   colloidal   synthesis   for   cobalt   phosphide   (Co2P)  
nanorods   (NRs),   which   show   promise   as   efficient   catalysts   for   ORR   in   the  
alkaline  solution.  Controlled  synthesis  of  1D  structured  materials  such  as  NRs  is  
of   great   interest   for   many   applications   including   optics,155   electronics,156  
magnetism,157,158   and   catalysis.159,160   In   the   colloidal   solution   chemistry,   rod-­‐‑like  
nanoparticles   (NPs)   can   be   produced   by   controlling   surfactant  
choice/concentration,161   time   of   growth,162   and   seeded   precursors.163–165   Previous  
studies  have  shown  that,  using  trioctylphosphine  and/or  trioctylphosphine  oxide  
as   the   phosphorus   sources,   metal   nanoparticles   (i.e.   magnesium,   nickel,   iron,  
copper,  molybdenum,  palladium)  can  be  translated  to  metal  phosphides  through  
the   diffusion   process.158,166–170   Co2P  NPs   have   been   synthesized   to   support   their  
applications   in  magnetics,171  heterogeneous  catalysis,163,172–174  energy  storage,175,176  
and  heavy-­‐‑metal  capture  and  recycling.177  Recently,  cobalt  phosphide  (CoP)  and  
other  base-­‐‑metal  phosphides  have  also  been  reported  to  be  active  electrocatalysts  
for   hydrogen   evolution   reaction   (HER),178,179which   provides   motivation   for   the  
study  of  ORR  electrocatalysis  by  on  metal  phosphide  NPs.164,178  By  using  the  co-­‐‑
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surfactants  of  oleic  acid   (OLAC)  and   trioctylphosphine  oxide   (TOPO),  we  have  
synthesized   the   monodisperse   Co2P   NRs.   The   structure   of   the   Co2P   NRs   are  
systematically   characterized   by   high-­‐‑resolution   transmission   electron  
microscopy   (HRTEM),   high-­‐‑angle   annular   dark   field   scanning   transmission  
electron  microscopy   (HAADF-­‐‑STEM),   extended  X-­‐‑ray   absorption   fine   structure  
spectroscopy   (EXAFS),   total   X-­‐‑ray   scattering,   and   modeling.   These   techniques  
have   been   robust   for   not   only   distinguishing   bimetallic   core-­‐‑shell   vs.   alloy  
architectures  but  also  formation  of  metal-­‐‑oxide  shells  that  emerge  from  cleaning  
pre-­‐‑treatments   in   preparation   for   functional   testing.180–183   Such   careful   study   of  
the  average  and   local   crystallographic   structures  of  our  NRs  provides  valuable  
insights  into  the  structure-­‐‑property  relations  in  shape-­‐‑dependent  electrocatalysis.  
Besides   the   unique   1-­‐‑D   structure,   Co2P   NRs   supported   on   carbon   exhibit  
intriguing  catalytic  performance  for  catalyzing  ORR  in  an  alkaline  medium.  The  
Co2P  catalyst  shows  comparable  activity  and  remarkable  enhanced  durability  as  
compared   to   commercial   Pt   catalysts.   This   presents   a   new   type   of   non-­‐‑Pt  




Figure   3.4.   Cobalt-­‐‑phosphide   and   cobalt-­‐‑cobalt   bonds   (adapted   from   S.  
Rundqvist).184  
3.2 Methods  
Chemicals.   Cobalt   (II)   acetate   tetrahydrate   (Co(Ac)2),   trioctylphosphine   oxide  
(TOPO),   tributylphosphine   (97%)   (TBP),   oleic   acid   (OLAC),   benzyl   ether   were  
purchased  from  Sigma  Aldrich.    
Synthesis  and  Purification.  Synthesis  of  NPs  involved  a  Schlenk  line  technique  that  
utilized   thermal   decomposition   of   a   metal-­‐‑salt   precursor   in   a   flask   with  
surfactants   and  a  high-­‐‑boiling   solvent.   In  a   typical   reaction,   1  mmol  Co(Ac)2,   1  
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mmol   TOPO,   and   3   mmol   OLAC   were   loaded   into   a   three-­‐‑neck   50   mL   flask  
containing  20  mL  benzyl  ether.  The  flask  was  degassed  at  100°C  for  30  minutes.  
The  flask  was  refilled  with  nitrogen.  The  solution  temperature  was  increased  to  
200°C  at  which  point  3  mmol  TBP  was   injected.  Then,   the   reaction  was  carried  
out  at  260°C  for  60  minutes.  The  reaction  was  cooled   to  room  temperature  and  
washed   with   acetone   and   toluene.   After   centrifugation   at   7000   RPM,   the   NPs  
were  re-­‐‑dispersed  in  hexane.  
Characterization.   For   electron  microscopy,   the  NPs  were  deposited  on   300-­‐‑mesh  
carbon-­‐‑coated  copper  grids  purchased  from  Electron  Microscopy  Sciences  as  well  
as  holey  carbon  400-­‐‑mesh  copper  grids  purchased  from  Ted  Pella,  Inc.  TEM  was  
done   on   a   JEOL   1400   TEM   with   a   LaB6   filament,   operating   at   120   kV   and  
equipped  with  an  SC1000  ORIUS  CCD  camera  and  Digital  Micrograph  software.  
High-­‐‑resolution  TEM  was  done  on  a  JEOL  2100  with  a  LaB6  filament  at  200  kV.    
Aberration-­‐‑corrected  HAADF-­‐‑STEM   imaging   and  STEM-­‐‑EELS  were  performed  
at   Brookhaven  National   Laboratory   Center   for   Functional   Nanomaterials   on   a  
Hitachi  HD2700C  at  200  kV  with  a  Gatan  Enfina-­‐‑ER  spectrometer.      
X-­‐‑ray   photoelectron   spectroscopy   (XPS)   was   done   on   a   Physical   Electronics  
VersaProbe  5000.  Analysis  was  made  with  High  Power  X-­‐‑ray  setting  of  100  µμm  
25W  electron  beam.  Photoelectrons  were  collected  using  hemispherical  analyzer.  
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Survey   data   collection   was   performed   at   117   V.   The   powder   samples   were  
mounted   onto   the   holder   using   double-­‐‑sided   tape.   High-­‐‑resolution   X-­‐‑ray  
diffraction   was   done   at   Advanced   Photon   Source   (APS)   11-­‐‑ID-­‐‑B   at   Argonne  
National   Laboratory   with   a   58.6   keV   beam   corresponding   to   a   wavelength   of  
0.2114   Å.   Background   contributions   from   the   Kapton   capillary   tape   and  
poly(vinyl)   butyral   matrix   were   subtracted   from   the   data.   Simulation   of   the  
wide-­‐‑angle  X-­‐‑ray  diffraction  pattern  was  done  using  an  in-­‐‑house  Python  script,  
which  is  available  on  Github.185  GISAXS  was  done  at  APS  12-­‐‑ID-­‐‑B  with  a  14  keV  
beam  corresponding  to  a  wavelength  of  0.886  Å.  The  incident  angles  ranged  from  
0.02   to   0.15°   where   the   critical   angle   of   the   Si   substrate   is   about   0.127°.   The  
standard   used   for   q   calibration   was   silver   behenate.   The   scattered   beam   was  
collected  with  a  Pilatus  2M  area  detector  at  2  m  from  the  sample.  Data  processing  
was  done  using  GISAXShop  available  at  the  beamline.  
EXAFS   was   done   at   Advanced   Photon   Source   12-­‐‑BM-­‐‑B.   The   nanoparticle  
samples   were   loaded   into   a   1.5   mm   Kapton   tube   for   measurement.   The  
absorption   was   measured   from   the   cobalt  K-­‐‑edge   (7.7   keV)   and   calibrated   by  
normalization  of  the  pre-­‐‑edge  and  post-­‐‑edge  from  cobalt  foil.  The  E0  value  from  
cobalt   foil  reference  was  used  for  all  samples.  The  edge  was  set   to  7.708  keV  in  
accordance   with   Kraft   et   al.186   Three   fluorescence   scans   were   averaged   for   the  
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reported   absorption   intensity   using   ATHENA,   an   open   source   package   for  
spectroscopy   analysis.51   Analysis   was   done   during   the   ab-­‐‑initio   package  
ARTEMIS51   between   1   and   3   Å,   and   structure   models   were   created   using  
ATOMS52.  The  k  range  was  analyzed  from  1.9  to  10  Å-­‐‑1  with  Hanning  windows  
and  sills  of  1  Å-­‐‑1.  
Oxygen   reduction   reaction   electrocatalysis   testing   was   done   using   a   glassy  
carbon   rotating   disk   electrode   on   the   Bioanalytical   Systems,   Inc.   Epsilon  
potentiostat.   Voltage   values   for   commercial   Pt   purchased   from   the   Fuel   Cells  
Store  and  Co2P  NRs  were  normalized  against  a  Ag/AgCl  reference  electrode  (3M  
NaCl)  and  Pt  coil  as  the  counter  electrode.  NRs/C  catalyst  was  dispersed  in  the  
mixture   of   deionized   water   with   isopropanol   (IPA)   in   a   volume   ratio   of   4:1  
H2O:IPA  and  5%  Nafion,  which  was  then  transferred  onto  the  glassy  carbon  RDE  
of  6  mm  diameter.  Similar  sample  preparation  was  done  for  commercial  2.5-­‐‑3.5  
nm   Pt   on   carbon.   ORR   polarization  measurements  were   collected   using   linear  
scan  voltammetry  with   rotation   speeds   of   400,   900,   1200,   1600,   and   2500  RPM.  
Both   polarization   measurements   and   stability   testing   was   done   in   an   O2-­‐‑
saturated  0.1  M  KOH  solution.  Stability  tests  were  performed  at  0.2  V  and  with  a  
rotation  speed  of  200  RPM  for  total  of  25,000  seconds.    
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3.3 Results  and  Discussion  
The  morphology  of  the  cobalt  phosphide  (Co2P)  NRs  is  dependent  on  the  ligand  
concentration   ratios   of   oleic   acid   to   trioctylphosphine   oxide   as   shown   in   the  
transmission   electron   microscopy   (TEM)   images   of   Figure   3.5.   Relative   to   the  
metal   salt   precursor   quantity,   0.25   molar   equivalent   of   TOPO   and   1   molar  
equivalence   of   OLAC   produced   a   mixture   of   spheres   and   rods.   The   reaction  
produced  solely  rods  when  the  concentration  of  OLAC  was  increased  to  3  molar  
equivalence.   Increasing   further   the   amount   OLAC   to   9   molar   equivalence  
dramatically   changes   the   growth   kinetics   and   impedes   nanorod   formation.   In  
addition,  the  evolution  of  nanoparticle  morphology  is  dependent  on  the  amount  
of   TOPO   present   in   the   reaction   since   TOPO   acts   as   the   phosphorus   source.  
Maintaining  same  molar  equivalence  of  OLAC  but  increasing  TOPO  from  0.25  to  
1  molar  equivalence  produced  similar  mixture  of  rods  and  spheres  (Figure  3.6).  
The   co-­‐‑stabilization  of   two   surfactants   for   selective   binding   to  preferred  Miller  
planes   have   been   implemented   for   a   variety   of   anisotropic   morphologies  
amongst  first-­‐‑row  transition  metals  and  metal  phosphides.158,187  The  morphology  
and  dimensions  were  maintained  when  the  reaction  temperature  was  increased  
to  300ºC  or  when  the  time  was  increased  from  60  to  120  minutes.      
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Nanorods  have  an  average  diameter  of  2.8  nm  ±  0.9  nm  and  an  average  length  of  
12.4  nm  ±  3.5  nm  based  on  TEM  (Figure  3.7).  The  cooperative  interplay  between  
OLAC   and   TOPO   resulted   in   anisotropic   growth   along   the   {020}   direction   of  
orthorhombic   cobalt  phosphide.  The  high-­‐‑resolution   (HRTEM)   images   shows  a  
lattice  spacing  of  0.27  nm  for  the  {111}  direction  and  an  interplanar  angle  of  39.2°  
between   {020}   and   the   {111}   direction   (Figure   3.8c).   The   small   X-­‐‑ray   scattering  
(SAXS)  pattern  in  Figure  3.10a  confirms  the  nanorod  self-­‐‑assembly  seen  in  Figure  
3.8a,b  with  a  peak  at  q  =  0.117  Å-­‐‑1,  corresponding  to  the  expected  average  center-­‐‑
to-­‐‑center  distance  of  2.8  ±  0.9  nm  for  the  hard  core  surrounded  by  two  layers  of  
OLAC  in  the  soft  ligand  shell.  Transmission  SAXS  was  obtained  for  a  powder  in  
which   the   NRs   are   expected   to   be   randomly   oriented,   thus   increasing   the  
expected   width   center-­‐‑to-­‐‑center   distance.   Grazing   incidence   small-­‐‑angle   X-­‐‑ray  
scattering  of  Co2P  showed  that  there  is  local  hexagonal  packing  of  the  NRs  in  the  
films  (Figure  3.9).  This  based  on  higher  scattering  intensities  at  azimuthal  angles  
of  integer  multiples  of  π/3  seen  in  Figure  3.10b.  Out  of  the  plane,  nanorod  films  
are   oriented   randomly   as   concluded   by   the   constant   intensities   at   a   fixed  
scattering  angle.  This  confirms  the  observed  superlattice  formation  from  electron  
microscopy,  which  are  also  provided  in  Figure  3.11  and  Figure  3.12.  
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The   wide-­‐‑angle   X-­‐‑ray   scattering   pattern   was   also   simulated   using   the   Debye  
Equation   (Equation   1.9)   to   confirm   the   growth   direction,   calculate   the   size  
polydispersity,  and  quantify  peak  broadening  from  static  and  dynamic   thermal  
motion.   The   intensity   in   the  Debye  Equation   is   the   summation   of   the  pairwise  
interactions  at  rij  of  atoms  at  each  q  (in  which  q  =  4π  sin  θ/λ  for  a  scattering  angle  
θ  and  at  a  wavelength  of  λ)  and  scaled  by  the  atomic  scattering  factors  of  the  ith  
and   jth   atoms   (fi   and   fj   if   i   ≠   j).188   This   intensity   is   then   damped   by   the  Debye-­‐‑
Waller   factor,   B,   representing   the   thermal   motion   of   atoms   at   a   given  
temperature,  which  was  25ºC.  Here,  B  is  equal  to  8π2<u2>  in  which  u  is  the  atomic  
displacement   in  Å. Size   polydispersity  was   simulated   as   a  Gaussian  weighted  
average   of   the   scattering   from   perfect   crystals   in   which  wk   is   the   normalized  
weighting  factor.    
  𝐼 =    𝑤! exp − !!! ! 𝐵 𝑓!𝑓! !"#(!!!")!!!"!,!!    (3.13)	  
The  q  values  for  the  NRs  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  pattern  indexed  for  the  Co2P  Pnma  are  
summarized  in  Table  3.2.  These  ratios  of  the  q  values  are  in  good  agreement  with  
the   ratios   of   the   lattice   spacing   as   calculated   from   the   selected   area   electron  
diffraction   pattern   (Figure   3.8d).   When   the   lattice   spacing   from   HRTEM   is  
converted   to   q,   the   ratios   are   1   :   1.28   :   1.86   as   compared   to   the   q  values   from  
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electron  diffraction,  which  are  1  :  1.27  :  1.85  for  the  (112),  (020),  and  (322)  peaks,  
respectively.  Similar  to  structure  refinement  of  bulk  compounds  of  Co2P  (ICDD  
PDF   No.   01-­‐‑089-­‐‑3030),184   the   scattering   of   nanocrystalline   α-­‐‑Co2P   captures   the  
dominant   (112)  reflection  at  2.85  Å-­‐‑1   followed  by   the   (103)  reflection  at  3.07  Å-­‐‑1.  
Additional   reflections   at   q   =   3.63,   3.86,   4.81,   2.96,   5.27,   and   5.87  Å-­‐‑1   have   been  
assigned   to   the   (020),   (302),   (402),   (321),   (322)   and   (230)   planes,   respectively.  
These   prominent   reflections   are   only   partially   reproduced   in   a   simulated  Co2P  
sphere  with  a  radius  of  2.8  nm  using  the  Debye  Equation,  Figure  3.13.  The  finite  
size  effect  broadening  of  the  first  peak  results  in  indiscernible  peak  centers  of  the  
(112)   and   (201)   reflections.   The   spherical   model   does   not   capture   the   high  
intensity  for  the  (020)  reflection.  Overall,  the  scattering  peaks  from  the  spherical  
model   are   uniformly   broadened   as   compared   to   peaks   from  NRs  with  with   a  
range  of  aspect  ratios  (Figure  3.14).  Notably,  the  anisotropy  of  the  NRs  is  evident  
in  the  high  intensity  and  small  width  of  the  (020)  peak  at  q  =  3.63  Å-­‐‑1.  The  0.1  Å-­‐‑1  
shift   in   the   nanorod   model   (Figure   4   green   line)   peak   q   =   3.63   Å-­‐‑1   from   the  
experimental   data   can   be   reasoned   to   originate   from   a   1%   contraction   in   the   b  
lattice   parameter   of   the   bulk   orthorhombic   crystal   structure.   The   shift   is   not  
purely  from  the  difference  in  shape  factor  between  a  sphere  and  rod  with  aspect  
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ratio  of  4.3.  Bulk  lattice  parameters  for  Co2P  has  been  reported  to  be  a  =  5.646,  b  =  
3.513,  and  c  =  6.608  Å  by  S.  Rundqvist  with  the  atomic  positions  listed  in    
  Table  3.3.184  Under  anisotropic  strain,  the  (020)  reflection  shift   in  q   is  accounted  
for  while  the  dominant  (112),  (201)  and  (230)  peak  centers  are  maintained.    
XPS   (Figure   3.10)   confirmed   the   oxidized   state   of   the   cobalt   species,   with   the  
detection  of  a  binding  energy  of  781.7  eV.  In  addition  to  the  expected  Co(II)  state,  
zero-­‐‑valent  cobalt  was  also  detected  at  778.3  eV  in  sparse  amounts.  The  Co  2p1/2  
peak  for  the  Co(II)  species  is  seen  at  797.9  eV  with  its  shake-­‐‑up  satellite  at  803.1  
eV.   In   contrast   to   the  NRs   sample,   only   the  Co(II)   species  was  observed   in   the  
precursor  for  the  Co  2p3/2  peak  at  782.7  eV.  The  peak  shoulder  occurring  at  787.6  
eV   is   a   shake-­‐‑up   satellite   peak   arising   from   multiplet   splitting   of   Co   2p3/2.    
Additional  peaks  from  the  precursor  sample  for  the  Co(II)  species  can  be  seen  in  
the  Co  2p1/2  peak  at  797.8  eV  and  its  satellite  at  802.9  eV.    
EXAFS  captured  the  Co-­‐‑P  and  Co-­‐‑Co  local  environments  of  the  cobalt  phosphide  
phases.   In   the   Co2P   first   shell,   the   cobalt   K-­‐‑edge   probes   the   photoelectron  
interaction  from  two  types  of  cobalt  atoms.  To  distinguish  between  the  two  sites,  
the  atoms  will  be  denoted  as  CoI   and  CoII.   Shown   in  Figure  3.16,   the   fit   shows  
good   agreement  with   the  χ(R)  with   an   R-­‐‑factor   of   9.648   x   10-­‐‑3   and   reduced   χ2  
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value  of  25.057.  Additional  fitting  parameters  are  summarized  in  Table  3.4.  The  
undistorted   path   lengths   for   bulk   Co2P   in   Table   3.5   with   the   Reff   values   and  
degeneracy  for  the  path  lengths  are  provided  in  Table  3.6.  In  fitting  the  first  shell  
in  the  Fourier  transform  of  the  k3-­‐‑weighted  χ(k),  the  nearest  neighbor  phosphorus  
and  cobalt  scattering  paths  in  the  Co2P  were  used.  To  satisfy  the  Nyquist  criteria  
for  fitting  with  fitting  with  k  from  1.9  to  10  Å-­‐‑1  with  dk  =  1  Å-­‐‑1  and  R  from  1  to  3.4  
Å,   the   amplitude   and  ΔE0  were   constrained   for   all   Co-­‐‑P   and  Co-­‐‑Co   scattering  
paths.   The  Co-­‐‑O   bond   (with  Fm3m   symmetry)  was   constrained   to   the   same  S0  
with  a  separate  ΔE0.  While   the  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  did  not  detect  Bragg  diffraction  
from   cobalt   oxide   phases   as   shown   in   Figure   3.13,   the   Co-­‐‑O   bonds   were  
considered   for   the   EXAFS   fitting   due   to   amorphous   oxygen   species   on   the  
surface  of  the  cobalt  NRs.  The  two  CoI-­‐‑P  and  three  CoII-­‐‑P  paths  were  subsumed  
into   one   of   each   type   for   the   EXAFS   fitting   due   to   number   of   independent  
variable  constraints  as  well  as  resolution  from  Δk  =  8.9  Å-­‐‑1.  Similar  treatment  was  
done  for  CoI-­‐‑Co  and  three  CoII-­‐‑Co  paths.    
To  study  NRs  electrocatalysis  in  ORR,  we  loaded  the  NRs  on  Ketjan  carbon  (C)  
with  a  weight  ratio  of  1:1  (NR:  C)  through  sonication  and  activated  the  catalysts  
via   thermal   annealing   at   180°C   and   under   the   ambient   pressure.   We   further  
characterized   the   activated   electrocatalyst   with   aberration-­‐‑corrected   STEM.  
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Figure  3.17a  is  a  HAADF-­‐‑STEM  image  of  the  activated  NRs  on  C,  which  shows  
the  NRs  are  uniformly  deposited  on  C  and  preserved  their  1-­‐‑D  morphology  after  
thermal  treatment.  After  annealing  in  air,  the  NRs  surface  is  oxidized,  forming  a  
core/shell   structure   with   a   shell   of   oxides,   which   is   likely   to   be   CoO.   STEM  
electron  energy-­‐‑loss   (EELS)   elemental  mapping  Figure  3.17b-­‐‑f.  The   spectrum   is  
shown   in   Figure   3.18.   ORR   polarization   curves   in   Figure   3.19a   indicate   that  
Co2P/C  has  a  steeper  polarization  curve  and  with  a  similar  limit  current  density  
as  compared  to  commercial  Pt/C  catalysts.  Moreover,  the  Co2P  catalyst  has  a  half-­‐‑
wave   potential   at   -­‐‑0.196   V,  which   is   only   49  mV   below   that   of   commercial   Pt  
catalyst.  This  suggests  that  the  Co2P’s  ORR  catalytic  activity  performance  is  close  
to  commercial  Pt.  It  is  noteworthy  to  report  that  the  Co2P  NRs  are  supported  on  
commercial  carbon.  Unlike  systems  using  nanotubes,  reduced  graphene  oxide,  or  
highly   ordered   porous   carbon   matrices,189   these   NRs   do   not   rely   on   the  
electrocatalytic  activity  enhancement  from  the  carbon  support.190,191  Additionally,  
amorphous  commercial   carbon  has   the  benefit  of  being   less  expensive   than   the  
aforementioned  support  alternatives.  The  ORR  kinetics  on  Co2P  NRs  were  also  
evaluated   using   a   range   of   controlled   rotation   speeds   (Figure   3.19b)   and   the  
Koutecky-­‐‑Levich   Equation.   As   shown   in   Figure   3.19c,   the   linearity   of   the  
Koutecky-­‐‑Levich   plots   and   the   parallelism   of   the   fitting   line   suggest   the   first  
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order  reaction  kinetics  towards  the  concentration  of  O2  on  Co2P  NRs  from  -­‐‑0.3  V  
to  -­‐‑0.75  V.  The  electron  transfer  number  (n)  was  also  calculated  from  the  slopes  of  
Koutecky-­‐‑Levich   plots  where  where   j,   jK      and   jL   are  measured   current,   kinetic  
current  and  diffusion-­‐‑limiting  current,  respectively,  ω is   the  angular  velocity  in  
radians/s,   F   is   the   Faraday   constant   (9.64853   x   104   C/mol),   A   is   the   electrode  
surface  area  in  cm2,  CO2  is  the  concentration  of  dissolved  O2  (1.26  x  10-­‐‑6  mol/cm3),  
DO2  is  the  diffusion  coefficient  of  O2  (1.9  x  10-­‐‑5  cm2/s)  and  ʋ  is  the  kinetic  viscosity  
of   the   electrolyte   (0.01   cm2/s).   Reconfiguring   Equation   3.11,   n   for   Co2P  NRs   is  
calculated  to  be  3.98-­‐‑4.18.  This  was  indicative  of  a  complete  four  electron  oxygen  
reduction  process  confirming  the  NRs’  favorable  kinetics  for  ORR.  
The  catalyst’s  durability  was  performed  using  choronoamperometric  testing  at  a  
voltage   of   -­‐‑0.3   V.   As   shown   in   Figure   3.19d,   our   Co2P  NRs   catalyst   showed   a  
much   slower   current   decay   than   commercial   Pt   catalyst.   After   a   25000-­‐‑second  
test,   Co2P   NRs   catalyst   retained   a   75%   of   the   original   current   density,   while  
commercial  Pt   catalyst   only  preserved  only   49%  of   initial   current  density.  This  
suggests   enhanced   long-­‐‑term   stability   of   Co2P   NRs   over   the   commercial   Pt  
catalysts.   As   reported   from   previous   work   on   FePt-­‐‑based   nanowires   and  
nanorods,  1-­‐‑D  structures  showed  stronger  interaction  with  carbon  support,  thus  
allowing   for   higher   stability   than   0-­‐‑D  NPs   in   the   catalysis.192,193   Our  Co2P  NRs  
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catalyst  also  takes  advantage  of  this  strong  interaction  induced  by  1-­‐‑D  shape  to  
enhance  its  durability  in  catalyzing  ORR.  
3.3.1 Assembly  of  Nanorods  
As   seen   in   the   TEM   images,   the   NRs   preferentially   align   face-­‐‑to-­‐‑face   for  
micrometers   when   deposited   on   a   substrate.   In-­‐‑situ   GISAXS   confirms   the  
stability  of  these  films  up  to  300°C.  The  GISAXS  patterns  for  the  series  from  22  to  
300°C  are  provided  in  Appendix  E.  The  first  peak  in  the  set  of  line  cuts  along  qz  
shown   in  Figure   3.21   shifts   to   larger  q   indicating   a  decrease   in   center-­‐‑to-­‐‑center  
distances   between   the   NRs   as   the   temperature   is   increased.   This   is   due   to   a  
collapse  in  the  film  as  the  organic  ligand  shells  are  removed.  The  stability  of  the  
nanorod   films   makes   them   attractive   for   study   of   assembly   effects   on  
electrocatalysis.  
3.4 Conclusions  
A   one-­‐‑pot   synthesis   of   cobalt   phosphide   nanorods   has   been   characterized   and  
modeled   to   understand   the   structure-­‐‑property   relations   for   enhanced   stability  
during  electroreduction  of  oxygen.  The  monodispersity  in  size  and  shape  of  the  
NRs   was   controlled   by   varying   co-­‐‑surfactant   concentrations   of   oleic   acid   and  
trioctylphosphine   oxide.   Structural   characterization   involving   electron  
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microscopy,   electron   diffraction,   total   X-­‐‑ray   scattering,   and   EXAFS   have  
confirmed   the   anisotropic   growth   of   Co2P   particles   in   the   {020}   direction  with  
thin  amorphous  CoO  shell.  Modeling  demonstrated  that  there  is  a  1%  contraction  
in   the  b   lattice  parameter  of   the  orthorhombic  crystal   structure.  Electrocatalysis  
indicated   that   a   four-­‐‑electron  mechanism  was   carried   out   by   the  Co2P   catalyst  
with   remarkable   durability   in   an   alkaline   environment   as   compared   to  
commercial   Pt   catalysts.   Additionally,   the   carbon   support   for   the   Co2P  NRs   is  
commercially   available.   This   is   encouraging   for   use   of   Co2P   catalysts   as  
alternative  to  Pt  ORR  catalysts.    
3.5 Future  Directions  
Co2P  NRs  have  been  demonstrated  to  be  robust  and  efficient  for  electroreduction  
of  oxygen.  Future  studies  include  controlling  the  morphology  of  these  materials  
to   investigate   its   effects   on   electrocatalytic   activity.   For   instance,   the   exposed  
facets   on   a   sphere   vs.   a   cube   can   dramatically   affect   ORR   activity   as  
demonstrated   by   Kang   et   al.73   In   the   vein   of   stability   enhancement   of   1-­‐‑D  
structures   for   ORR,   Co2P   nanowires   can   be   investigated   as   electrocatalysts   for  
even   greater   stability   and   activity.   Architecture   can   also   be   varied   to   take  
advantage   of   the   activity   of   Pt   while   reducing   the   amount   of   Pt   used.   For  
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instance,   a   core-­‐‑shell   type   of  Co2P   core   and   thin  Pt   shell   can  be   synergistically  
active  for  ORR.    
3.6 Figures  
 
Figure   3.5.   Transmission   electron   microscopy   images   of   synthesized   products  
from   increasing   millimolar   concentrations   of   oleic   acid   to   trioctylphosphine  




Figure   3.6.   TEM   images   of   cobalt   phosphide   products   synthesized   with  









Figure   3.8.   (a),   (b)   TEM   images   of   aligned   cobalt   phosphide   NRs   at   different  
magnifications.   (c)  High-­‐‑resolution  TEM  and  (d)  electron  diffraction  of   the  NRs  









Figure  3.10.  (a)  SAXS  of  NRs,  (b)  GISAXS  of  Co2P  film  on  silicon  wafer,  and  (c)  
XPS   shows   the   existence   of   oxidized   and   zero-­‐‑valent   states   of   cobalt.   The  
minority   metallic   peak   is   denoted   The   signal   for   cobalt   acetate   tetrahydrate  




Figure   3.11.   Increasing   the   concentration   of   the  NRs   showed   a   transition   from  
isotropic  placement  of  the  particles  towards  an  oriented  lamellar  alignment.    




Figure   3.12.   (a-­‐‑e)   Assembly   of   NRs   on   holey   carbon   TEM   grid   at   various  





Figure   3.13.   The   total   X-­‐‑ray   scattering   data   is   shown   in   black.   Simulation   of  
cobalt  phosphide  NRs  (green)  confirms  particle  growth  in  the  {020}  direction  and  
agrees  with   the   experimental   data   as   compared  with   a   spherical  model   (pink).  
Both   models   were   constructed   from   crystal   structures   with   the   contracted   b  
lattice   parameter.   Dashed   black   lines   have   been   drawn   onto   the   plot   to   help  





Figure   3.14.   Simulated   sphere   and   rod   growth   along   the   {020}   direction   with  






Table  3.2.  Reflections  for  cobalt  phosphide  NRs  and  Miller  indices  for  the  α-­‐‑Co2P  
phase.  
q (Å-1) hkl 









  Table   3.3.   Atomic   positions   at   the   4c   site   for   orthorhombic   Co2P   in  which   a   =  
5.646,  b  =  3.513,  c  =  6.608  Å.  The  4c  site  occupies  the  special  symmetric  positions  
of  ±(u,  0.25,v  ;  0.5-­‐‑u,  0.25,  v+0.5).  
Element   u   v  
Co   0.8560   0.0647  
Co   0.9685   0.6657  





Figure  3.15.  Calculated  X-­‐‑ray  diffraction  patterns  for  cobalt  phosphide,  oxide  and  
metallic  phases.  
	  





Figure   3.16.   (a)   Absorption   with   inset   at   the   Co   K-­‐‑edge   and   (b)   the   Fourier  
transform,  FT(k3χ(k)),  for  Co2P  NRs.  The  data  is  shown  in  black,  overlaid  with  the  
fit  in  red.    
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Table  3.4.  EXAFS  fitting  parameters  for  Co-­‐‑P  and  Co-­‐‑Co  nearest  neighbors  using  
the  Co2P  crystal  structure.  The  same  amplitude  scaling  (0.314)  and  ΔE0  (-­‐‑1.178  eV  
for  Co-­‐‑P,  Co-­‐‑Co  and  -­‐‑4.792  eV  for  Co-­‐‑O)  parameters  were  used  for  each  type  of  
bond.  
Path   N   R   σ2   ΔR   Reff  
CoI-­‐‑P   4   2.21673   0.00979   0.07383   2.1429  
CoI-­‐‑Co   4   2.47626   0.02287   -­‐‑0.05334   2.5296  
CoII-­‐‑P   5   2.45983   0.00979   0.07383   2.3860  
CoII-­‐‑Co   5   2.55936   0.02287   -­‐‑0.05334   2.6127  
Co-­‐‑O   6   2.06172   0.01291   -­‐‑0.07168   2.1334  
	  
	  
Table  3.5.  Paths  for  undistorted  bulk  orthorhombic  Co2P.	  
Cobalt  Type   Path   N   Reff  (Å)  
I  
Co-­‐‑P   1   2.1429  
Co-­‐‑P   3   2.2349  
Co-­‐‑Co   2   2.5418  
Co-­‐‑Co   2   2.6244  
Co-­‐‑Co   3   2.6824  
Co-­‐‑Co   1   2.7120  
II  
Co-­‐‑P   1   2.2944  
Co-­‐‑P   2   2.3988  
Co-­‐‑P   2   2.5432  
Co-­‐‑Co   2   2.6244  






Table   3.6.   For   orthorhombic   Co2P   in   which   b’   =   0.99b,   the   single   scattering  
neighboring  pathways  are  summarized  below.  
Cobalt  Type   Path   N   Reff  (Å)  
I  
Co-­‐‑P   1   2.1429  
Co-­‐‑P   3   2.2257  
Co-­‐‑Co   2   2.5296  
Co-­‐‑Co   2   2.6127  
II  
Co-­‐‑P   1   2.2944  
Co-­‐‑P   2   2.3860  
Co-­‐‑P   2   2.5311  
Co-­‐‑Co   2   2.6127  






Figure  3.17.  HAADF-­‐‑STEM  image  of  Co2P  NRs  after  thermal  annealing  at  180°C  
and   under   ambient   pressure.   (b)   STEM   image   shows   the   region   selected   for  
electron  energy-­‐‑loss  spectrometry  mapping.  Elemental  mapping  shows  a  core  of  
cobalt  phosphide   (c)  and   (e)   surrounded  by  an  amorphous  oxide   shell   (d).  The  








Figure  3.19.  (a)  ORR  polarization  curves  of  Co2P  NRs  supported  on  Ketjan  carbon  
as  compared  to  commercial  Pt  at  1600  rpm,  (b)  ORR  polarization  curves  of  Co2P  
NRs  over  a  range  of  rotation  speeds.  Polarization  measurements  were  performed  
in   an   O2   saturated   0.1M   KOH   solution.   (c)   Koutecky-­‐‑Levich   plots   of   Co2P  
catalysts  and  (d)  chronoamperometric  response  of  Co2P  NR  catalyst  as  compared  











Figure   3.21.   Intensity   of   reflected  beam  decreases   as   the   temperature   increased  
from   22°C   to   147°C   (increasing   saturation).      The   first   order   reflection   region  




4. Structural  Transition  of  Doped    VO2  Nanoparticle  Thin  
Films  as  Probed  by  Extended  X-­‐‑ray  Absorption  Fine  
Structure  (EXAFS)  
  
Chapter   4—in   part—is   in   preparation   for   submission.   Structural   Transition   of  
Doped     VO2  Nanoparticle  Thin  Films  as  Probed  by  Extended  X-­‐‑ray  Absorption  
Fine  Structure.  
4.1 Introduction  
The   thermochromic   response   of   vanadium   dioxide   (VO2)   has   been   widely  
studied   for   its   potential   in   optical   and   electronic   applications.194–196   For   smart  
windows   applications,   VO2   is   attractive   due   to   its   near   room   temperature  
semiconducting  to  metallic  phase  transition.  Below  the  transition  temperature,  it  
is   transparent   in   the   near-­‐‑infrared,   and   above   the   transition   temperature,   it   is  
translucent   to   near-­‐‑infrared.   Since   its   monoclinic   P21/c   and   rutile   P42/mnm  
structures  were  reported  in  1956  for  the  pure  compound,  additional  monoclinic  
structures   have   been   reported.197,198   The   additional   “M2”   and   “M3”   phases   are  
results   of   strain   effects199–201   and/or   transition   metal,   chalcogenide,   and   alkali  
dopants.202–208   Depending   on   the   synthetic   technique,   the   reversible   metal-­‐‑
insulator  transition  (MIT)  temperature  of  the  undoped  VO2  system  can  vary  from  
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63  to  78°C.209,210  Bulk  transition  temperature  for  VO2  was  first  reported  to  be  68°C    
in  1959  by  Morin  (Figure  4.1).210  The  transformations  are  reasoned  to  be  induced  
from   electron-­‐‑electron   or   electron-­‐‑phonon   interactions.211–213   The   dramatic  
transition   in   the   optical   and   electronic   response   of   doped   VO2   makes   it   a  
promising   for  use   in  metamaterial  applications   in  which   the  artificial   system   is  
engineered  for  its  emergent  optical  properties.  In  this  chapter,  I  will  discuss  the  
local  structure  change  in  doped  VO2  thin  films.  The  dopants  were   incorporated  
during   the   colloidal   synthesis   to   ensure   homogeneous   distribution.   X-­‐‑ray  
absorption  spectroscopy  (XAFS)  was  carried  out  to  understand  (1)  local  structure  
of  W  dopant  sites  as  well  as  V  site  from  extended  X-­‐‑ray  absorption  fine  structure  
(EXAFS),   (2)   orbital   filling   evolution   as   a   function   of  W   quantities   from  X-­‐‑ray  
absorption   near   edge   (XANES),   (3)   and   deconvolution   of   orbital   filling   going  
through  the  transition  temperature.  
4.1.1 Synthesis  and  Solution  Processable  Thin  Film  Deposition  
Vanadium  dioxide’s  phase  change  tunability  can  be  used  as  windows  coatings  to  
block  absorption  of  infrared  light  for  temperature  control.  Solution  processability  
of   vanadium   dioxide   thin   films   from   VOx   nanocrystals   allows   for   uniform  
coatings.209  The  path  to  VO2  production  typically  consists  of  reduction  from  V2O5  
powders  or  high-­‐‑temperature  (700-­‐‑1077°C)  oxidation  from  V2O3  or  VO.214–218  We  
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take  advantage  of  colloidal  synthesis  to  uniformly  incorporate  dopants  into  VOx  
nanocrystals  followed  by  annealing  in  a  reduced  oxygen  pressure  as  previously  
reported.209   The   controlled   oxygen   pressure   is   key   to   avoid   a   myriad   of   side  
products  readily  accessible  given  vanadium-­‐‑oxygen   line  phase  diagram  (Figure  
4.2).219,220  
4.1.2 Correlated  Materials  
Vanadium   dioxide   is   the   archetype   for   the   class   of   correlated   materials   with  
metal-­‐‑insulator   transitions,   some   of   which   are   highlighted   in   Figure   4.3.   This  
material’s   thermochromic   properties   exhibit   drastic   changes   optically,  
magnetically,   structurally,   and   electronically.   The   time   scale   on   which   these  
transitions  occur  could  be  picoseconds.221–223  The  focus  of  this  chapter  will  be  on  a  
thermally   activated   correlated   material—VO2—and   its   transition-­‐‑metal   doped  
species.   Other   metal-­‐‑insulator   transition   materials   include   classes   of   cuprates,  
manganites,  ruthenates,  iridates,  and  multiferroics  that  can  be  controlled  via  non-­‐‑
thermal  electronic  band-­‐‑filling  mechanisms.224  Within  the  electronic  band  model,  
the  energy  levels  of  insulators  can  be  classically  represented  by  localized  electron  
density.   Electronic   structure   for  metals   can   be   classically   represented   by   broad  
bands   with   extended   overlapping   waves.   Metals   exist   in   between   these   two  
states   with   some   overlap   of   the   extended   waves   between   atoms.   The  
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classifications  of  insulators  depend  on  the  theory  of  the  underlying  cause  for  the  
metal-­‐‑insulator   transition:   Mott-­‐‑Hubbard   (electron-­‐‑electron   interactions),225  
Peierls   (electron-­‐‑phonon),   Anderson   (disorder-­‐‑induced   electron   localization),  
and  Bloch-­‐‑Wilson  (classical  band  theory).  With   the  same  material,   the   insulator  
classification   may   change   depending   on   the   probe   used   for   inducing   the  
transition:   temperature,   bandwidth,   and   band-­‐‑filling.   As   Marini   et   al.   have  
demonstrated,   pressure-­‐‑induced   bandwidth   control   of   VO2   may   have   an  
electronically   induced   transition,   which   is   different   than   the   transition   that  
occurs   via   temperature   control.208,226   For   more   detailed   discussions   of   metal-­‐‑
insulator   transitions,   please   refer   to   excellent   publications   by   N.   Mott,225   D.  
Adler,227  and  M.  Imada  et  al.228  
4.1.3 Physical  Structure  of  a  VO2  
The  structure-­‐‑driven  metal-­‐‑insulator  transition  in  VO2  relies  on  understanding  of  
local  structure  around  the  V  sites  as  well  as  the  average  crystal  structure  of  each  
phase.221  Vanadium  dioxide’s  optical  switchability  has  been  modeled  and  studied  
by   a   library   of   techniques   involving   spectroscopy,   microscopy,   and   electronic  
measurements   to   elucidate   the   structural   transformation   concomitant   with  
electron   localization.229–232   EXAFS   is   useful   technique   for   probing   the   local  
structure,   especially   for   this   particular   system   in  which   a   low   concentration   of  
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dopants  has  a  significant  effect  on  the  MIT  transition  temperature.  This  structural  
probe   has   been   implemented   to   study   the   anti-­‐‑ferroelectric   distortions   of   a  
variety  of  dopants  in  VO2.208,233–235  As  summarized  in  Table  4.1  and  Table  4.2,  the  
V-­‐‑V   distance   dimerize   into   2.65  Å   and   3.12  Å   in   the   undoped,   VO2  M1   phase  
from   2.88  Å   in   the   undoped,  VO2   tetragonal   phase.   For   the  V-­‐‑O  distances,   the  
more   symmetric   apical   and   equatorial   bonds   of   1.91   and   1.96   Å   distort   into  
distances   between   1.76   Å   and   2.05   Å.   The   unit   cells   for   the   monoclinic   and  
tetragonal   phases   are   shown   in   Figure   4.4.   The   V-­‐‑V   bonds   are   highlighted   in  
Figure   4.5.   In   this   study,   we   report   a   systematic   study   of   using   X-­‐‑ray  
spectroscopy   of   the   d4   family   of   dopants   and   their   effects   on   transition  
temperature  depression  as  well  as  local  structure  Jahn-­‐‑Teller  (Peierls)  distortions.    
4.1.4 Electronic  Structure  of  VO2  
The   electronic   structure   of   VO2   can   be   understood   by   examining   its   V-­‐‑O  
hybridized  orbitals  with  crystal  field  theory.  Goodenough  in  1971198  proposed  the  
transformation   from  monoclinic   to   tetragonal   phase   (Figure   4.6)   and   electronic  
band  structures  of  tetragonal  and  M1  VO2  summarized  pictorially  in  Figure  4.7.  
For   the   tetragonal   phase,   the   hybridized   𝑑∥   and   𝜋∗   orbitals   are   split   from   the  
lower  energy  V  3d  t2g  state.  For  the  monoclinic  M1  phase,  the  2.88  Å  V-­‐‑V  linear  
chains  are  separated  into  a  zig-­‐‑zag  pattern  coupled  with  a  tilt.  This  results  in  the  
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splitting   of   the   𝑑∥   state   into   bonding   and   anti-­‐‑bonding   energy   states.  
Additionally,   the   𝜋∗orbital   is   slightly   higher   in   energy   than   in   the   tetragonal  
phase.  
	  





Figure   4.2.   Vanadium-­‐‑oxygen   phase   diagram   with   VO2   highlighted   in   yellow  
(adapted  from  Wriedt).220  
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Table  4.2.  V-­‐‑O  and  V-­‐‑V  distances  for  VO2  monoclinic  and  tetragonal  phases.  
  
   	  
Phase Monoclinic M1 Monoclinic M2 Monoclinic M3 Monoclinic B Tetragonal
Space Group P21/c (14) C2/m (12) C2/m (12) C2/m (12) P42/mnm (136)
a (A˚) 5.743 9.0664 9.0664 12.03 4.55
b (A˚) 4.517 5.797 5.797 3.693 4.55
c (A˚) 5.375 4.5255 4.5255 6.42 2.88
 ( ) 122.61 91.88 91.88 106.6 90
Vol. (A˚3) 117.45 237.72 237.72 285.22 59.62
Monoclinic M1 Monoclinic M2 Monoclinic M3 Monoclinic B Tetragonal
Distance N Distance N Distance N Distance N Distance N
V-O 1.76 1 1.86 4 1.86 4 1.65 1 1.91 4
1.86 2 2.09 2 2.08 2 1.96 3 1.96 2
2.02 2 1.98 1 3.45 4
2.05 1 2.17 1 3.49 4
3.44 4 3.52 2
3.58 2
1.82 1
V-V 2.65 1 2.54 1 2.55 1 3.05 2 2.88 2
3.12 1 3.43 1 3.24 1 3.36 2 3.53 8
3.37 2 2.95 2
3.47 2 3.27 1




Figure  4.3.  Metal  oxide  materials  with  metal-­‐‑insulator  transitions  (adapted  from  
Yang,  Ko,  and  Ramanathan).194  






Figure  4.4.  The  three  major  phases  of   interest   for  VO2   (tetragonal,  M1,  and  M2)  
are  projected  onto  the  b  or  b’  axes  for  comparison.  The  oxygen  atoms  are  depicted  
in  red,   fuschia  or  green,  and  the  vanadium  atoms  are   in  blue  or   light  blue.  The  
basis  vectors  for  M1  and  M2  can  be  written  in  relation  to  the  tetragonal  phase  as  
follows.  





Figure  4.5.  The  three  major  phases  of   interest   for  VO2   (tetragonal,  M1,  and  M2)  
shown   with   the   oxygen   octahedral   cages   (top)   as   well   as   with   V-­‐‑V   pairs  
highlighted   in   black   solid   and   dashed   lines   (bottom).   In   contrast   to   Figure   4.4  
which  show  the  different  atomic  sites   for  oxygen  atoms,  all  oxygen  atoms  here  
are  represented  in  red.    





Figure   4.6.  Dimerization  of  V-­‐‑V  bonds   along   the   c  axis   of   the   tetragonal  phase  
(adapted  from  Goodenough).198  






Figure  4.7.  Band  diagrams  of  V-­‐‑O  hybridization  for  the  monoclinic  (bottom)  and  





Figure   4.8.   Density   of   states   for   monoclinic   and   tetragonal   phases   of   VO2  
(adapted  from  Tao  et  al.).236    
  
4.2 Methods  
Chemicals.   Vanadium   oxychloride,   tungsten   chloride,   molybdenum   chloride,  
chromium   chloride,   cobalt   chloride,   nickel   chloride,   manganese   chloride,   iron  
chloride,   niobium   chloride,   1-­‐‑octadecene,   and   oleic   acid   were   purchased   from  
Sigma  Aldrich  and  used  without  additional  purification.  
Synthesis  and  Purification.  The  procedure  for  synthesis  of  VOx  used  for  generating  
VO2  thin  films  was  reported  by  Paik  et  al.209  The  tungsten  chloride  precursor  was  
substituted  with  molybdenum,   chromium,   cobalt,   nickel  manganese,   iron,   and  
niobium,  and  chloride.  In  brief,  oleic  acid,  1-­‐‑octadecene,  and  dopant  precursor(s)  
were   evacuated   at   100°C   for   30   minutes   using   a   Schlenk   line   technique   for  
purging  and  refilling  with  nitrogen.  After  degassing,  the  solution  was  exposed  to  
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air   and   the   temperature   was   increased   to   200°C.   At   this   point,   vanadium  
oxychloride   prescursor   was   injected   and   aged   for   20   minutes.   The   VOx  
nanocrystals  were  collected,  washed  with  ethanol  and  centrifuged  at  7000  RPM  
to   remove   the   supernatant.   After   centrifugation,   the   nanoparticles   were   re-­‐‑
dispersed   in   hexane.   ICP   measurements   were   done   using   a   Spectro   Genesis  
spectrometer   with   a   concentric   nebulizer.   The   operating   conditions   are   as  
follows:  RF  power:  1350  W;  plasma  Ar  flow  rate:  13.50  L/min;  auxiliary  Ar  flow  
rate:   1.00   L/min;   nebulizer   flow   rate:   0.9   L/min.   For   each   metal,   calibration  
standards  were  made   ranging   in   concentration   from  0.1-­‐‑50  ppm.  The  dilutions  
were  used  make  a  regression  curve  for  intensity  vs.  concentration.  The  unknown  
sample  concentrations  were  calculated  using  this  regression.    
Characterization.   For   electron   microscopy,   the   nanoparticles   were   deposited   on  
300-­‐‑mesh   carbon-­‐‑coated   copper   grids   purchased   from   Electron   Microscopy  
Sciences   purchased   from   Ted   Pella,   Inc.   TEM  was   done   on   a   JEOL   1400   TEM  
with  a  LaB6  filament,  operating  at  120  kV  and  equipped  with  an  SC1000  ORIUS  
CCD  camera  and  Digital  Micrograph  software.      
High-­‐‑resolution  X-­‐‑ray  powder  diffraction  was  done  at  Advanced  Photon  Source  
(APS)   17-­‐‑BM-­‐‑B   at   Argonne   National   Laboratory   with   17.00524   keV   beam  
corresponding  to  a  wavelength  of  0.72910  Å.    Sample  to  detector  distance  was  30  
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cm.   Background   contributions   from   the  Kapton   capillary   tube  were   subtracted  
from  the  data.    
EXAFS  was  done  at  Advanced  Photon  Source  12-­‐‑BM-­‐‑B  and  20-­‐‑BMB.  The   same  
nanocrystal   thin   films   used   in   diffraction   measurements   were   used   in   X-­‐‑ray  
absorption  measurements   in   fluorescence  mode.   The   incident   X-­‐‑ray   beam  was  
tuned  using  a  Si  (111)  double  crystal  fixed  exit  monochromator,  and  higher-­‐‑order  
harmonics   rejection   was   achieved   with   a   coated   mirror.   The   absorption   was  
measured   in   focused   beam   mode   from   the   V   K-­‐‑edge   and   W   LIII-­‐‑edge   and  
calibrated  by  normalization  of   the  pre-­‐‑edge  and  post-­‐‑edge   from  vanadium  and  
gallium  foils,  respectively.  The  ΔE0  shift  from  V  and  Ga  foil  references,  collected  
before  each  set  of  measurements,  were  used  for  all  samples.  The  V  absorption  K-­‐‑
edge   was   calibrated   to   be   5.46376   keV   as   reported   by   Kraft   et   al.186   EXAFS  
collection  parameters  at  the  V  K-­‐‑edge  and  W  LIII-­‐‑edge  are  summarized  in  Table  
4.3  and  Table  4.4,  respectively.  XANES  scans  at  the  V  K-­‐‑edge  are  summarized  in  
Table  4.5.  Photographs  of   the  experimental   setup,   furnace   cell  dimensions,   and  




Table  4.3.  EXAFS  data  collection  k  weighting  and  time  at  the  V  K-­‐‑edge  at  5463.76  
eV  for  a  total  of  534  points.  
Energy  from  
Edge  (eV)   Step  Size  (Å
-­‐‑1)  
Integration  
Time  (s)   Weight  
-­‐‑150  to  -­‐‑10   5   1   1  
-­‐‑10  to  40   0.2   1   1  
40  to  971.41   0.05   1   1  
  
Table   4.4.   EXAFS   data   collection   k   weighting   and   time   at   the   W   LIII-­‐‑edge   at  
10207.00  eV  for  a  total  of  415  points.  
Energy  from  
Edge  (eV)  




-­‐‑150  to  -­‐‑20   5   2   1  
-­‐‑20  to  50   0.5   2   1  
50  to  973.38   0.05   2   1.2  
  
Table  4.5.  XANES  data  collection  k  weighting  and  time  at  the  V  K-­‐‑edge  at  5463.76  
eV  for  a  total  of  337  points.  
Energy  from  
Edge  (eV)   Step  Size  (Å
-­‐‑1)  
Integration  
Time  (s)   Weight  
-­‐‑150  to  -­‐‑10   5   1   1  
-­‐‑10  to  40   0.2   1   1  




Six   to   sixteen   fluorescence   scans   were   averaged   for   the   reported   absorption  
intensity   using  ATHENA,   an   open   source   package   for   spectroscopy   analysis.51  
Analysis  was  done  during  the  ab-­‐‑initio  package  ARTEMIS51  and  structure  models  
were  created  using  ATOMS52.    
4.3 Results  and  Discussion  
4.3.1 Bragg  Diffraction  and  Optical  Switching  
The   VO2   films   were   first   characterized   with   X-­‐‑ray   diffraction   to   confirm   the  
transformation  from  amorphous  VOx  to  VO2.  In  annealing  the  VOx  nanocrystals  
into   VO2   from   50   to   500°C   (Figure   4.9)   under   reduced   oxygen   environment   (1  
mTorr),   in-­‐‑situ   powder   diffraction   revealed   there   was   a   transformation   and  
sintering   at   435°C   (Figure   4.9).   The   temperature   ramp   is   shown   in  Figure   4.10.  
The  phase  transformation  to  VO2  (ICDD  PDF#  82-­‐‑0661)	  is  complete  beginning  at  
500°C   as   shown   in   Figure   4.11.   After   annealing   at   this   temperature   for   20  
minutes,   the   particles   coarsen   and   line   widths   are   significantly   much   more  
narrow  than  that  of  VOx  nanocrystals  annealed  as  thin  films  on  quartz  substrates.  
Annealing  the  VOx  nanocrystals  under  ambient  conditions;  however,  produced  a  
sintered  V2O3  phase,  which  is  stable  for  50  minutes  at  500°C  as  shown  in  Figure  
4.12.  Subsequent  annealing  revealed  a  coexistence  of  the  V2O3  and  VO2  phases  as  
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the  material  transformed  to  pure  VO2  (Figure  4.13).  To  avoid  the  mixture  of  these  
two  phases,   it   is   advisable   to   anneal   under   reduced  oxygen  pressure   to   obtain  
VO2.  
The  XRD  patterns   in  Figure  4.14   tracks   the   shift   in  q   of   the  M1   (011)  peak  as  a  
function   of   dopant   concentration.   A   shift   of   0.011   Å-­‐‑1   is   observed   for   the   end  
members   of   the   doping   series   (7.2   x   10-­‐‑3   Å-­‐‑1   per   atomic   percent   of   W).   The  
structural  transformation  of  W  on  VO2  is  a  dramatic  change  as  the  monoclinic  M1  
(011)  peak  shifts   towards  the  tetragonal  (110)  peak.  Ascertained  from  Table  4.6,  
there  is  slight  variability  in  the  full-­‐‑width  half-­‐‑maximum  values  for  the  Voigt  fits  
of  the  (011)  peak.  The  Gaussian  and  Lorentzian  components  are  summarized  in  
Table   4.7.   Despite   the   dispersion,   the   doping   effect   is   linear   with   respect   to  
atomic  percent  inclusion  into  the  VO2.    
The   hysteresis   of   the   properties   response   is   observed   when   comparing   the  
direction  of   the   change   in   temperature   (heating  or   cooling)  as   shown   in  Figure  
4.15.  Transmittance  in  the  infrared  region  is  often  tracked  in  optical  spectroscopy.  
The  observed  transmittance  at  2000  nm  for   the  solution  processable  doped  VO2  
thin   films   are   shown   in   as   a   function   of   temperature.   The   thin   films   were  
deposited  on  a  quartz  substrate,  which  was  background  subtracted  from  the  thin  
film   signal.   The   hystereses   were   fit   using   a   sigmoid   function,   and   the   first  
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derivative  is  shown  in  Figure  4.16  for  the  W-­‐‑doped  series.  The  inflection  point  in  
each   sigmoid   are  plotted   in   Figure   4.17,  which   shows   a   transition   temperature  
depression  rate  of  28.58  degrees   (heating)  or  13.62  degrees   (cooling)  per  atomic  
W  doping  percent.  This  is   in  agreement  with  previous  reports  of  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  
in   which   the   transition   temperature   depression   were   approximately   20-­‐‑28  
degrees  per  atomic  percent.196,235  The  linear  regressions  are  summarized  in  Table  
4.8.  
4.3.2 Local  Structure  of  W-­‐‑doped  VO2    
The  X-­‐‑ray  absorption  spectra  in  Figure  4.18  are  shown  in  greater  detail  in  Figure  
4.19a,   which   depicts   the   energy   increase   in   the   position   of   the   pre-­‐‑edge   peak  
centroid.  The   k3-­‐‑weighted  χ(k)   (Figure   4.19b)   shows   the  differences  not   only   in  
the   intensity   but   also   the   phase   signal   of   the   samples   below   (solid   lines)   and  
above   (dashed   lines)   their   MIT   temperatures.   The   Fourier   transforms   (Figure  
4.19c)  show  the  stark  differences  in  which  the  higher  symmetry  tetragonal  phase  
has  fewer  number  of  peaks  in  the  1-­‐‑2.5  Å  region,  thus  corresponding  with  fewer  
unique   V-­‐‑O   distances   in   the   local   structure.   For   the   trend   is   consistent   for  
increasing   amounts   of   tungsten   from   0.2%   to   0.7%.   One   would   expect   this   to  
proceed   increasing   from   0.7%   to   1.4%.   However,   the   1.4%   W-­‐‑doped   samples  
were  measured  at  -­‐‑249  °C,  which  is  well  below  the  transition  temperature  of  6°C.  
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Select   temperatures  were  chosen  for   the  EXAFS  to  capture   the  phases  below  or  
above   their   transition   temperatures.   Temperature   control   available   in   the  
experimental   hutch   was   a   cryostat   system   (Pfeiffer   vacuum   and   Neocera  
temperature   controller)   that   allowed   for   easy   and   rapid   access   to   -­‐‑249°C  with  
helium  exchange  gas.   The   existence   of   the  M1  phase   at   low   temperatures   is   in  
accordance   with   previous   reports   of   doped   VO2.   As   Marini   et   al.   2013  
demonstrated   for   Cr-­‐‑doped   VO2   system,   at   temperatures   <   223   °C,   the   doped  
samples  still  exist  as  monoclinic  M1  structure  as  opposed  to  the  more  frustrated  
M2  or  M3  phases.208  
A   rough   estimate   of   the   density   of   states   can   be   seen   in   the   shaded   region   of  
Figure  4.19a.  The  shaded  region  can  be  treated  as  the  difference  in  the  occupancy  
of   the   hybridized   bands   between   the   monoclinic   and   tetragonal   phases.  
Normalizing   the  difference   to  one   for   the  controlled,  undoped  VO2  sample,   the  
integrated  area  differences  are  plotted   in  Figure  4.20   for   the  W-­‐‑doped  samples.  
While   there   is   a   linear   dependence   on   atomic   concentration   for   this   set   of  
samples  in  this  doping  range,  previous  reports  by  Whittaker  et  al.  have  claimed  
two   fitting   ranges   in   which   there   is   a   linear   dependence   up   to   a   threshold   of  
approximately   1%  W   doping.   Beyond   this   amount,   the   transition   temperature  
based  on  differential  scanning  calorimetry  (DSC)  reaches  a  plateau  and  there   is  
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less  significant  depression  of  Tc.235  This  could  be  reasoned  with  a  “nano  puddles”  
model   in   which   the   effects   of   W   reaches   a   plateau   at   a   certain   percolation  
threshold.237  However,  Tan  et  al.234  later  reported  a  single  linear  relationship  up  to  
2.38%   of   W   doping.   Both   methods   relied   DSC   measurements.   However,   the  
synthetic  conditions  for  Whittaker  et  al.  involved  hydrothermal  treatments  for  12  
hours   to   7   days   with   V2O5   precursors   while   Tan   et   al.   started   with   vanadyl  
acetylacetonate   with   subsequent   calcination   under   an   inert   atmosphere.   As  
reviewed  by  Gao  et  al.196,  transition  temperature  and  hysteresis  widths  are  highly  
sensitive  to  synthesis  and  processing  conditions.  Thus,  it  is  advisable  to  compare  
each  sample  set  internally  due  to  the  materials’  inherent  stress  and  strain.    
The  Fourier  transforms  of  the  EXAFS  were  fitted  with  the  M1,  M2,  or  tetragonal  
phase  of  VO2  as  shown  in  Figure  4.21.  The  V-­‐‑O  and  V-­‐‑V  bonds  used  in  the  fitting  
procedure   are   summarized   in   Table   4.9   and   Table   4.10  with   “goodness   of   fit”  
reported   in   Table   4.11.   The   V-­‐‑O   bonds   in   the   monoclinic   M1   phase   were  
separated  in  two  groups  based  on  the  bulk  values  of  the  half-­‐‑path  length.  Due  to  
limitations   in   the   k-­‐‑range   and   R-­‐‑range,   the   Nyquist   criterion   for   number   of  
independent  variables  was  met  maintaining  a  constant  reduction  amplitude  for  
all  V-­‐‑O  and  V-­‐‑V  bonds.  Only  ΔE0,  ΔR,  and  σ2  were  input  as  fitting  parameters.    
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The   structural   distortions   from   inducing   tungsten   substitutional   dopants   have  
been  demonstrated  from  V  K-­‐‑edge  EXAFS  analysis.  The  W  LIII-­‐‑edge  confirms  the  
influence  of  W  dopants  on   the  VO2  matrix   towards  a  more   tetragonal  structure  
with   increasing   W   concentration.   For   0.2%   W,   k3χ(R)   shown   in   Figure   4.22  
maintains   the   M1   structure.   However,   the   1.4%   W-­‐‑doped   VO2   sample   has   a  
tetragonal  structure  based  on  the  collapse  of   the  V-­‐‑O  peaks  between  1  and  2  Å  
into  one  peak.  As  expected  for  a  more  symmetric  environment,  the  k3χ(R)  at  the  
LIII-­‐‑edge  was  fitted  to  a  tetragonal  WO2  model  with  the  apical  and  equatorial  W-­‐‑
O  bonds  represented  as  one  distance  and  the  W-­‐‑W  bonds  as  2  distinct  distances.  
Similar  constraints  were  imposed  on  the  fitting  procedure  for  the  W  LIII-­‐‑edge  as  
the   V   K-­‐‑edge.   For   the   k   range   of   9   Å-­‐‑1   and   R   range   of   1-­‐‑3   Å,   the   reduction  
amplitude  was  restricted  at  a  constant  value  of  0.67.    
4.3.3 Structural  Hysteresis  of  Doped  VO2  
The  0.2%  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  sample  was  chosen  for  structural  transition  comparison  
against  the  control  of  the  undoped  sample.  Starting  at  79.4°C,  XANES  data  was  
collected  during  slowly  cooling  undoped  VO2  powder  (Figure  4.23a  with  spline  
background   subtraction   in   Figure   4.23b   and   first   derivative   shown   in   Figure  
4.23c).  A   list   of   the   full   temperature   range   for   the  VO2   data   set   is   provided   in  
Table  4.12.  EXAFS  data   for  0.2%  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  was  collected   for   the   sample  at  
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25°C,  55°C,  62°C,  71°C,  and  100°C.  These  temperatures  are  within  the  regions  of  
interest:   plateaus   beyond   the   transition,   near   the   inflection   point,   and   at   the  
inflection  point.  XANES  scans  collected  at  intermediate  temperatures  capture  the  
pre-­‐‑edge   centroid   shift   towards   higher   energy   as  well   as   a   decrease   in   overall  
intensity.   For   both   undoped   and   doped   VO2   systems,   the   pre-­‐‑edge   peak   also  
becomes  more   symmetric   as   the  V(3d)/O(2p)   bands   become  more   filled  due   to  
the  increase  in  temperature  (Figure  4.24a).  The  centroid  shifts  are  captured  first  
zero-­‐‑crossing   first   derivative   of   χµμ(E)   (Figure   4.24b).   The   XANES   scans   were  
aligned  according  to  the  E0  shift  from  the  vanadium  reference  foil.  This  reference  
foil   data   was   collected   simultaneously   with   the   sample   by   the   usage   of   a  
secondary   detector,   which   was   positioned   in   line   behind   the   first   detector.  
Calibration  of  the  vanadium  K-­‐‑edge  was  first  performed  with  the  scan  at  79.4°C  
and   set   to   5463.76   eV   in  accordance  with  Kraft   et   al.186  Proper  alignment   in   the  
ΔE0   shifts   was   performed   for   all   scans   in   the   temperature   series.   The   aligned  
series   capture   the   isobestic   points   in   the   absorption   spectra   at   5466.9   eV   and  
5472.4  eV  (Figure  4.23a).  The  pre-­‐‑edge  peaks  can  be  deconvoluted  into  two  peaks  
that  correspond  to  the  electron  transitioning  from  V  1s  to  the  hybridized  t2g  (A1)  
and   eg   (A2)   orbitals   to   track   the   change   in   the   density   of   states.   For   historic  
reasons,   these   peaks   are   labeled   as   A1   and   A2.238   The   Gaussian   fits   of   the  
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deconvoluted  peaks  are   shown   in  Figure  4.25.  The   fits   for   the   starting  and  end  
temperatures   are   shown   for   clarity   Figure   4.25a-­‐‑b   with   more   select   set   of  
temperatures   shown   in   Figure   4.25c   and   fractional   areas   in   Figure   4.25d.   The  
first-­‐‑order   transition   at   65°C   is   captured   in   the   arctangent   fit   of   the   fractional  
areas  of  A1  and  A2  of  their  sum.  Similarly,  A1/(A1+A2)  and  A2/(A1+A2)  for  the  
0.2%  W-­‐‑doped  VO2   samples   shown   in  Figure  4.26   show  a   transition  at   66°C.   It  
should  be  noted  that  the  transition  temperature  for  the  bulk  sample  is  similar  to  
that   of   the  W-­‐‑doped   VO2   samples.   However,   the   two   samples   were   prepared  
under   different   conditions.   The   increase   in   transition   temperature   can   be  
attributed   to   strain   built   into   the   sample   during   the   thin   film   preparation   for  
doped   VO2.  While   nanocrystalline   VO2   have   been   shown   to   have   an   effect   on  
transition   temperature   depression,   the   annealed   films   have   grain   sizes   on   the  
order  of  hundreds  of  micrometers,   thus  ruling  out  a  finite  size  effect.  The  grain  
sizes  were  calculated  to  be  171  +/-­‐‑  24  nm,  320  +/-­‐‑  84  nm,  and  260  +/-­‐‑  29  nm  from  
the  width  broadening  of  the  Voigt  fits  at  (011),   202 ,  and  (200)  peaks.  
4.3.4 Oxidation  States  of  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  
In  the  XANES  region,  the  peaks  of  the  V  K-­‐‑edge  as  highlighted  in  the  magnified  
plot   in  Figure  4.18b   track   the  dipole-­‐‑allowed  1s   to  4p   transition.  As  previously  
reported   by  Wong   et   al.239   and  Giuli   et   al.240   for   vanadium-­‐‑oxygen   compounds  
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(VO,  V2O3,  V2O4,  V4O7,  V2O5),  both  the  pre-­‐‑edge  and  post-­‐‑edge  profiles  and  peak  
centroids   are   indicative   of   differences   in   the   V   oxidation   states   according   to  
Kunzl’s  Law.  For  pristine  octahedral  symmetry,  the  pre-­‐‑edge  peak  in  the  XANES  
region  is  absent.239,241  In  the  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  samples,  the  shift  to  higher  energy  in  
the  pre-­‐‑edge  peak  and  concomitant  shift  to  lower  energy  in  the  post-­‐‑edge  peaks  
correspond   to   a   decrease   in   oxidation   state   of   V   due   to   W   dopants   further  
breaking   of   octahedral   symmetry   at   V+4   sites.   The   deviation   from   octahedral  
symmetry  is  also  seen  as  0.2%  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  is  cooled  from  the  tetragonal  phase  
to   the  monoclinic  phase.  The   zero-­‐‑crossing  of   the   absorption   first-­‐‑derivative   as  
shown  in  Figure  4.24b   increases  as  a   function  of   temperature.  XANES  at   the  W  
LIII-­‐‑edge  captures  the  2p  to  5d  t2g  or  eg  transition  in  the  end  members  of  this  W-­‐‑
doped   series   (0.2%   and   1.4%).   The   splitting   of   3   eV   (peak   center-­‐‑to-­‐‑center)   is  
consistent  with  previous  reports  of  tungsten  oxide  standards  with  W+6  oxidation  
states   in   octahedral   bonding   configurations.235   The   energy   difference   for  W   in  
tetrahedral  sites  in  compounds  such  as  Na2WO4  and  Sc3W3O12  has  been  reported  
by  Yamazoe  et  al.  to  be  lower.242  The  inclusion  of  W  into  octahedral  sites  destroys  




4.3.5 Mo-­‐‑,  Cr-­‐‑,  and  Fe-­‐‑doped  VO2  
The  0.9%-­‐‑molybdenum  and  1.2%  chromium-­‐‑doped  VO2  samples  were  fitted  with  
M1  and  M2  models,  respectively.  The  expected  tetragonal  phase  was  confirmed  
by  EXAFS  as  shown  in  Figure  4.27.  The  d4  elements  have  different  effects  on  VO2  
structure  as  distorted  by  dopant   inclusions.  While   the  4d  and  5d  chemistry  are  
similar  due  to  their  relatively  orbital  size  as  compared  to  V,  the  3d  orbitals  of  Cr  
are   comparable   to   V,   and   thus   do   not   behave   similarly   to  Mo   and  W.   EXAFS  
fitting   was   extremely   difficult   to   perform   given   the   large   deviation   from   the  
monoclinic  M1  structure  as  summarized  in  Table  4.13.  The  M1  V-­‐‑O  bonds  at  1.7  
and  2  Å  were  fitted  for  Mo,  Cr  and  Fe;  however,  the  splitting  of  the  peak  is  less  
than  that  of  pristine  M1  VO2.  This  is  due  to  the  transition  to  the  tetragonal  phase  
in  which  the  6  V-­‐‑O  bonds  in  M1  collapse  into  2  sets  of  4  equatorial  and  2  apical  
V-­‐‑O  bonds.    
While  the  W  series  clearly  show  a  structurally  driven  phase  transition  consistent  
with   the  Peierls  model,   the   existence   of   the  M2  phase   in  Cr   is  more   consistent  
with   electron-­‐‑electron   repulsion   model   for   inducing   a  Mott-­‐‑type   band   gap.   A  
recent   2014   study   by   Sun   et   al.195   reported   that   the   modulation   of   MIT  
temperature  could  be  dependent  on  a  number  of  variables  such  as  stability  of  the  
doped  cation   in   the  VO2,  volume  change  of   the  unit  cell,  β  angle  change  of   the  
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unit  cell,  and   formation  enthalpy.  By  screening   transition  metal,  alkali,  alkaline  
earth,   and  main   group   dopants,   Sun   and   co-­‐‑workers   elucidated   that   based   on  
their   supercell   DFT+U   calculations   that   large   cation   (4d,   5d   elements)   dopants  
that   decrease   the   β   angle   are   most   effective   at   MIT   depression.   This   is   in  
agreement  with  experimental  data  thus  far.  Interestingly,  3d  elements  such  as  Cr,  
Mn,   Fe,   Co,  Ni   increase   the  MIT   temperature.   These   3d   dopants   also   shift   the  
center  of  the  M1  (011)  peak  to  higher  q  position  (Figure  4.28).  Optical  hysteresis  
showed   a   significant   increase   in   the   MIT   temperature   during   cooling   but   not  
during  heating   (Figure  4.29).  Their  a  priori   elucidation  of   the  W  and  Mo  effects  
are  consistent  with  previous  reports  that  +3  species  increase  the  temperature  and  
higher  oxidation  state  species  decrease  the  temperature,  but  the  slight  difference  
of   0.06   Å3   between   is   indiscernible.   Furthermore,   the   volume   and   β   angle  
differences  do  not  explain  fully  why  W  is  doubly  more  effective  as  a  dopant   in  
MIT  depression  as  that  of  Mo  species.  
4.4 Conclusion  
Doping  VO2  with  W,  Mo,  and  Cr  via  a  colloidal  synthetic  technique  has  allowed  
for   uniform   formation   of   thin   films  with   optical   tunability.   In   particular,   as  W  
dopant  concentration  is   increased,  the  local  symmetry  of  V  sites  below  the  MIT  
temperature   shifts   towards   tetragonal   phase   observed   above   the   MIT  
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temperature.   This   suggests   that   the   depression   of   the   MIT   temperature   with  
increasing   W   concentration   is   structurally   driven   by   symmetry   tuning   of   the  
local  V  sites.  Furthermore,  tracking  the  contributions  of  the  1s  to  V(3d)/O(2p)  t2g  
(A1)  and  eg  orbitals  (A2)  from  the  pre-­‐‑edge  peaks  of  VO2  and  0.2%  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  
show  the  first-­‐‑order  transition  from  the  tetragonal  to  monoclinic  phase.  Probing  
the   XANES   region   showed   a   gradual   decrease   in   oxidation   state   of   V+4   with  
increase  in  W  concentration.  Comparing  the  d4  elements,  the  symmetry  effects  of  
W  and  Mo  doping  are  different  than  that  of  Cr.  For  the  fitting  of  EXAFS  data  of  
Cr-­‐‑doped  VO2,  the  V-­‐‑O  bonds  were  fitted  with  an  M2  model;  however,  there  is  a  
mixture  of  the  tetragonal  and  M2  phases  as  seen  in  the  decrease  of  the  fitted  V-­‐‑V  
half-­‐‑path  lengths.    
4.5 Future  Directions  
The  study  of  the  origins  of  the  MIT  has  occupied  scientific  research  for  the  past  
56  years  and  will  continue  for  at  least  another  half  century  given  the  complexity,  
and  thus  fascination  with  unraveling  the  competing  properties  of  the  system.  The  
tunability  of  solution  processable  techniques  allow  for  manipulation  of  not  only  
the  modulation   in  MIT   temperature  but  also   the  hysteresis  width.  Not  only  do  
different   elements   have   variable   hysteresis   widths,   but   solution   mixtures   of  
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different   doped   VO2   systems   can   lead   to   narrowing   of   the   hysteresis.   This   is  
advantageous  for  fast  switching  applications.  
In  terms  of  materials  selection  for  doping  VO2,  the  choice  can  be  made  to  adjust  
the   transmission   color   of   the   solution   as  well   as   temperature.  Mg+2   have   been  
reported  to  blue  shift  the  absorption  wavelength  resulting  in  a  deviation  from  the  
typical  orange/brown  emission.  This  is  advantageous  for  coating  applications  in  
which  transparent  and  colorless  windows  are  often  preferred  choices.  Sun  et  al.  
have   calculated   Sc+3   experience   similar   electrostatic   attraction   to   tetravalent  
vanadium  cation  to  induce  a  blue  shift  similar  to  Mg+2.  The  advantage  would  be  
color   and   more   effective   temperature   modulation,   which   for   Mg+2   is   only   2-­‐‑3  
degrees  per  atomic  percent.    
While  most  applications  benefit  from  MIT  depression  towards  room  temperature  
or   colder,   it   is   still  worthwhile   to   study   the   inclusion  of   Fe   for   its   ability   to  be  
included  at  a  higher  concentration.  Fe  has  similar  effects  on  VO2  to  Cr  in  that  it  
can   increase   the   M1   (011)   peak   center   by   0.07   Å-­‐‑1   (Figure   4.28).   This   is   a  
significant   increase   as   compared   to   its   3d   neighbors   such   as   Co,   Ni,   and  Mn.  
Reports  of  the  existence  of  M2  and  M3  phases  by  Blauw  et  al.  and  Phillips  et  al.  
suggest   that   the   transitions   in   Fe-­‐‑doped   VO2   is   rich   for   local   structure  
investigation.243,244  Compounded  with   iron  oxide’s   ferromagnetism  and  stability  
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in  spinel  phases,  Fe-­‐‑doped  VO2  would  be  a  fascinating  study  for  understanding  
solid-­‐‑solid  transformations  between  the  monoclinic  phases  as  well  as  through  the  





Figure   4.9.   In-­‐‑situ   powder   diffraction   of   VOx   nanocrystals   during   annealing  
under  1  mTorr  oxygen  atmosphere.  There  is  significant  line  width  narrowing  as  




Figure  4.10.  Temperature  profile  of  VOx  annealing   cycle  under  1  mTorr   (black)  




Figure   4.11.   The   powder   diffraction   patterns   of   VO2   at   500°C   (black)   is  
maintained   after   20  minutes   (dashed   blue   line).   There   are  minority   peaks   that  
may  attributed  to  the  V2O5  phase  as  denoted  with  an  asterisk  (*)  and  plus  sign  (+)  
corresponding   to   the   (301)   and   (112)   reflections.  However,   the   dominant   (002)  






Figure   4.12.   In-­‐‑situ   powder   diffraction   of   VOx   nanocrystals   during   annealing  
under  ambient  pressure.  There  is  significant  line  width  narrowing  as  the  particles  






Figure   4.13.   Annealing   VOx   nanocrystals   in   an   ambient   environment   reveals   a  
transformation  from  V2O3  to  VO2  with  a  coexistence  of  the  two  phases  50  minutes  
at   500°C.  The  material   subsequently   transforms   to  VO2  10  minutes   (60  minutes  
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total)  still  at  500°C.  There  are  minority  peaks   that  may  be  attributed   to  V2O5  as  
denoted  with  an  asterisk  (*)  and  plus  sign  (+).  
 
Figure  4.14.   (a)  X-­‐‑ray  diffraction  patterns  with  Voigt  peak   fits  and   (b)   the   (011)  
peak   centers   as   a   function   of   doping   concentration   (0%,   0.2%,   0.3%,   0.7%,   and  
1.4%)  in  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  thin  films.  




Table  4.6.  Voigt  fitting  parameters  for  (011)  peaks  in  Figure  4.14a.      
W  Doping  %   Center  (Å-­‐‑1)   FWHM   Area   Height  
0   1.9656  ±4.6470x10-­‐‑5   0.024564   0.02755  ±1.3014x10-­‐‑4   1.0141  ±3.5007x10-­‐‑4  
0.2   1.9637  ±3.3731x10-­‐‑4   0.028448   0.03656  ±8.5375x10-­‐‑4   0.9419  ±3.3731x10-­‐‑4  
0.3   1.9648±4.4618  x10-­‐‑5   0.024325   0.02776  ±1.8092x10-­‐‑4   1.0167  ±3.2875x10-­‐‑4  
0.7   1.9612  ±2.2291x10-­‐‑4   0.035628   0.03779  ±8.083x10-­‐‑4   0.8900  ±3.3744x10-­‐‑4  
1.4   1.9554  ±6.4254  x10-­‐‑5   0.027003   0.03617  ±1.6956x10-­‐‑4   0.9848  ±1.9223x10-­‐‑5  
  
Table  4.7.  Gaussian  and  Lorentzian  fitting  components  for  (011)  peaks  in  Figure  
4.14a.      
W  Doping  %   Gauss  FWHM   Lorentzian  FWHM  
0   0.023463  ±0.00032058   0.0021524  ±0.00043261  
0.2   0.018087  ±0.00042241   0.016949  ±0.00078221  
0.3   0.0228±0.00030634   0.002956  ±0.00040504  
0.7   0.030596  ±0.0016274   0.009354  ±0.0019871  





Figure  4.15.  The  percent  transmittance  in  each  VO2  thin  film  on  quartz  substrate  
decreases  upon  heating  (solid)  and  increases  upon  cooling  (dashed).    
  





Figure  4.17.  Optical  transition  temperature  for  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  as  a  function  of  W  
atomic  percent,  which  is  dependent  upon  heating  (solid)  and  cooling  (dashed).  
  
Table   4.8.   Linear   regression   ((f(x)   =   a   +   bx))   for   optical   transition   temperature  
depression  rate  of  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  samples.  
Direction   a   b  
Heating   70.573  ±  3.5   -­‐‑41.993  ±  4.89  








Figure  4.18.  (a)  Full  absorption  and  (b)  XANES  spectra  of  undoped,  0.2%,  0.3%,  




Figure   4.19.   X-­‐‑ray   normalized   absorption,   k3-­‐‑weighted   χ(k)   and   its   Fourier  






Figure  4.20.  Differences   in   the   integrated  area   in   the  pre-­‐‑edge  peak  for   the  VO2  




Figure  4.21  (a),  (b)  Fourier  transform  of  the  k3-­‐‑weighted  EXAFS  equation  shows  
threshold   of  W   concentration   in  monoclinic   phase   at   0.7%.  The   splitting   of   the  
peak  between  1  and  2  Å  is  lost  for  the  sample  with  0.7%  W.  The  collapse  of  this  
peak  indicates  a  structural  change  towards  a  more  symmetric  phase.  (c),  (d)  The  
k3-­‐‑weighted  EXAFS  equation  and  its  Fourier  transform  show  a  tetragonal  phase  
with  one  V-­‐‑O  bond  peak  between  1  and  2  Å  as  well  as  peaks  at  2.36  and  2.98  Å  
corresponding  to  V-­‐‑V  interactions.  
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Table   4.9.   EXAFS   fitting   parameters   for   V-­‐‑O   and   V-­‐‑V   distances   below   the  
transition  temperature  for  W-­‐‑doped  VO2.    
W  Doping  %   N   R  (Å)   σ2    (Å-­‐‑2)   ΔE0  (eV)   ΔR  (Å)   Reff  (Å)  
V-­‐‑O  Bonds  
0%   3   1.8113   0.00391   -­‐‑5.298   0.04960   1.7617  
  
3   1.99405   0.00244   -­‐‑5.298   -­‐‑0.02635   2.0204  
     
  
           0.2%   3   1.82383   0.00487   -­‐‑8.082   0.06213   1.7617  
  
3   1.99108   0.00311   -­‐‑8.082   -­‐‑0.02932   2.0204  
     
  
           0.3%   3   1.81155   0.00483   -­‐‑6.064   0.04985   1.7617  
  
3   1.98418   0.00300   -­‐‑6.064   -­‐‑0.03622   2.0204  
     
  
           0.7%   6   1.90508   0.01383   -­‐‑9.562   -­‐‑0.02072   1.9258  
  
8   3.74891   0.01240   -­‐‑9.562   0.29041   3.4585  
     
  
           1.4%   3   1.80218   0.00564   -­‐‑7.242   0.04048   1.7617  
  
3   1.97332   0.00335   -­‐‑7.242   -­‐‑0.04708   2.0204  
     
  
           V-­‐‑V  Bonds  
0%   1   2.60560   0.00476   -­‐‑5.298   -­‐‑0.04853   2.6541  
     
  
           0.2%   1   2.57430   0.00659   -­‐‑8.082   -­‐‑0.07977   2.6541  
     
  
           0.30%   1   2.5978   0.00488   -­‐‑6.064   -­‐‑0.05629   2.6541  
     
  
           0.70%   2   2.5583   0.01577   -­‐‑9.562   -­‐‑0.29671   2.8550  
  
8   3.4777   0.01158   -­‐‑9.562   -­‐‑0.04530   3.5230  
     
  
           1.40%   1   2.5755   0.01019   -­‐‑7.242   -­‐‑0.07861   2.6541  
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Table   4.10.   EXAFS   fitting   parameters   for   V   K-­‐‑edge   above   the   transition  
temperature.  
W  Doping  %   N   R  (Å)   σ2    (Å-­‐‑2)   ΔE0  (eV)   ΔR  (Å)   Reff  (Å)  
V-­‐‑O  Bonds  
0%   6   1.91040   0.00622   -­‐‑4.172   -­‐‑0.01540   1.9258  
     
  
           0.2   6   1.90815   0.00714   -­‐‑5.308   -­‐‑0.01765   1.9258  
     
  
        
  
0.3   6   1.91627   0.00728   -­‐‑5.111   -­‐‑0.00953   1.9258  
     
  
           0.7   6   1.92017   0.00827   -­‐‑4.802   -­‐‑0.00563   1.9258  
     
  
           1.4   6   1.90728   0.01060   -­‐‑6.957   -­‐‑0.01852   1.9258  
V-­‐‑V  Bonds  
0%   2   2.909440   0.00683   -­‐‑4.172   0.054440   2.855  
  
8   3.531570   0.00852   -­‐‑4.172   0.008570   3.523  
     
  
           0.2%   2   3.169770   0.03113   -­‐‑5.308   0.314770   2.855  
  
8   3.540608   0.00716   -­‐‑5.308   -­‐‑0.01892   3.523  
     
  
           0.30%   2   2.947670   0.01045   -­‐‑5.111   0.092670   2.855  
  
8   3.510340   0.00910   -­‐‑5.111   -­‐‑0.012660   3.523  
     
  
           0.70%   2   2.971920   0.01083   -­‐‑4.802   0.116920   2.855  
  
8   3.510050   0.01050   -­‐‑4.802   -­‐‑0.012950   3.523  
                    
1.40%   2   2.549070   0.02091   -­‐‑6.957   -­‐‑0.305940   2.855  
  
8   3.491900   0.00996   -­‐‑6.957   -­‐‑0.031100   3.523  
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Table   4.11.   Reduced   χ2   and   R-­‐‑factor   for   EXAFS   fitting   below   and   above   the  
transition  temperature  for  k-­‐‑range  of  2.7  to  12  Å-­‐‑1.  
W  Doping  %   Temp  (°C)   Reduced  χ2   R-­‐‑factor   R  Range  (Å)   Phase  
0   25   247.5063976   0.0240376   0.9-­‐‑3.7   M1  
0.2   25   158.9337068   0.0256982   0.9-­‐‑3.7   M1  
0.3   25   358.8155589   0.0151618   0.9-­‐‑3.7   M1  
0.7   25   331.7706310   0.0360680   1-­‐‑3.7   M1  
1.4   -­‐‑249   202.5763446   0.0189563   1-­‐‑3.7   M1  
0   100   560.251353   0.0397981   1-­‐‑3.4   Tet  
0.2   100   249.4916052   0.0455174   1-­‐‑3.4   Tet  
0.3   100   615.5877592   0.0432276   1-­‐‑3.4   Tet  
0.7   100   348.4214155   0.041627   1-­‐‑3.4   Tet  
1.4   25   184.8078199                                                                                  0.0212489   1-­‐‑3.4   Tet  
	  
  




Figure   4.22.   (a)  W  LIII-­‐‑edge   absorption  peaks   and   (b)   Fourier   transforms   of   the  
EXAFS  equation  for  0.2%  W  and  1.4%  W-­‐‑doped  VO2.  
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Table  4.12.  Undoped  VO2  temperatures  for  each  scan  in  transmission  mode.  The  “Start”  
























1   79.4   79.3   79.35   29   70.2   69.9   70.05  
2   79.2   78.9   79.05   30   69.8   69.4   69.6  
3   78.7   78.4   78.55   31   69.3   69.0   69.15  
4   78.4   78.2   78.3   36   68.0   68.0   68.0  
5   78.1   77.9   78.0   37   67.9   67.7   67.8  
6   77.8   77.6   77.7   38   67.5   67.3   67.4  
7   77.5   77.3   77.4   39   67.3   67.0   67.15  
8   77.2   76.9   77.05   40   67.0   66.8   66.9  
9   76.8   76.6   76.7   41   66.6   66.6   66.6  
10   76.4   76.3   76.35   42   66.5   66.3   66.4  
11   76.2   75.9   76.05   43   66.1   65.9   66.0  
12   75.8   75.5   75.65   44   -­‐‑-­‐‑   65.7   65.7  
13   75.4   75.2   75.3   45   65.6   65.4   65.5  
14   75.1   74.8   74.95   46   65.4   65.3   65.35  
15   74.7   74.5   74.6   47   65.2   65.1   65.15  
16   74.4   74.2   74.3   48   65.0   64.9   64.95  
17   74.1   74   74.05   49   64.5   64.4   64.45  
18   73.9   73.5   73.7   50   64.4   64.2   64.3  
19   73.5   73.3   73.4   51   63.9   64.0   63.95  
20   73.2   73   73.1   52   63.8   63.7   63.75  
21   72.8   72.7   72.75   53   63.7   63.5   63.6  
22   72.5   72.4   72.45   54   63.3   63.1   63.2  
23   72.2   71   71.6   55   63   62.9   62.95  
24   71.7   71.6   71.65   56   62.8   62.7   62.75  
25   71.5   71.2   71.35   57   62.6   62.4   62.5  
26   71.1   71   71.05   58   62.3   62.2   62.25  
27   70.9   70.7   70.8   59   62.1   62.0   62.05  
28   70.6   70.3   70.45   60   61.8   61.8   61.8  
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Figure   4.23.   The   VO2   pre-­‐‑edge   peak   collected   at   the   vanadium   K-­‐‑edge   (top)   is  
background   subtracted   using   a   spline   fitting   between   5462   eV   and   5472   eV   (middle).  
(Bottom)  The  zero-­‐‑crossing  of  the  first  derivative  of  the  pre-­‐‑edge  peak  shifts  to  a  higher  




Figure  4.24.  (a)  The  first  centroid  of  0.2%  W-­‐‑doped  VO2  absorption  pre-­‐‑edge  peak  
as  a  function  of  temperature  can  be  determined  from  (b)  the  zero-­‐‑crossing  of  its  





Figure  4.25.  (a)  and  (b)  Deconvolution  of  the  pre-­‐‑edge  peak  for  undoped  VO2  at  
79.4°C    and  62.1°C  .  (c)  The  Gaussian  fits  are  summarized  with  the  ratios  of  the  
A1   and  A2   areas   showing   a   transition   at   65°C.   The   data  was   collected   by  Dr.  
Mahalingam  Balasubramanian  in  transmission  mode  as  the  sample  cooled  from  




Figure  4.26.  A1  and  A2  fractional  areas  are  plotted  as  a  function  of  temperature  







Figure   4.27.   Fourier   transforms   and  EXAFS   fits   of  W-­‐‑,  Mo-­‐‑,  Cr-­‐‑,   and  Fe-­‐‑doped  
VO2   k3-­‐‑weighted   χ(k)   below   the   transition   temperature   (top)   and   above   the  
transition  temperature  (bottom).  
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Table   4.13.   EXAFS   fitting   parameters   for   V-­‐‑O   and   V-­‐‑V   distances   below   the  
transition  temperature  for  Mo-­‐‑,  Cr-­‐‑,  and  Fe-­‐‑doped  VO2.  
M  Doping  %   N   R  (Å)  









Mo  0.9%   3   1.88855   0.0062   0.937   0.12685   1.7617  
  
3   2.05763   0.00556   0.937   0.03723   2.0204  
Cr  1.2%   4   1.87762   0.00961   -­‐‑6.292   0.01562   1.862  
  
2   2.03964   0.00705   -­‐‑6.292   -­‐‑0.04876   2.0884  
Fe  9.3%   3   1.85830   0.00772   -­‐‑5.319   0.09660   1.7617  
  
3   2.01218   0.00810   -­‐‑5.319   -­‐‑0.00822   2.0204  
V-­‐‑V  Bonds  
Cr  1.2%   1   2.57371   0.00807   -­‐‑6.292   0.03581   2.5379  
  
1   3.10377   0.00299   -­‐‑6.292   -­‐‑0.15533   3.2591  
  
8   3.46833   0.01306   -­‐‑6.292   0.03673   3.4316  
Fe  9.3%   1   2.60229   0.00924   -­‐‑5.319   -­‐‑0.05181   2.6541  
  
1   3.05895   0.00668   -­‐‑5.319   -­‐‑0.06565   3.1246  
  





Figure  4.28.  X-­‐‑ray  diffraction  of  first  row  transition  metal-­‐‑doped  VO2.  While  4.1%  
Co-­‐‑,  6.6%  Ni-­‐‑,  and  5.2%  Mn  have  negligible  effects  on  (011)  peak  of  VO2,  1.2%  Cr  
and  9.6%  Fe  increase  the  peak  center  by  >  0.07  Å-­‐‑1.  
	  
Figure  4.29.  Optical  response  of  Mo-­‐‑,  Cr-­‐‑,  Fe-­‐‑doped  VO2.  
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5. Structure  Determination  and  Modeling  of  Monoclinic  
Trioctylphosphine  Oxide    
  
Chapter   5—in   part—was   published   in   Acta   Crystallographica   C.   V.V.T.   Doan-­‐‑
Nguyen,   P.J.   Carroll,   C.B.   Murray.   Structure   Determination   and   Modeling   of  
Monoclinic  Trioctylphosphine  Oxide.  Acta  Crystallographica  C  71:  239-­‐‑241  (2015).  
  
5.1 Introduction  
Trioctylphosphine   oxide   (TOPO)   is   a   widely   used   chemical   compound   in  
nanocrystal  synthesis,  for  the  removal  of  heavy  metals,  and  removal  of  toxins  in  
waste  water.245  TOPO  is  often  used  as  a  ligand  stabilizer  for  colloids  in  traditional  
thermal  decomposition  synthetic   techniques.246–249  The  white  crystalline  material  
is   also   used   as   a   phosphorus   source   as   the   compound   decomposes   in   high-­‐‑
temperature   (>   300°C)   reactions   for   colloidal   synthesis164   and   has   been  
characterized   by   nuclear   magnetic   resonance.250–253   In   this   report,   we   provide  
additional   spectroscopic   data   beyond   the   single   crystal   diffraction,   which  was  
done   using   a   Bruker   APEXII   with   a   Mo   Kα   source   (λ=0.71073   Å).   Crystal  





Synthesis   and  crystallization.  Trioctylphosphine  oxide   (90%)  was  purchased   from  
Sigma   Aldrich   and   acetone   (99.5%   reagent   grade)   was   purchased   from   Fisher  
Scientific.  TOPO  (0.5  g)  was  dissolved  in  5  mL  of  acetone  in  a  25-­‐‑mL  scintillation  
vial,  which  was  left  uncapped  for  ambient  evaporation  at  20°C  for  12  hours.  The  
single   crystals   were   collected   and   loaded   onto   a   Kapton   capillary   tube   for  
measurement.  
Refinement.  Refinement  data   is  summarized   in  Table  5.1.  Hydrogen  atoms  were  
refined   using   a   riding   model   in   which   standard   C—H   bond   distances   were  
applied,   and   the  H   atom   positions  were   adjusted   during   refinement.   Isotropic  
thermal  parameters   of  methylene  hydrogens  were   assigned   as   33%   larger   than  
the   attached   carbon;  methyl   hydrogens   had   thermal   parameters   50%   larger.   In  
addition,   the   methyl   torsion   angle   (for   rotation   about   the   C—Me   bond)   was  
optimized  by  the  refinement  program.  
Trioctylphosphine   oxide   (0.05   g)   was   mixed   with   potassium   bromide   and  
pressed  to  form  a  pellet  for  FTIR,  which  was  done  using  a  Nicolet  spectrometer  
and   averaged   for   16   scans   in   a   nitrogen   atmosphere   to   reduce   molecular  
vibrations   from   ambient   environment.   Raman   spectroscopy   was   performed  
using   a   B&W   Tek   iRaman   spectrometer   with   a   532   nm   excitation   source.  
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Modeling   of   the  X-­‐‑ray   scattering  patterns  were  done  using   an   in-­‐‑house   code255  
calculating  the  Debye  Equation.  In  computing  the  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  intensities  for  
the  2  to  8  nm  crystallite  sizes  of  trioctylphosphine  oxide,  the  parameters  fi  and  fj  
are   the   atomic   scattering   factors   tabulated   from  Cromer-­‐‑Mann   coefficients,  q   is  
the  wave  vector   in  Å-­‐‑1,   rij   is   the  pairwise  distance   in  Å.188,256,257   The  bulk   crystal  
simulation  was  performed  using  CrystalDiffract.258  
5.3 Results  and  Discussion  
Slow  evaporation  resulted   in  a  mixture  of  single  crystals—of  which  the  highest  
quality   single   crystals   were   collected.   The   atomic   coordinates   and   monoclinic  
structural   parameters   are   summarized   in   Table   5.1,   and   the   ORTEP   (Johnson,  
1976)   representation   is   shown   in   Figure   5.1.   Additional   refined   positional  
parameters   are   summarized   in   Appendix   G.   The   unit   cell   is   drawn   more  
compactly   in   Figure   5.2.   As   shown   in   Figure   2,   the   phosphonyl   group  within  
each  molecular  unit  is  oriented  so  that  the  polar  functional  groups  are  180°  from  
each  other.  Each  oxygen  atom  is  3.94  Å  from  the  phosphorus  atom  on  the  nearest  
neighboring   molecular   unit.   The   2D   projection   of   the   unit   cell   onto   the   (010)  
plane  depicts   the   alternating  directions  of   the  dipole   from   the  P=O  bonds.  The  
flexible   hydrocarbon   chains   are   aligned   parallel   to   neighboring   octyl   chains,  
which  allows  for  compact  packing  of  the  molecular  units.    
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In   processes   that   require   careful   removal   excess   TOPO   from   solution   such   as  
post-­‐‑synthesis   nanocrystal   purification,   total   X-­‐‑ray   scattering   provides   high-­‐‑
resolution   and   rapid   acquisition   of   data   to   track   TOPO   impurities   that   will  
crystallize  with  varying  grain  sizes.  The  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  for  the  77-­‐‑atom  unit  cell  
was  calculated  as  a  function  of  crystallite  size  for  comparison  with  the  total  X-­‐‑ray  
scattering   data   obtained   with   a   synchrotron   light   source   (λ   =   0.2114   Å).   The  
simulations   in   Figure   5.3a   track   the   peak  width   broadening   as   the   crystal   size  
decreased  from  an  infinite  crystal  to  a  few  unit  cells.  The  decrease  in  the  inverse  
of   full-­‐‑width  half-­‐‑maximum  of   the  Gaussian   fits   is   linearly   correlated  with   the  
crystal  size  (Figure  5.3b)  and  matches  well  with  the  collected  scattering  data.  The  
slope  of  the  fit  for  crystal  diameter  as  a  function  of  the  inverse  of  full-­‐‑width  half  
maximum   was   calculated   to   be   1.101   +/-­‐‑   0.323   for   the   dominant   (11-­‐‑4)   set   of  
planes,  which  corresponds  with   the  κλ/cos(θ)   in  which  κ   is   the   shape   factor  of  
value  0.9,  λ  is  the  X-­‐‑ray  wavelength  of  value  0.2114  Å,  and  θ  is  the  peak  center  of  
value  1.40  Å-­‐‑1.  Spectroscopy  from  FTIR  shows  the  –CH2  stretching  modes  in  the  
three   alkyl   chains   at   2850   and   2919   cm-­‐‑1.   The   characteristic   P=O   and   P—C  
stretching  modes  were  observed  at  1146  cm-­‐‑1  and  1465  cm-­‐‑1,  respectively  (Figure  
5.4).  The  complementary  Raman  spectroscopic  data,  which  has  previously  been  
unreported,   confirms   the   phosphonyl   stretching  mode   in   a   trialkylphosphonyl  
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environment   results   in   a   much   weaker   peak   at   1145   cm-­‐‑1   than   the   dominant  




Figure   5.1.   Refined   ORTEP   schematic   for   monoclinic   trioctylphosphine   oxide  
with  50%  probability  thermal  ellipsoids.    




Figure  5.2.  In  the  2D  projection  of  trioctylphosphine  oxide  supercell,   the  carbon  
atoms  are  shown  in  blue,  hydrogen  atoms  in  gray,  phosphorus  atoms  in  purple,  
and  oxygen  atoms  in  red.  The  unit  cell  is  outlined  in  black  solid  lines  for  clarity.    
  




Figure   5.3.   (a)   Total   X-­‐‑ray   scattering   (black)   is   simulated   as   a   function   of  
crystallite  size   from  2   to  8  nm  in  diameter   (green).  The  bulk  crystal  wide-­‐‑angle  
diffraction  calculation  shows  the  most  intense  peak  at  1.45  Å-­‐‑1  corresponding  to  
the   (1  1   -­‐‑4)  set  of  Miller  planes   followed  by   the  characteristic  peaks  at  q  =  0.84,  
1.61,   1.79,   1.95  Å-­‐‑1   corresponding   to   the   set   of   (2   0   0),   (2   0   8),   (1   1  7),   (2   0  10)  
planes,   respectively.   (b)   The   Gaussian   fits   of   the   peaks   for   the   2   to   8   nm  
calculated   scattering  data  has   a   linear  dependence  with   the   inverse  of   the   full-­‐‑





Figure  5.4.  FTIR  spectroscopy  of  trioctylphosphine  oxide  show  the  characteristic  
vibrational  stretching  of  the  P=O  bond  at  1146  cm-­‐‑1,  P—C  bond  at  1465  cm-­‐‑1,  and  
C—H  bonds  from  the  alkyl  chains  at  2850  and  2919  cm-­‐‑1.    
  
  
Figure   5.5.   Raman   spectroscopy   of   trioctylphosphine   oxide   captures   the  
vibrational   modes   for   P=O,   P—C,   and   C—H   stretching   at   1145,   1138,   and  
2848/2882  cm-­‐‑1,  respectively.    
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Table  5.1.  Refinement  parameters  for  trioctylphosphine  oxide.  
Crystal  data  
Chemical  formula   C24H51OP  
Mr   386.62  
Crystal  system,  space  group   Monoclinic,  P21/c  
Temperature  (K)   100  
a,  b,  c  (Å)   15.0889  (4),  5.2252  (1),  33.5535  (9)  
β  (°)   99.449  (1)  
V  (Å3)   2609.55  (11)  
Z   4  
Radiation  type   Mo  Kα  
µμ  (mm−1)   0.12  
Crystal  size  (mm)   0.38  ×  0.24  ×  0.07  
  Data  collection  
Diffractometer   Bruker  APEXII    
diffractometer  
Absorption  correction   Multi-­‐‑scan    
(SADABS;  Sheldrick,  2007)  
Tmin,  Tmax   0.709,  0.746  
No.  of  measured,  independent  and  
observed  [I  >  2σ(I)]  reflections  
43246,  5926,  5115    
Rint   0.026  
(sin  θ/λ)max  (Å−1)   0.651  
  Refinement  
R[F2  >  2σ(F2)],  wR(F2),  S   0.039,  0.103,  1.10  
No.  of  reflections   5926  
No.  of  parameters   239  
No.  of  restraints   0  
H-­‐‑atom  treatment   H-­‐‑atom  parameters  constrained  
Δρmax,  Δρmin  (e  Å−3)   0.41,  −0.35  
  
 





This   work   has   involved   the   combination   of   colloidal   synthesis,   structural  
characterization,   and   functional   testing   of   metal,   metal   phosphide,   and   metal  
oxide   NPs.   The   monodispersity   of   the   materials   have   allowed   for   correlating  
their  properties  to  their  specific  size  and  shape.  For  Ni  and  Pd  NPs  of  less  5  nm  
in   diameter,   local   atomic   packing   clearly   deviates   from   the   bulk   fcc   structure.  
From  pair  distribution  function  analysis  in  real  space,  their  local  structure  can  be  
reasoned   to   possess   icosahedral   symmetry   despite   their   long-­‐‑range   disorder.  
Co2P  nanorods  morphology  was  probed  by  high-­‐‑resolution  electron  microscopy  
and   a   suite   of   X-­‐‑ray-­‐‑based   techniques   to   elucidate   their   crystal   structure   and  
morphology.  From  modeling  of  total  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  data,  it  was  demonstrated  
there  was   contraction  along   the  b   lattice  parameter  of   the  orthorhombic   crystal  
structure.   EXAFS   and   HAADF-­‐‑STEM   confirmed   the   existence   of   a   shell   of  
amorphous  CoO  around  the  NRs.  The  Co2P  NRs  were  shown  to  be  a  promising  
electrocatalyst  for  the  oxygen  reduction  reaction  in  fuel  cells.  Their  stability  as  a  
catalyst   is   enhanced   by   the   1-­‐‑D   structure   interaction  with   the   carbon   support.  
This  was  similarly  demonstrated  for  Pt-­‐‑based  1-­‐‑D  structures  relative  to  their  0-­‐‑D  
counterparts.   The   structural   complexity   of   doped   VO2   thin   films   was   probed  
with   X-­‐‑ray   absorption   to   reveal   how   substitutional   dopants   distorted   the  
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monoclinic   phase   to   increase   or   decrease   the   metal-­‐‑to-­‐‑insulator   temperature.  
Finally,  the  first  structural  determination  of  crystalline  trioctylphosphine  oxide  is  
reported  here,  obtained  via  single  crystal  diffraction.  
Investigations   of   the   aforementioned   nanomaterials   in   reciprocal   space   and  
subsequent   analysis   in   real   space   have   demonstrated   that   the   bridge   to  
understanding   structure-­‐‑property   relations   may   lie   in   their   small  
crystallographic  distortions.  The  ability  to  tune  NP  size,  shape,  and  architecture  
can  also  provide  for  opportunities  to  introduce  disorder  in  a  controlled  manner.  
The  parameter  space  to  do  so  is  vast.  Our  continually  advancing  capabilities  for  
determining  and  refining  structure  and  disorder  allow  for  an  exciting   future   in  
the  research  on  the  structure  of  matter  and  design  of  their  functional  properties.  
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Appendix  A. Bismuth  Nanoparticles  
  
  
Figure  A1.  SEM  (top)  and  TEM  (bottom)  image  of  bismuth  nanoparticles  closed-­‐‑
packed  on  a  Cu  TEM  grid.  









Figure   A3.   Elemental   analysis   of   bismuth   particles   (top)   and   their   X-­‐‑ray  
diffraction  pattern.  














Appendix  B. Microwave-­‐‑Assisted  Synthesis  
Microwave-­‐‑assisted  synthesis  (MAS)  is  a  robust  technique  for  facile  synthesis  of  
metallic,  semiconductor  and  oxide  nanoparticles259,26.  The  synthetic  technique  has  
involved   modifications   of   traditional   aqueous,   polyol   and   thermal  
decomposition   methods   to   include   microwave   irradiation.   From   our   previous  
chemical  syntheses,  we  have  been  able  to  apply  this  to  technique  to  the  rare-­‐‑earth  
metal   sulfide   system   such   as   EuS.   Ni(acac)2   ,   Pd(acac)2   ,   Pt(acac)2,  
trioctylphosphine  (TOP)  (97%),  oleylamine  (OLAM)  (90%)  were purchased  from  
Sigma  Aldrich.  The  precursor  for  EuS  (tetraphenylphosphonum  tetrakis(diethyl-­‐‑
dithiocarbamate)   europium   (III)   ((PPh4)   [Eu(S2CNEt2)4]))was   prepared   as  
previously  reported.260  For  the  metallic  systems,  0.2  mmol  of  metal  salt  precusor,  
a  range  of  molar  equivalent  of  oleylamine  and  trioctylphosphine  (x3,  x6,  x10)  in  
dimethylformamide   (DMF)   were   combined   in   a   75-­‐‑mL   Schlenk   flask.   The  
solution  was  maintained  and  vigorously  stirred  at  100°C  for  15  minutes  in  an  oil  
bath.   The   reaction   solutions   were   evacuated   to   <   1   Torr   and   refilled   with  
nitrogen.  The  reaction  vessel  was  transferred  to  the  microwave  port  and  pulsed  
at   constant   power   of   300   W   for   30   s   and   cooled   for   10   s.   Magnetization  
measurements   were   performed   on   a   Magnetic   Property   Measurement   System  
from  Quantum  Design.  The  TEM  images  for  EuS  in  Figure  B1  show  an  evolution  
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towards   increasing   monodispersity   of   particle   size   and   shape   with   increasing  
reaction   time.   The   reaction   time   is   decreased   to   60   minutes   with   microwave-­‐‑
assisted   synthesis   as   compared   to   five   to   six   hours   via   traditional   heat-­‐‑up  
thermal  decomposition  methods   in   the   absence  of  microwave   irradiation.  TEM  
images   are   provided   in   Figure   B2   for   the   monodispersed   EuS   nanoparticles  
synthesized  at  290°C  for  60  minutes.  The  paragmagnetic  EuS  (Figure  B3)  samples  
and   metallic   Ni   and   Pd   systems   were   successfully   synthesized   by   translating  
thermal  decomposition  conditions  to  MAS  technique.  For  Pd,  monodispersity  is  
maintained   via  MAS   as   shown   in   Figure   B4.   For  Ni,   the   rapid   heat   up   of   the  
reaction  due   to  microwave   irradiation  has   resulted   in  polyhedral  nanoparticles  
resembling   tetrahedral   as   shown   in   Figure   B5.   For   future   work,   the   Explorer  
robotic  arm  combined  with  the  CEM  Discovery  microwave  (Figure  B6)  can  be  a  





Figure  B1.  Transmission  electron  micrographs  of  EuS  cubes.  The  reaction   times  
were   varied   while   the   temperature   was   maintained   at   a   constant   290°C.   The  





Fibure   B2.   (a-­‐‑d)   TEM   images   at   different   magnifications   for   the   EuS   samples  





Figure  B3.  Magnetic  measurements  for  4  nm  Pd  at  (a)  300  K  and  (b)  15  K,  2.5  nm  
Pt  NPs  at  (c)  300  K  and  (d)  15  K,  and  EuS  at  (e)  300  K  and  (f)  15  K.  
	  








Figure  B5.  TEM  image  of  dispersion  in  shape  of  Ni  nanoparticles  produced  from  
MAS.  
  




Appendix  C. Cromer-­‐‑Mann  Coefficients  
H   0   0.489918   20.6593  0.262003   7.74039  0.196767   49.5519
   0.049879   2.20159  0.001305  
H   -­‐‑1   0.897661   53.1368  0.565616   15.187   0.415815   186.576
   0.116973   3.56709  0.002389  
He   0   0.8734   9.1037   0.6309   3.3568   0.3112   22.9276  0.178   0.9821   0.0064  
Li   0   1.1282   3.9546   0.7508   1.0524   0.6175   85.3905  0.4653   168.261  0.0377  
Li   1   0.6968   4.6237   0.7888   1.9557   0.3414   0.6316   0.1563   10.0953  0.0167  
Be   0   1.5919   43.6427  1.1278   1.8623   0.5391   103.483  0.7029   0.542   0.0385  
Be   2   6.2603   0.0027   0.8849   0.8313   0.7993   2.2758   0.1647   5.1146   -­‐‑6.1092  
B   0   2.0545   23.2185  1.3326   1.021   1.0979   60.3498  0.7068   0.1403   -­‐‑0.1932  
C   0   2.31   20.8439  1.02   10.2075  1.5886   0.5687   0.865   51.6512  0.2156  
N   0   12.2126  0.0057   3.1322   9.8933   2.0125   28.9975  1.1663   0.5826   -­‐‑11.529  
O   0   3.0485   13.2771  2.2868   5.7011   1.5463   0.3239   0.867   32.9089  0.2508  
O   -­‐‑1   4.1916   12.8573  1.63969  4.17236  1.52673  47.0179   -­‐‑20.307   -­‐‑0.01404  21.9412  
O   -­‐‑2   3.75040  16.5151  2.84294  6.59203  1.54298  0.319201   1.62091  43.3486
   0.242060  
F   0   3.5392   10.2825  2.6412   4.2944   1.517   0.2615   1.0243   26.1476  0.2776  
F   -­‐‑1   3.6322   5.27756  3.51057  14.7353  1.26064  0.442258   0.940706   47.3437
   0.653396  
Ne   0   3.9553   8.4042   3.1125   3.4262   1.4546   0.2306   1.1251   21.7184  0.3515  
Na   0   4.7626   3.285   3.1736   8.8422   1.2674   0.3136   1.1128   129.424  0.676  
Na   1   3.2565   2.6671   3.9362   6.1153   1.3998   0.2001   1.0032   14.039   0.404  
Mg   0   5.4204   2.8275   2.1735   79.2611  1.2269   0.3808   2.3073   7.1937   0.8584  
Mg   2   3.4988   2.1676   3.8378   4.7542   1.3284   0.185   0.8497   10.1411  0.4853  
Al   0   6.4202   3.0387   1.9002   0.7426   1.5936   31.5472  1.9646   85.0886  1.1151  
Al   3   4.17448  1.93816  3.3876   4.14553  1.20296  0.228753   0.528137   8.28524
   0.706786  
Si   0   6.2915   2.4386   3.0353   32.3337  1.9891   0.6785   1.541   81.6937  1.1407  
Si   4   4.43918  1.64167  3.20345  3.43757  1.19453  0.2149   0.41653  6.65365  0.746297  
P   0   6.4345   1.9067   4.1791   27.157   1.78   0.526   1.4908   68.1645  1.1149  
S   0   6.9053   1.4679   5.2034   22.2151  1.4379   0.2536   1.5863   56.172   0.8669  
Cl   0   11.4604  0.0104   7.1964   1.1662   6.2556   18.5194  1.6455   47.7784   -­‐‑9.5574  
Cl   -­‐‑1   18.2915  0.0066   7.2084   1.1717   6.5337   19.5424  2.3386   60.4486   -­‐‑16.378  
Ar   0   7.4845   0.9072   6.7723   14.8407  0.6539   43.8983  1.6442   33.3929  1.4445  
K   0   8.2186   12.7949  7.4398   0.7748   1.0519   213.187  0.8659   41.6841  1.4228  
K   1   7.9578   12.6331  7.4917   0.7674   6.359   -­‐‑0.002   1.1915   31.9128   -­‐‑4.9978  
Ca   0   8.6266   10.4421  7.3873   0.6599   1.5899   85.7484  1.0211   178.437  1.3751  
Ca   2   15.6348   -­‐‑0.0074   7.9518   0.6089   8.4372   10.3116  0.8537   25.9905   -­‐‑14.875  
Sc   0   9.189   9.0213   7.3679   0.5729   1.6409   136.108  1.468   51.3531  1.3329  
Sc   3   13.4008  0.29854  8.0273   7.9629   1.65943  -­‐‑0.28604  1.57936  16.0662   -­‐‑6.6667  
Ti   0   9.7595   7.8508   7.3558   0.5   1.6991   35.6338  1.9021   116.105  1.2807  
Ti   2   9.11423  7.5243   7.62174  0.457585   2.2793   19.5361  0.087899   61.6558
   0.897155  
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Ti   3   17.7344  0.22061  8.73816  7.04716  5.25691  -­‐‑0.15762  1.92134  15.9768   -­‐‑14.652  
Ti   4   19.5114  0.178847   8.23473  6.67018  2.01341  -­‐‑0.29263  1.5208   12.9464   -­‐‑13.28  
V   0   10.2971  6.8657   7.3511   0.4385   2.0703   26.8938  2.0571   102.478  1.2199  
V   2   10.106   6.8818   7.3541   0.4409   2.2884   20.3004  0.0223   115.122  1.2298  
V   3   9.43141  6.39535  7.7419   0.383349   2.15343  15.1908  0.016865   63.969
   0.656565  
V   5   15.6887  0.679003   8.14208  5.40135  2.03081  9.97278  -­‐‑9.576   0.940464
   1.7143  
Cr   0   10.6406  6.1038   7.3537   0.392   3.324   20.2626  1.4922   98.7399  1.1832  
Cr   2   9.54034  5.66078  7.7509   0.344261   3.58274  13.3075  0.509107   32.4224
   0.616898  
Cr   3   9.6809   5.59463  7.81136  0.334393   2.87603  12.8288  0.113575   32.8761
   0.518275  
Mn   0   11.2819  5.3409   7.3573   0.3432   3.0193   17.8674  2.2441   83.7543  1.0896  
Mn   2   10.8061  5.2796   7.362   0.3435   3.5268   14.343   0.2184   41.3235  1.0874  
Mn   3   9.84521  4.91797  7.87194  0.294393   3.56531  10.8171  0.323613   24.1281
   0.393974  
Mn   4   9.96253  4.8485   7.97057  0.283303   2.76067  10.4852  0.054447   27.573
   0.251877  
Fe   0   11.7695  4.7611   7.3573   0.3072   3.5222   15.3535  2.3045   76.8805  1.0369  
Fe   2   11.0424  4.6538   7.374   0.3053   4.1346   12.0546  0.4399   31.2809  1.0097  
Fe   3   11.1764  4.6147   7.3863   0.3005   3.3948   11.6729  0.0724   38.5566  0.9707  
Co   0   12.2841  4.2791   7.3409   0.2784   4.0034   13.5359  2.3488   71.1692  1.0118  
Co   2   11.2296  4.1231   7.3883   0.2726   4.7393   10.2443  0.7108   25.6466  0.9324  
Co   3   10.338   3.90969  7.88173  0.238668   4.76795  8.35583  0.725591   18.3491
   0.286667  
Ni   0   12.8376  3.8785   7.292   0.2565   4.4438   12.1763  2.38   66.3421  1.0341  
Ni   2   11.4166  3.6766   7.4005   0.2449   5.3442   8.873   0.9773   22.1626  0.8614  
Ni   3   10.7806  3.5477   7.75868  0.22314  5.22746  7.64468  0.847114   16.9673
   0.386044  
Cu   0   13.338   3.5828   7.1676   0.247   5.6158   11.3966  1.6735   64.8126  1.191  
Cu   1   11.9475  3.3669   7.3573   0.2274   6.2455   8.6625   1.5578   25.8487  0.89  
Cu   2   11.8168  3.37484  7.11181  0.244078   5.78135  7.9876   1.14523  19.897   1.14431  
Zn   0   14.0743  3.2655   7.0318   0.2333   5.1652   10.3163  2.41   58.7097  1.3041  
Zn   2   11.9719  2.9946   7.3862   0.2031   6.4668   7.0826   1.394   18.0995  0.7807  
Ga   0   15.2354  3.0669   6.7006   0.2412   4.3591   10.7805  2.9623   61.4135  1.7189  
Ga   3   12.692   2.81262  6.69883  0.22789  6.06692  6.36441  1.0066   14.4122  1.53545  
Ge   0   16.0816  2.8509   6.3747   0.2516   3.7068   11.4468  3.683   54.7625  2.1313  
Ge   4   12.9172  2.53718  6.70003  0.205855   6.06791  5.47913  0.859041   11.603
   1.45572  
As   0   16.6723  2.6345   6.0701   0.2647   3.4313   12.9479  4.2779   47.7972  2.531  
Se   0   17.0006  2.4098   5.8196   0.2726   3.9731   15.2372  4.3543   43.8163  2.8409  
Br   0   17.1789  2.1723   5.2358   16.5796  5.6377   0.2609   3.9851   41.4328  2.9557  
Br   -­‐‑1   17.1718  2.2059   6.3338   19.3345  5.5754   0.2871   3.7272   58.1535  3.1776  
Kr   0   17.3555  1.9384   6.7286   16.5623  5.5493   0.2261   3.5375   39.3972  2.825  
Rb   0   17.1784  1.7888   9.6435   17.3151  5.1399   0.2748   1.5292   164.934  3.4873  
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Rb   1   17.5816  1.7139   7.6598   14.7957  5.8981   0.1603   2.7817   31.2087  2.0782  
Sr   0   17.5663  1.5564   9.8184   14.0988  5.422   0.1664   2.6694   132.376  2.5064  
Sr   2   18.0874  1.4907   8.1373   12.6963  2.5654   24.5651   -­‐‑34.193   -­‐‑0.0138   41.4025  
Y   0   17.776   1.4029   10.2946  12.8006  5.72629  0.125599   3.26588  104.354  1.91213  
Y   3   17.9268  1.35417  9.1531   11.2145  1.76795  22.6599   -­‐‑33.108   -­‐‑0.01319  40.2602  
Zr   0   17.8765  1.27618  10.948   11.916   5.41732  0.117622   3.65721  87.6627  2.06929  
Zr   4   18.1668  1.2148   10.0562  10.1483  1.01118  21.6054   -­‐‑2.6479   -­‐‑0.10276  9.41454  
Nb   0   17.6142  1.18865  12.0144  11.766   4.04183  0.204785   3.53346  69.7957  3.75591  
Nb   3   19.8812  0.019175   18.0653  1.13305  11.0177  10.1621  1.94715  28.3389   -­‐‑12.912  
Nb   5   17.9163  1.12446  13.3417  0.028781   10.799   9.28206  0.337905   25.7228
   -­‐‑6.3934  
Mo   0   3.7025   0.2772   17.2356  1.0958   12.8876  11.004   3.7429   61.6584  4.3875  
Mo   3   21.1664  0.014734   18.2017  1.03031  11.7423  9.53659  2.30951  26.6307   -­‐‑14.421  
Mo   5   21.0149  0.014345   18.0992  1.02238  11.4632  8.78809  0.740625   23.3452
   -­‐‑14.316  
Mo   6   17.8871  1.03649  11.175   8.48061  6.57891  0.058881   0   0
   0.344941  
Tc   0   19.1301  0.864132   11.0948  8.14487  4.64901  21.5707  2.71263  86.8472  5.40428  
Ru   0   19.2674  0.80852  12.9182  8.43467  4.86337  24.7997  1.56756  94.2928  5.37874  
Ru   3   18.5638  0.847329   13.2885  8.37164  9.32602  0.017662   3.00964  22.887
   -­‐‑3.1892  
Ru   4   18.5003  0.844582   13.1787  8.12534  4.71304  0.36495  2.18535  20.8504  1.42357  
Rh   0   19.2957  0.751536   14.3501  8.21758  4.73425  25.8749  1.28918  98.6062  5.328  
Rh   3   18.8785  0.764252   14.1259  7.84438  3.32515  21.2487   -­‐‑6.1989   -­‐‑0.01036  11.8678  
Rh   4   18.8545  0.760825   13.9806  7.62436  2.53464  19.3317   -­‐‑5.6526   -­‐‑0.0102   11.2835  
Pd   0   19.3319  0.698655   15.5017  7.98929  5.29537  25.2052  0.605844   76.8986
   5.26593  
Pd   2   19.1701  0.696219   15.2096  7.55573  4.32234  22.5057  0   0   5.2916  
Pd   4   19.2493  0.683839   14.79   7.14833  2.89289  17.9144   -­‐‑7.9492   0.005127
   13.0174  
Ag   0   19.2808  0.6446   16.6885  7.4726   4.8045   24.6605  1.0463   99.8156  5.179  
Ag   1   19.1812  0.646179   15.9719  7.19123  5.27475  21.7326  0.357534   66.1147
   5.21572  
Ag   2   19.1643  0.645643   16.2456  7.18544  4.3709   21.4072  0   0   5.21404  
Cd   0   19.2214  0.5946   17.6444  6.9089   4.461   24.7008  1.6029   87.4825  5.0694  
Cd   2   19.1514  0.597922   17.2535  6.80639  4.47128  20.2521  0   0   5.11937  
In   0   19.1624  0.5476   18.5596  6.3776   4.2948   25.8499  2.0396   92.8029  4.9391  
In   3   19.1045  0.551522   18.1108  6.3247   3.78897  17.3595  0   0   4.99635  
Sn   0   19.1889  5.8303   19.1005  0.5031   4.4585   26.8909  2.4663   83.9571  4.7821  
Sn   2   19.1094  0.5036   19.0548  5.8378   4.5648   23.3752  0.487   62.2061  4.7861  
Sn   4   18.9333  5.764   19.7131  0.4655   3.4182   14.0049  0.0193   -­‐‑0.7583   3.9182  
Sb   0   19.6418  5.3034   19.0455  0.4607   5.0371   27.9074  2.6827   75.2825  4.5909  
Sb   3   18.9755  0.467196   18.933   5.22126  5.10789  19.5902  0.288753   55.5113
   4.69626  
Sb   5   19.8685  5.44853  19.0302  0.467973   2.41253  14.1259  0   0   4.69263  
Te   0   19.9644  4.81742  19.0138  0.420885   6.14487  28.5284  2.5239   70.8403  4.352  
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I   0   20.1472  4.347   18.9949  0.3814   7.5138   27.766   2.2735   66.8776  4.0712  
I   -­‐‑1   20.2332  4.3579   18.997   0.3815   7.8069   29.5259  2.8868   84.9304  4.0714  
Xe   0   20.2933  3.9282   19.0298  0.344   8.9767   26.4659  1.99   64.2658  3.7118  
Cs   0   20.3892  3.569   19.1062  0.3107   10.662   24.3879  1.4953   213.904  3.3352  
Cs   1   20.3524  3.552   19.1278  0.3086   10.2821  23.7128  0.9615   59.4565  3.2791  
Ba   0   20.3361  3.216   19.297   0.2756   10.888   20.2073  2.6959   167.202  2.7731  
Ba   2   20.1807  3.21367  19.1136  0.28331  10.9054  20.0558  0.77634  51.746   3.02902  
La   0   20.578   2.94817  19.599   0.244475   11.3727  18.7726  3.28719  133.124  2.14678  
La   3   20.2489  2.9207   19.3763  0.250698   11.6323  17.8211  0.336048   54.9453
   2.4086  
Ce   0   21.1671  2.81219  19.7695  0.226836   11.8513  17.6083  3.33049  127.113  1.86264  
Ce   3   20.8036  2.77691  19.559   0.23154  11.9369  16.5408  0.612376   43.1692  2.09013  
Ce   4   20.3235  2.65941  19.8186  0.21885  12.1233  15.7992  0.144583   62.2355  1.5918  
Pr   0   22.044   2.77393  19.6697  0.222087   12.3856  16.7669  2.82428  143.644  2.0583  
Pr   3   21.3727  2.6452   19.7491  0.214299   12.1329  15.323   0.97518  36.4065  1.77132  
Pr   4   20.9413  2.54467  20.0539  0.202481   12.4668  14.8137  0.296689   45.4643
   1.24285  
Nd   0   22.6845  2.66248  19.6847  0.210628   12.774   15.885   2.85137  137.903  1.98486  
Nd   3   21.961   2.52722  19.9339  0.199237   12.12   14.1783  1.51031  30.8717  1.47588  
Pm   0   23.3405  2.5627   19.6095  0.202088   13.1235  15.1009  2.87516  132.721  2.02876  
Pm   3   22.5527  2.4174   20.1108  0.185769   12.0671  13.1275  2.07492  27.4491  1.19499  
Sm   0   24.0042  2.47274  19.4258  0.196451   13.4396  14.3996  2.89604  128.007  2.20963  
Sm   3   23.1504  2.31641  20.2599  0.174081   11.9202  12.1571  2.71488  24.8242
   0.954586  
Eu   0   24.6274  2.3879   19.0886  0.1942   13.7603  13.7546  2.9227   123.174  2.5745  
Eu   2   24.0063  2.27783  19.9504  0.17353  11.8034  11.6096  3.87243  26.5156  1.36389  
Eu   3   23.7497  2.22258  20.3745  0.16394  11.8509  11.311   3.26503  22.9966  0.759344  
Gd   0   25.0709  2.25341  19.0798  0.181951   13.8518  12.9331  3.54545  101.398  2.4196  
Gd   3   24.3466  2.13553  20.4208  0.155525   11.8708  10.5782  3.7149   21.7029
   0.645089  
Tb   0   25.8976  2.24256  18.2185  0.196143   14.3167  12.6648  2.95354  115.362  3.58324  
Tb   3   24.9559  2.05601  20.3271  0.149525   12.2471  10.0499  3.773   21.2773
   0.691967  
Dy   0   26.507   2.1802   17.6383  0.202172   14.5596  12.1899  2.96577  111.874  4.29728  
Dy   3   25.5395  1.9804   20.2861  0.143384   11.9812  9.34972  4.50073  19.581   0.68969  
Ho   0   26.9049  2.07051  17.294   0.19794  14.5583  11.4407  3.63837  92.6566  4.56796  
Ho   3   26.1296  1.91072  20.0994  0.139358   11.9788  8.80018  4.93676  18.5908
   0.852795  
Er   0   27.6563  2.07356  16.4285  0.223545   14.9779  11.3604  2.98233  105.703  5.92046  
Er   3   26.722   1.84659  19.7748  0.13729  12.1506  8.36225  5.17379  17.8974  1.17613  
Tm   0   28.1819  2.02859  15.8851  0.238849   15.1542  10.9975  2.98706  102.961  6.75621  
Tm   3   27.3083  1.78711  19.332   0.136974   12.3339  7.96778  5.38348  17.2922  1.63929  
Yb   0   28.6641  1.9889   15.4345  0.257119   15.3087  10.6647  2.98963  100.417  7.56672  
Yb   2   28.1209  1.78503  17.6817  0.15997  13.3335  8.18304  5.14657  20.39   3.70983  
Yb   3   27.8917  1.73272  18.7614  0.13879  12.6072  7.64412  5.47647  16.8153  2.26001  
Lu   0   28.9476  1.90182  15.2208  9.98519  15.1   0.261033   3.71601  84.3298  7.97628  
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Lu   3   28.4628  1.68216  18.121   0.142292   12.8429  7.33727  5.59415  16.3535  2.97573  
Hf   0   29.144   1.83262  15.1726  9.5999   14.7586  0.275116   4.30013  72.029   8.58154  
Hf   4   28.8131  1.59136  18.4601  0.128903   12.7285  6.76232  5.59927  14.0366  2.39699  
Ta   0   29.2024  1.77333  15.2293  9.37046  14.5135  0.295977   4.76492  63.3644  9.24354  
Ta   5   29.1587  1.50711  18.8407  0.116741   12.8268  6.31524  5.38695  12.4244  1.78555  
W   0   29.0818  1.72029  15.43   9.2259   14.4327  0.321703   5.11982  57.056   9.8875  
W   6   29.4936  1.42755  19.3763  0.104621   13.0544  5.93667  5.06412  11.1972  1.01074  
Re   0   28.7621  1.67191  15.7189  9.09227  14.5564  0.3505   5.44174  52.0861  10.472  
Os   0   28.1894  1.62903  16.155   8.97948  14.9305  0.382661   5.67589  48.1647  11.0005  
Os   4   30.419   1.37113  15.2637  6.84706  14.7458  0.165191   5.06795  18.003   6.49804  
Ir   0   27.3049  1.59279  16.7296  8.86553  15.6115  0.417916   5.83377  45.0011  11.4722  
Ir   3   30.4156  1.34323  15.862   7.10909  13.6145  0.204633   5.82008  20.3254  8.27903  
Ir   4   30.7058  1.30923  15.5512  6.71983  14.2326  0.167252   5.53672  17.4911  6.96824  
Pt   0   27.0059  1.51293  17.7639  8.81174  15.7131  0.424593   5.7837   38.6103  11.6883  
Pt   2   29.8429  1.32927  16.7224  7.38979  13.2153  0.263297   6.35234  22.9426  9.85329  
Pt   4   30.9612  1.24813  15.9829  6.60834  13.7348  0.16864  5.92034  16.9392  7.39534  
Au   0   16.8819  0.4611   18.5913  8.6216   25.5582  1.4826   5.86   36.3956  12.0658  
Au   1   28.0109  1.35321  17.8204  7.7395   14.3359  0.356752   6.58077  26.4043  11.2299  
Au   3   30.6886  1.2199   16.9029  6.82872  12.7801  0.212867   6.52354  18.659   9.0968  
Hg   0   20.6809  0.545   19.0417  8.4484   21.6575  1.5729   5.9676   38.3246  12.6089  
Hg   1   25.0853  1.39507  18.4973  7.65105  16.8883  0.443378   6.48216  28.2262  12.0205  
Hg   2   29.5641  1.21152  18.06   7.05639  12.8374  0.284738   6.89912  20.7482  10.6268  
Tl   0   27.5446  0.65515  19.1584  8.70751  15.538   1.96347  5.52593  45.8149  13.1746  
Tl   1   21.3985  1.4711   20.4723  0.517394   18.7478  7.43463  6.82847  28.8482  12.5258  
Tl   3   30.8695  1.1008   18.3481  6.53852  11.9328  0.219074   7.00574  17.2114  9.8027  
Pb   0   31.0617  0.6902   13.0637  2.3576   18.442   8.618   5.9696   47.2579  13.4118  
Pb   2   21.7886  1.3366   19.5682  0.488383   19.1406  6.7727   7.01107  23.8132  12.4734  
Pb   4   32.1244  1.00566  18.8003  6.10926  12.0175  0.147041   6.96886  14.714   8.08428  
Bi   0   33.3689  0.704   12.951   2.9238   16.5877  8.7937   6.4692   48.0093  13.5782  
Bi   3   21.8053  1.2356   19.5026  6.24149  19.1053  0.469999   7.10295  20.3185  12.4711  
Bi   5   33.5364  0.91654  25.0946  0.39042  19.2497  5.71414  6.91555  12.8285   -­‐‑6.7994  
Po   0   34.6726  0.700999   15.4733  3.55078  13.1138  9.55642  7.02588  47.0045  13.677  
At   0   35.3163  0.68587  19.0211  3.97458  9.49887  11.3824  7.42518  45.4715  13.7108  
Rn   0   35.5631  0.6631   21.2816  4.0691   8.0037   14.0422  7.4433   44.2473  13.6905  
Fr   0   35.9299  0.646453   23.0547  4.17619  12.1439  23.1052  2.11253  150.645  13.7247  
Ra   0   35.763   0.616341   22.9064  3.87135  12.4739  19.9887  3.21097  142.325  13.6211  
Ra   2   35.215   0.604909   21.67   3.5767   7.91342  12.601   7.65078  29.8436  13.5431  
Ac   0   35.6597  0.589092   23.1032  3.65155  12.5977  18.599   4.08655  117.02   13.5266  
Ac   3   35.1736  0.579689   22.1112  3.41437  8.19216  12.9187  7.05545  25.9443  13.4637  
Th   0   35.5645  0.563359   23.4219  3.46204  12.7473  17.8309  4.80703  99.1722  13.4314  
Th   4   35.1007  0.555054   22.4418  3.24498  9.78554  13.4661  5.29444  23.9533  13.376  
Pa   0   35.8847  0.547751   23.2948  3.41519  14.1891  16.9235  4.17287  105.251  13.4287  
U   0   36.0228  0.5293   23.4128  3.3253   14.9491  16.0927  4.188   100.613  13.3966  
U   3   35.5747  0.52048  22.5259  3.12293  12.2165  12.7148  5.37073  26.3394  13.3092  
U   4   35.3715  0.516598   22.5326  3.05053  12.0291  12.5723  4.7984   23.4582  13.2671  
U   6   34.8509  0.507079   22.7584  2.8903   14.0099  13.1767  1.21457  25.2017  13.1665  
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Np   0   36.1874  0.511929   23.5964  3.25396  15.6402  15.3622  4.1855   97.4908  13.3573  
Np   3   35.7074  0.502322   22.613   3.03807  12.9898  12.1449  5.43227  25.4928  13.2544  
Np   4   35.5103  0.498626   22.5787  2.96627  12.7766  11.9484  4.92159  22.7502  13.2116  
Np   6   35.0136  0.48981  22.7286  2.81099  14.3884  12.33   1.75669  22.6581  13.113  
Pu   0   36.5254  0.499384   23.8083  3.26371  16.7707  14.9455  3.47947  105.98   13.3812  
Pu   3   35.84   0.484938   22.7169  2.96118  13.5807  11.5331  5.66016  24.3992  13.1991  
Pu   4   35.6493  0.481422   22.646   2.8902   13.3595  11.316   5.18831  21.8301  13.1555  
Pu   6   35.1736  0.473204   22.7181  2.73848  14.7635  11.553   2.28678  20.9303  13.0582  
Am   0   36.6706  0.483629   24.0992  3.20647  17.3415  14.3136  3.49331  102.273  13.3592  
Cm   0   36.6488  0.465154   24.4096  3.08997  17.399   13.4346  4.21665  88.4834  13.2887  
Bk   0   36.7881  0.451018   24.7736  3.04619  17.8919  12.8946  4.23284  86.003   13.2754  
Cf   0   36.9185  0.437533   25.1995  3.00775  18.3317  12.4044  4.24391  83.7881  13.2674  
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Appendix  D. Total  Scattering  Experimental  Set-­‐‑Up  
  
Figure  D1.  Photograph  of  a  typical  experimental  set  up  for  total  X-­‐‑ray  scattering  
data   acquisition  with   the   sample,   beam   stop,   and   area   detector   in   a   line.   This  




Figure  D2.  Multi-­‐‑sample  holder  designed  for  rapid  acquisition  at  ESRF  ID-­‐‑15-­‐‑B.  
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Figure  E2.  Set  up  for  the  variable  temperature  grazing  incident  small  angle  X-­‐‑ray  
scattering   experiments   at   the  Advanced  Photon   Source   12-­‐‑ID-­‐‑B.   The   stage  was  
resistively  heated  to  the  set  temperature.      








Appendix  F. EXAFS  Experimental  Set  Up  
  
Figure   F1.   Photographic   examples   of   EXAFS   experimental   set-­‐‑up   at   the  
Advanced  Photon  Source   20-­‐‑BM-­‐‑B:   (a)   furnace   cell   in   the  beam  path   (direction  
left   to   right),   (b)   furnace   cell   dimensions,   (c)   beam   path,   (d),   cryostat   cell  
dimensions,   (e),   beam  path  with   fluorescence   detector,   and   (f)   cryostat   sample  
holder  being  cooled  in  liquid  nitrogen  dewar.  






Appendix  G. Trioctylphosphine  Oxide  Structural  
Parameters  
Table  G1.  Summary  of  scan  parameters  for  TOPO  structure  refinement.  
Scan	  type	   2θ	   ω	   ϕ	   χ	   Frames	  
ϕ	   -­‐20.50	   295.58	   13.34	   30.75	   739	  
ϕ	   -­‐25.50	   328.40	   41.51	   76.58	   739	  
ϕ	   24.50	   78.84	   344.38	   -­‐35.57	   739	  
  
Table  G2.  Refined  positional  parameters  P,  O,  and  C  atoms  in  TOPO.    
Atom   x   y   z   Ueq,  Å2  
P1   0.964925(19)   0.28059(5)   0.807347(8)   0.01219(8)  
O1   0.97088(6)   0.55665(15)   0.79639(2)   0.01736(18)  
C1   1.06979(7)   0.1118(2)   0.80961(3)   0.0139(2)  
C2   1.14331(8)   0.2257(2)   0.84150(3)   0.0168(2)  
C3   1.23423(8)   0.0937(2)   0.84433(3)   0.0167(2)  
C4   1.30304(8)   0.2070(2)   0.87799(4)   0.0199(2)  
C5   1.39368(8)   0.0723(3)   0.88518(4)   0.0248(3)  
C6   1.45903(9)   0.1911(3)   0.91950(5)   0.0340(3)  
C7   1.54930(11)   0.0577(4)   0.92834(6)   0.0550(5)  
C8   1.61270(15)   0.1832(6)   0.96298(9)   0.0929(10)  
C9   0.93336(8)   0.2526(2)   0.85700(3)   0.0147(2)  
C10   0.93063(8)   -­‐‑0.0148(2)   0.87519(3)   0.0159(2)  
C11   0.90403(8)   -­‐‑0.0038(2)   0.91718(3)   0.0179(2)  
C12   0.89991(8)   -­‐‑0.2624(2)   0.93744(3)   0.0163(2)  
C13   0.87432(9)   -­‐‑0.2429(2)   0.97944(3)   0.0198(3)  
C14   0.86248(8)   -­‐‑0.5003(2)   0.99905(3)   0.0176(2)  
C15   0.83663(10)   -­‐‑0.4757(2)   1.04085(4)   0.0264(3)  
C16   0.82193(11)   -­‐‑0.7311(3)   1.06044(4)   0.0302(3)  
C17   0.88283(7)   0.1070(2)   0.77284(3)   0.0141(2)  
C18   0.78867(8)   0.2239(2)   0.76869(3)   0.0171(2)  
C19   0.72044(8)   0.0881(2)   0.73714(3)   0.0178(2)  
C20   0.62707(8)   0.2075(2)   0.73202(4)   0.0196(2)  
C21   0.55913(8)   0.0772(2)   0.69986(4)   0.0210(3)  
C22   0.46664(8)   0.2019(3)   0.69385(4)   0.0225(3)  
C23   0.39931(9)   0.0748(3)   0.66114(4)   0.0294(3)  
C24   0.30764(9)   0.2059(3)   0.65488(5)   0.0385(4)  
Ueq=1/3[U11(aa*)2+U22(bb*)2+U33(cc*)2+2U12aa*bb*cos  γ+2U13aa*cc*cos  β+2U23bb*cc*cosα]  
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Table   G3.   Refined   positional   parameters   hydrogen   atoms   in   trioctylphosphine  
oxide.    
Atom   x   y   z   Uiso,  Å2  
H1a   1.0611   -­‐‑0.0667   0.8159   0.018  
H1b   1.0888   0.1193   0.7834   0.018  
H2a   1.1504   0.4052   0.8354   0.022  
H2b   1.1240   0.2160   0.8676   0.022  
H3a   1.2273   -­‐‑0.0874   0.8493   0.022  
H3b   1.2558   0.1115   0.8188   0.022  
H4a   1.3125   0.3851   0.8717   0.026  
H4b   1.2782   0.2030   0.9029   0.026  
H5a   1.3848   -­‐‑0.1063   0.8914   0.033  
H5b   1.4197   0.0791   0.8606   0.033  
H6a   1.4687   0.3686   0.9129   0.045  
H6b   1.4319   0.1890   0.9438   0.045  
H7a   1.5770   0.0601   0.9042   0.073  
H7b   1.5401   -­‐‑0.1197   0.9351   0.073  
H8a   1.6269   0.3534   0.9553   0.139  
H8b   1.6669   0.0845   0.9689   0.139  
H8c   1.5842   0.1905   0.9865   0.139  
H9a   0.9750   0.3552   0.8756   0.020  
H9b   0.8743   0.3285   0.8558   0.020  
H10a   0.8877   -­‐‑0.1195   0.8576   0.021  
H10b   0.9893   -­‐‑0.0941   0.8770   0.021  
H11a   0.9469   0.1032   0.9344   0.024  
H11b   0.8456   0.0773   0.9150   0.024  
H12a   0.9581   -­‐‑0.3450   0.9395   0.022  
H12b   0.8563   -­‐‑0.3693   0.9206   0.022  
	  
Atom   x   y   z   Uiso,  Å2  
H13a   0.9205   -­‐‑0.1471   0.9967   0.026  
H13b   0.8187   -­‐‑0.1474   0.9775   0.026  
H14a   0.9182   -­‐‑0.5959   1.0012   0.023  
H14b   0.8163   -­‐‑0.5967   0.9818   0.023  
H15a   0.8837   -­‐‑0.3832   1.0582   0.035  
H15b   0.7820   -­‐‑0.3755   1.0388   0.035  
H16a   0.7737   -­‐‑0.8211   1.0441   0.045  
H16b   0.8070   -­‐‑0.7022   1.0868   0.045  
H16c   0.8759   -­‐‑0.8313   1.0628   0.045  
H17a   0.9013   0.1036   0.7465   0.019  
H17b   0.8807   -­‐‑0.0683   0.7821   0.019  
H18a   0.7684   0.2158   0.7946   0.023  
H18b   0.7917   0.4028   0.7613   0.023  
H19a   0.7417   0.0921   0.7114   0.024  
H19b   0.7164   -­‐‑0.0898   0.7449   0.024  
H20a   0.6053   0.1997   0.7576   0.026  
H20b   0.6315   0.3866   0.7249   0.026  
H21a   0.5533   -­‐‑0.1005   0.7074   0.028  
H21b   0.5817   0.0802   0.6744   0.028  
H22a   0.4435   0.1958   0.7191   0.030  
H22b   0.4726   0.3805   0.6869   0.030  
H23a   0.3920   -­‐‑0.1027   0.6684   0.039  
H23b   0.4228   0.0776   0.6359   0.039  
H24a   0.2837   0.2022   0.6797   0.058  
H24b   0.2675   0.1176   0.6342   0.058  
H24c   0.3141   0.3803   0.6468   0.058  
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Table   G4.   Refined   thermal   parameters   for   phosphorus,   oxygen,   and   carbon  
atoms  in  trioctylphosphine  oxide.  
Atom   U11   U22   U33   U23   U13   U12  
P1   0.01648(14)   0.00943(14)   0.01102(14)   0.00056(10)   0.00335(10)   0.00030(11)  
O1   0.0257(4)   0.0109(4)   0.0163(4)   0.0012(3)   0.0058(3)   0.0000(3)  
C1   0.0173(5)   0.0121(5)   0.0126(5)   -­‐‑0.0004(4)   0.0034(4)   0.0005(4)  
C2   0.0170(5)   0.0167(6)   0.0169(5)   -­‐‑0.0026(4)   0.0033(4)   -­‐‑0.0007(4)  
C3   0.0188(6)   0.0167(6)   0.0151(5)   -­‐‑0.0001(4)   0.0044(4)   0.0004(4)  
C4   0.0170(6)   0.0221(6)   0.0206(6)   -­‐‑0.0023(5)   0.0034(4)   -­‐‑0.0002(5)  
C5   0.0191(6)   0.0262(7)   0.0285(7)   -­‐‑0.0007(5)   0.0022(5)   0.0026(5)  
C6   0.0203(6)   0.0389(8)   0.0398(8)   -­‐‑0.0038(7)   -­‐‑0.0037(6)   0.0019(6)  
C7   0.0250(8)   0.0568(12)   0.0756(13)   -­‐‑0.0050(10)   -­‐‑0.0143(8)   0.0091(8)  
C8   0.0389(11)   0.100(2)   0.121(2)   -­‐‑0.0212(17)   -­‐‑0.0427(13)   0.0108(12)  
C9   0.0186(5)   0.0132(5)   0.0128(5)   -­‐‑0.0002(4)   0.0042(4)   0.0013(4)  
C10   0.0209(6)   0.0147(5)   0.0130(5)   0.0005(4)   0.0050(4)   0.0001(4)  
C11   0.0247(6)   0.0166(6)   0.0134(5)   0.0014(4)   0.0065(4)   0.0010(5)  
C12   0.0208(6)   0.0158(6)   0.0131(5)   0.0009(4)   0.0049(4)   0.0003(4)  
C13   0.0295(6)   0.0159(6)   0.0157(5)   0.0019(4)   0.0088(5)   0.0013(5)  
C14   0.0230(6)   0.0164(6)   0.0143(5)   0.0008(4)   0.0059(4)   -­‐‑0.0007(5)  
C15   0.0447(8)   0.0195(6)   0.0187(6)   0.0021(5)   0.0158(6)   0.0017(6)  
C16   0.0481(9)   0.0243(7)   0.0215(6)   0.0049(5)   0.0157(6)   -­‐‑0.0031(6)  
C17   0.0173(5)   0.0124(5)   0.0125(5)   -­‐‑0.0004(4)   0.0027(4)   0.0011(4)  
C18   0.0179(5)   0.0161(6)   0.0173(5)   -­‐‑0.0023(4)   0.0029(4)   0.0019(4)  
C19   0.0188(6)   0.0176(6)   0.0166(5)   -­‐‑0.0012(4)   0.0021(4)   0.0016(5)  
C20   0.0181(6)   0.0207(6)   0.0198(6)   -­‐‑0.0018(5)   0.0029(4)   0.0009(5)  
C21   0.0195(6)   0.0229(6)   0.0199(6)   -­‐‑0.0013(5)   0.0011(5)   0.0011(5)  
C22   0.0186(6)   0.0250(6)   0.0236(6)   0.0007(5)   0.0024(5)   0.0001(5)  
C23   0.0219(6)   0.0379(8)   0.0266(7)   0.0006(6)   -­‐‑0.0014(5)   -­‐‑0.0015(6)  
C24   0.0207(7)   0.0525(10)   0.0397(8)   0.0061(7)   -­‐‑0.0034(6)   -­‐‑0.0011(7)  
The  form  of  the  anisotropic  displacement  parameter  is:  
exp[-­‐‑2π2(a*2U11h2+b*2U22k2+c*2U33l2+2b*c*U23kl+2a*c*U13hl+2a*b*U12hk)]  
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Table  G5.  Bond  distances  within  trioctylphosphine  oxide.  
Bond  Type   Bond  Length  (Å)  
P1-­‐‑O1   1.4949(8)  
P1-­‐‑C9   1.8123(11)  
C3-­‐‑C4   1.5229(16)  
C6-­‐‑C7   1.516(2)  
C10-­‐‑C11   1.5281(15)  
C13-­‐‑C14   1.5207(16)  
C17-­‐‑C18   1.5316(15)  
C20-­‐‑C21   1.5217(16)  
C23-­‐‑C24   1.527(2)  
P1-­‐‑C17   1.7962(11)  
C1-­‐‑C2   1.5300(15)  
C4-­‐‑C5   1.5217(17)  
C7-­‐‑C8   1.527(3)  
C11-­‐‑C12   1.5184(16)  
C14-­‐‑C15   1.5217(16)  
C18-­‐‑C19   1.5251(16)  
C21-­‐‑C22   1.5232(17)  
P1-­‐‑C1   1.8023(11)  
C2-­‐‑C3   1.5246(16)  
C5-­‐‑C6   1.5202(18)  
C9-­‐‑C10   1.5283(15)  
C12-­‐‑C13   1.5246(15)  
C15-­‐‑C16   1.5196(18)  
C19-­‐‑C20   1.5247(16)  




Table  G6.    Bond  angles  within  trioctylphosphine  oxide.  
Bonds   Bond  Angle(º)  
O1-­‐‑P1-­‐‑C17   113.05(5)  
O1-­‐‑P1-­‐‑C9   109.84(5)  
C2-­‐‑C1-­‐‑P1   111.70(8)  
C5-­‐‑C4-­‐‑C3   115.04(10)  
C6-­‐‑C7-­‐‑C8   112.46(17)  
C12-­‐‑C11-­‐‑C10   114.54(10)  
C13-­‐‑C14-­‐‑C15   112.97(10)  
C19-­‐‑C18-­‐‑C17   112.84(9)  
C20-­‐‑C21-­‐‑C22   113.48(10)  
O1-­‐‑P1-­‐‑C1   113.26(5)  
C17-­‐‑P1-­‐‑C9   107.12(5)  
C3-­‐‑C2-­‐‑C1   114.16(9)  
C6-­‐‑C5-­‐‑C4   112.68(11)  
C10-­‐‑C9-­‐‑P1   117.98(8)  
C11-­‐‑C12-­‐‑C13   112.92(9)  
C16-­‐‑C15-­‐‑C14   113.71(11)  
C20-­‐‑C19-­‐‑C18   113.19(10)  
C23-­‐‑C22-­‐‑C21   113.46(11)  
C17-­‐‑P1-­‐‑C1   106.72(5)  
C1-­‐‑P1-­‐‑C9   106.46(5)  
C4-­‐‑C3-­‐‑C2   111.54(9)  
C7-­‐‑C6-­‐‑C5   114.25(14)  
C11-­‐‑C10-­‐‑C9   111.23(9)  
C14-­‐‑C13-­‐‑C12   113.99(10)  
C18-­‐‑C17-­‐‑P1   112.87(8)  
C21-­‐‑C20-­‐‑C19   113.53(10)  
C22-­‐‑C23-­‐‑C24   112.74(12)  
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Appendix  H. Photocatalysis  of  CoO  Nanoparticles  
Photocatalysis   encompasses   the   production   of   chemical   fuels   using   light-­‐‑
mediated   catalysis,   and   it   is   an   area   of   great   research   interest   for   alternative  
energy  production.  Platinum  deposited  on  TiO2  has  been  demonstrated  to  be  an  
efficient   catalyst,   and   has   been   the   subject   of   thousands   of   published   reports.  
Less  expensive,  earth  abundant  alternatives   for  platinum  has  been  the   target  of  
some   of   these   investigations.   Recently,   Liao   et   al.   calculated   the   band   gap   for  
nanocrystalline  CoO  from  a  modified  Kubelka-­‐‑Munk  function  and  demonstrated  
that  nanocrystalline  CoO  has  band  structure  suitable  for  efficient  water-­‐‑splitting  
as   compared   to   micropowder   CoO   (Figure   H1).261   With   control   over   size   and  
shape   of   CoO   nanoparticles,   photocatalytic   hydrogen   production   can   tuned   as  
recently  demonstrated  with  TiO2  nanocrystals  by  Gordon  et  al.    
    
Figure   H1.   Band   diagram   of   micropowder   and   nanocrystalline   CoO   (adapted  




CoO  nanocrystals  have  been  synthesized  from  a  thermal  decomposition  Schlenk  
line  technique  involving  2  mmol  cobalt  acetate  tetrahydrate,  3  mmol  oleic  acid,  3  
mmol  1-­‐‑octadecanol,  tributylphoshine,  and  0.25  mmol  trioctylphosphine  oxide  in  
20  mL  1-­‐‑octadecene.  The  resulting  nanoparticles  are  shown  in  Figure  H2  with  a  
size  distribution  of  6.1  nm  ±  1.1  nm  (Figure  H3).  The  Fm3m  crystal  structure  and  
dispersion   is   confirmed   with   X-­‐‑ray   scattering   from   APS   11-­‐‑ID-­‐‑B.   A   spherical  
model   was   used   for   the   X-­‐‑ray   fitting   shown   in   Figure   H4.   For   photocatalytic  
testing,   1  wt%   of   CoO  was   deposited   on   Evonik   TiO2   P25.   Yield   of   CoO   from  
synthesis   was   determined   by   ICP   using   a   Spectro   Genesis   spectrometer.   The  
CoO/TiO2  catalyst  was  sonicated  and  dispersed  in  a  1:1  40mL  solution  of  ethanol  
to   water.   Ethanol   was   used   as   a   hole   scavenger   in   the   reaction.   Hydrogen  
production   from   CoO/TiO2   was   initially   comparable   to   Pt   photodeposited   on  
TiO2  nanocrystals262  at  nearly  2000  mmol  H2  per  hour  per  gram  as  seen  in  Figure  
H5.  After  8  hours,  photocatalytic  H2  production   stabilized   to  1200  mmol  h-­‐‑1   g-­‐‑1,  
comparable  to  CoCl2  deposited  on  TiO2.  For  the  CoCl2,  activation  occurs  during  
the  first  three  hours  of  the  reaction  in  which  CoCl2  is  reduced  to  zero-­‐‑valent  Co,  
which  is  responsible  for  hydrogen  production.  The  photoreactor  (coupled  with  a  
thermal  gas  reactor)  with  a  Hg(Xe)  300W  lamp  is  shown  in  Figure  H6.  
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Better   systematic   control   over   CoO   morphology   and   size   can   be   pursued   to  
investigate   their  effects  on  H2  production.  While   the  stabilization  of   the  catalyst  
over  a  24-­‐‑hr  period  is  promising,  its  overall  activity  could  be  improved  to  reduce  
the  initial  degradation.  
Figures  
	  





Figure  H3.  Histogram  of  CoO  diameter  sizes  shows  an  average  diameter  of  6.1  
nm  ±  1.1nm.  
	  
Figure  H4.   X-­‐‑ray   diffraction   of   CoO  NPs   as   compared  with   a   spherical  model  




Figure  H5.  Hydrogen  production  from  CoO  NPs  supported  on  TiO2(P25).  
  
Figure   H6.   Experimental   set-­‐‑up   for   thermal   gas   reactor   with   photocatalysis  
module.  
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